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TERRACE --  The process 
which will lead to residents be- 
ing ticketed,• and fined for 
flouting local-by-laws took 
another step forward last Week 
with the •identifying of the 17 •in- 
fractions the city will be target- 
ting. 
Itemscovered by the Current 
street and traffic, noise control, 
nuisance, smoking regulation, 
animal control, bOsiness licence 
and buildingregulations by- 
laws are all included on the hit- 
list, 
Illegal parkers are the prime 
tarot ~with m'ne separate of- 
fences being named. These in- 
clude parking contrary. to 
signage regulations, within 
4.5m of a fire hydrant, on a 
crosswalk or facing the wrong 
way. Offenders will face a $25 
fine. . . " -. - 
Otl~er offences included in 
the ticketing by-law include 
smoking in a prohibhed ~ea (a 
$25 fine), all0w!ng an animal to 
run at large ($35).and keeping 
an  unlicenCed og 0r "poultry, 
pigeons or.d0ves- ($~0). 
:l I legal parkers: ar.e the 
prime'~ta/get with ;nine 
separate offences being ' 
named. 
- ~ -~ ~..' ~- ~.~: :~-~' Jo? ,~,*  . .~ . ! . ,  -' • "~":- . : : .  " : , '~  ' : - "  
I I  I I 
for,making excessive 'noise, 
keeping ~untidy~.premises and 
building without~ a permit - -  
$100 each ,wh i le  operating a
business without alicence car- 
ries the highest fine of $200. 
Once the city has received ap- 
proval for the proposed fines 
from the province's Chief 
Justice, the new, regulations will 
require only final adoption by 
council before by-law enforce- 
ment officer Fern Sweeting can 
start issuing tickets. 
Contrary to public percep- 
tion, parking next to a yellow 
painted curb is not an offence in 
Terrace..However, that is about 
to change. 
Administrator Bob Hallsor 
explained the omission had been 
spotted when the city's traffic 
by, law was reviewed in prepar- 
ing the ticketing regulations. 
That will be put right when 
the necessary by-law amend- 
ment is adopted at the next 
council meeting. The offence 
will carry a $25 fine. 
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TERRACE - -  School district 
representatives, xpect to get 
word today from education 
minister Tony Brummet on how 
much money the province will 
provide for the sweeping 
changes to the education system 
set to begin this fail. 
Local trustees ay the. eduea- 
tion ministry's Year .2000 
changes will cost money to put 
in place, and they don't yet 
know how much the province 
will pay, and how. mucli will be 
left to local taxpayers. 
School board chairman Edna 
Cooper and secretary-treasurer 
Barry Piersdorff ate meeting to- 
day with Brummet and 
representatives of other school 
boards in Vancouver. Brummet 
is expected to announce changes 
to the way the province finances 
education and to  tell districts 
how much it will pay for the 
changes the ministry has 
ordered. 
Cooper said last week the 
amount of money the province 
sets aside will be a key to deter- 
mining how much local school 
taxes will go Up in the school 
board's upcoming budget, 
which is to be completed and 
sent to Victoria by March 15. 
School District 88 has com- 
mitted to starting • the primary 
program -- which replaces 
kindergarten to grade 4 with a 
continuous learning system --  
in September. 
Local tax hikes will aim de- 
pend on the result of upcoming 
contract negotiations between 
the school district and the 
teachers, Cooper said. Teachers 
are demanding smaller class 
sizes, higher wages and more 
training days to help' teachers 
cope with the changes. 
She said the government has 
promised money to -he lp  : i i : : ; -  
districts handle the Oh'angus, 'Yl i,~-i"i 
don't think the implementation ' ; .:" ,.--," 
of the Year 2000 changes:is go- ',- " : , i  
ing to fall on the" l°cal  ;!:ii~'iil 
taxpayer," she said, "That':is ~: i.-' 
not a local ,,taxpayer respo w- . : 
sibility. If .he government : :  
doesn't give us enough, we, ll ::: :::: 
just have to slow the process ! i : "  
down or cut somethingelse." ~ i- 'i: 
Apart from the direct costs of : 
starting the new primary pro~ -• ... 
gram, like new books and sup-' . 
plies, Cooper said the school :: 
district will find itself paying for " 
some indirect costs; 
" I f  we're forced down to - 
much lower class sizes, we're 
going to be either buying por- 
tables or building new schools." 
Cooper said. 
"Unless the provincial 
government is giving some fair- 
ly clear:cut guarantees-about 
the availability o f  funding, the 
board is going to have to make 
some very tough decisions," 
Terrace District Teachers 
Association spokesman Greig 
Houlden predicted. 
Super intendent  Frank " 
Hamilton said the board hopes 
the ministry will increase the 
range of school district expenses 
it will share. "Otherwise we 
have to pick up all extra ex- 
pease s at 100 per cent," he said, 
"Because the more money the 
district needs to implement the 
program, the more non- 
shareable dollars will come 
from the local t~payer." 
CooPer said tax increases will 
also be affected by inflation and 
last year's chool district ax in- 
crease, 60 per cent of which falls 
on this calendar year. 
MPFUttOn Jumps 
into refund fray 
TERRACE --  Lakeise Lake 
residents who claimed the nor- 
thern tax benefit when filing 
their income tax returns for the 
past two years did so "in good 
faith" and are now being sub- 
jected to "shabby treatment" 
by Revenue-Canada, says 
Skeena MP Jim Fulton. 
He dismissed a claim from 
revenue minister Otto Jelinek 
that taxpayers received proper 
notice that the term Lakelse ap- 
plied to an abandoned CN 
whistlestop between Terrace 
and Kitimat and not to Lakelse 
Lake. 
People living on the east side 
of lake have received notices 
from Revenue Canada inform- 
ing them they are not eligible 
for the benefit, demanding 
repayment of refunds originally 
issued and for interest. 
Residents say they sought 
clarification prior to filing and 
were told by taxation officials 
that they were efigible. 
In his letter, Jelinek said of- 
ficials at a •temporary tax 
assistance centre set up in Ter- 
race last February were aware 
of the Lakelse situation. He also 
pointed out a department of. 
ficiai had been interviewed for 
local radio and television on 
Feb. 21, 1989, 
"He is trying to claim that a 
radio interview was adequate 
notification. That is sheer puf- 
fery," said Fulton. adding he 
had. yet to find a Lakeise resi- 
dent who heard the' interview. 
l'lie-MP described the situa- 
tio.n as a reversal ofwhat occur- 
red at Cassiar when that com- 
munity was not included on the 
list of eligible places for two 
years. 
In that case, Fulton said, 
Revenue Canada had admitted 
the omission of Cassiar was an 
error and allowed the claims to 
go through. Suggesting the 
same should apply in the case of 
Lakelse, he said, "He (Jelinek) 
can't have it both ways." 
Noting the "legal map of 
B.C." referred to the communi- 
ty on the east side of the lake as 
Lakelse and that was also the 
name used by area residents, 
Fulton pointed out Revenue 
Canada's own officials •were us- 
ing that place name in sending 
out notices of disqualification. 
. . . .~  
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 , ,/T"0day NDP " ; 'de 
TERRACE - -  The  three peop le  ~ '  ' t . ~ ~  
who want to  be the New 
Democratic candidate fo r  
Skeena in the next provincial 
electiofi are busy signing up new 
members before'a deadline of 
midnight onight passes. 
Mike Corbei l ,  Helmut 
Giesbrecht and Larry Guno 
must have their supporters sign- 
ed up today if they want hem to 
vote at the party's March 31 
nomination convention. 
"They're working their tails 
o f f  - -  they ' re  going 
gangbusters. There,s been a 
tremendous boost (in member- 
ship) in the last couple of mon- 
ths," said Frank Rowe, the par- 
ty's person in cha.rge of the 
nomination procedure. 
Rowe Said it was impossible 
to calculate how many member- 
ships have been sold because .ap- 
plications come in each day, 
"We're not the only consti- 
tuency holding a nomination 
Mike Corbeil 
convent ion  so the prov inc ia l  o f -  
rice is swamped. What we're 
doing is holding •off for a week 
from sending the applications 
down after Jan. 31 to have them 
validated and give the office a 
chance to clear l up the 
backlog," he said. 
Cand idates get 
. . . . .  
.~ !i?. 3,! 
~:!  21 
Larry Guno Helmut Giesbrecht 
Rowe added the constituency The"party's nomination corn- 
associat ion's membership mittee h/ts booked the Thornhill 
secretary will accept applica.~ Commu.nity Centre as the .¢on-: 
tioas by fax up, to midnight vention.tocation. " . . .  
tonight but that the original ap--:, i As  a Clue as to how, manY 
plications must be deliyered by "people, the party expects tO .be 
Feb~ 1. / .... at :the convention, the cbm= 
• ',i2Ie's making arrangements munity Centre'is fate i for *: al 
tobe available all tonight, Said : capacity of 300. : ' /'i : 
Rowe of the membership "Our plan isto Ffll it (the cen~. 
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in the next provincim e~ection, they'll circulate," he said . ' ~ .. 
Kitimat alderman and health The party is planning" more I'ough Ford trucks are leading the way into the '90s inBritish Columbia, and we're celebrating 
unit administrator Mike Cot- 
bell, teacher and former Terrace formal election meetings in Ter- with special prices onour best selleis. Choose one of the special'values shown below, or see 
race, Kitimat 'and Kitwanga as _ • .  
-mayor Helmut Giesbrecht and the nominating convention date d price that's right for you[ 
Atlin MLA and lawyer Larry of March 31 nears, Rowe add- 
Guno will be at a coffee session 
following a Terrace NDP Club ed. 
meet ing.  • . . . Thosedates  and iocat ions  w i l l  
The  party 's  person in charge  be decided somet ime next week,  
of the nomination process, he said. 
Frank Rowe, said the gathering The Saturday session begins 
won't be a formal affair in at 10a.m. and takesplaceatthe 
which the candidates will ask carpenters hall on Sparks. 
Pro-lifers mark 
:court decision ~ 5.0 LV:8- Deiux~ Tu-Tone -'Cruise Control- Tilt Wht"~el • AM/ 
office was chosen because of the 
NDP's pro-choice position. 
She said that while FultOn has and Insulation •I.: 
told her he wouldn't choose Ready to gO:¢ 
abortion for his family, he , i f-:/ ~ I 
• won't go against the NDP's 
position. '~"';*' - : '  ~-- ~.~' : '  
" I t ' s  a quiet showing, not a -~:~'~ ." ~-", ':.~ '~: .~ , :~- . . :~:~:~ : ' ;  ~ . :  ,,.f .:..:~.~. . ,. 
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office. Of th  r~Y in fr°nt °f Fult°n's i ~  ~ 
This is the second ~,ear in a. 
row the pro.life association has 
held a public rally due to the , 
court d¢~ision. 
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TERRACE-  Local residents 
marked the second anniversary 
of the Supreme Court decision 
on abortion with a rally in front 
of Skeena NDP MP Jim 
Fulton's office Jan. 27. 
The rally, sponsored by the 
Terrace Pro-Life Education 
Association, was preceded by a 
prayer service at the Zion Bap- 
tist Church and a candle-light 
march from the church to 
Fulton's office. 
Terrace Pro-Life president 
Marion Schlegel said Fulton's 
"i'm half the man I used to be 
since I lost 74 lbs. 
with Nutri/System" 
The Nutri/System =Weight Loss Program includes n variety of 
delicious meals and snacks, nutritional and behavioral ¢ourtsellng, 
light activity, and weight maintenance. 
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TRAFFIC WAS halted from using the Sande.Overpass Satur- : : pery iK:the tirfieof the accident, No injuries 0r damage was 
day morning and into the early afternoon when a loaded fuel  reported. M0re tNan 50,000 litres of aviation fuel and gasoline 
tanker failed to negotiate the corner while trying to turn east was pumped into another tanker before the unit was pulled 
on to Hwyl6. It ended with the tractor and first part Of the first out. 
tanker nose down over the embankment. The roads were slip- 
Snowfall blankets area 
TERRACE- -The  third be w o r s e  50mm in the early part of 
week of January is normally It could January. 
the point at which winter Using the rule of thumb 
begins its long retreat, at that l mm of rain is 
least in terms of snow. equivalent to lcm of snow, 
This year,  however,  the taxis did a good business January of 116.3cm (46.5 those figures add up to a 
and traffic crawled slowly, in). daunting 6.3m (2!ft) of the Mother Nature  threw 
everyone a curve, choosing 
that week to dump the first 
major snowfall of the season 
- -more  than 70cm (28in) in 
less than 72 hours. 
What began last week as 
yet another one ~vithout a 
major snowfall and with ex- 
pectations of an early spring, 
ended with a startling 
amount of the white stuff. 
Roads became clogged, 
two-lane sections of road 
narrowed to one-lane tracks, 






RCMP reported a good 
number of minor accidents 
and there were two of a more 
serious nature --  a collision 
between a logging truck and 
a fuel tanker going over an 
embankment adjacent to the 
Sande Overpass. 
And as last weekend ap- 
proached, snowfall ac- 
cumulations from the begin- 
ning of the month had 
already reached 150 cm (60 
in). That's more than enough 
to surpass past averages for 
TF, RRACE <"-~" ISix school 
children escaped serious injury 
after the school bus they were 
riding in was hit by a loaded 
logging truck Jan. 26 on 
Hwyl6. 
RCMP said a 12-year-old girl 
in the bus was injured and taken 
to Mills Memorial Hospital. 
"She was shaken up and 
taken to hospital for observa- 
tion," said Lothar Heiler, the 
school district's uperintendent 
of busing. 
Heller said the bus was exten- 
However ,  the local 
weather office offers some 
consolation for those who 
struggled to keep paths, 
driveways and roads clear 
during the onslaught. If all 
the rain that fell earlier this 
winter had been snow, 
everyone would have had lots 
of practice shovelling by 
nOW. 
Its figures show 296.7mm 
of precipitation was recorded 
in November, 284.8mm in 
December and° a further 
white stuff. 
That, says weatherman 
Adrian Van de Mosselaer, 
compares to average local 
snowfall figures of 48.9cm 
(19in) for November and 
105.6cm (41in) in December. 
Add in the January average 
and the total is still only 2.7m 
(8.9ft). 
However, he adds, if the 
area had experienced the nor- 
mai, colder weather over that 
period, it would also have 
received less precipitation. 
sively damaged,-. ~nd, s "o~ ~ ' ]Og~' ' r  ~ , ' : :  He ~ s~d ~h9 ~ru~k came from 
went •through the bus ~;indows. behind and ~.pparently broad- 
"They were very forturtate'," 
he said. " I t  was very lucky no 
one was killed." 
The accident happened just 
after 8 a.m. at the corner of 
Hwyl6 and Goodin Road, 
RCMP said. 
Heller said the bus Was 
heading into town from Usk 
and was turning left onto Klean- 
za Dr. to pick up more children 
there when the logging truck hit 
it. 
sided the bus as it was making 
the turn. 
RCMP said the school bus 
was driven by Uli Mendel, of 
Terrace, and the logging truck 
was driven by Roy Clifford, 
also of Terrace. 
Both vehicles were impound- 
ed Friday' at the Lomak 
Transport yard, and police say 
they are still investigating the 
accident. 
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• INTERNMiONAL'TRUCKS 
L,E.J. International Trucks Lid. " 
Terrace 
Cliff Shaqdes " AlRasko - 
:General Mgr, 
Pads and Ir4ndgo Ihxn: 
Monday 8 am - 5 pm Tuesday. Friday 8 am. 9 pm 
3467 Highway 16 East 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 4P3 
d 
Parts Mgr. ; ' l  : ;  
Business: eas.g1A I 
Fax: e3§.9115 I 
T IME IS MONEY 
Affordable fax rfrom Toshiba. The TF 
has it all. It's `•. compact, convenient, 
easy to use. Send documents or draw- • 
ings in seconds and stay ahead of the 
competition. See it now. Timing is ; 
everythingl 
. , -. _ - 
lr 




For more Information call us... 
TOLSEC CANADA INC. 
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! WHOL  i FRYING 
SEEDLESS CHICKEN,  " 
GRAPES Fresh. Grade 'A' .ed.ame 9£  ,c.,o-.s IZb-- 
i.F~Sh. Product per Bag. Limit 2 Sags ~ ~ 
i o f  Chile. NO. 1 per  Family Purchase. n n  
kg. • Grade. 2.18 :i.94 kg. • V V LB. 
- 3 .29  99  -" 4 99  B.C. Weight  Before .75/.11~ g. LB. Or Oat Bran. C~klng. S EA. 
450 g. LOaf. I )  EA. 
b •,  
i i i i  I i , 
A.ple • ~ ' • CHEESE Orange Empress Oriental Long Grain 
JUICE JUICE MARGARINE SLICES NOODLES RICE From Concentrate. Town Or Apple. Frozen ASsOrted varieties. , 
House. 1 L. Limit 12 With Concentrate. Scotch BUy. 1.36 kg. Package of 48 or 64's. Town House. 85 g. Generic. 2 kg. 
Family purchase. Over 341 mL. Best Buy, 1 kg. 
Umlt Price .78 each. 4il.00 1 99 
68 " " " o ' • 
.-=sToRE .ouRs : - -  
• ' ,,uv • Saturday 9 a.m.- S p.m. 
• EA. ~ • • 
' Sunday ' 10 ll.m.-6 p.m. 
W~SER CF I s-  ~ ~v I Mon.- Wed. 9 ll.m,- e p.m. 
I.~S w~a*RI Thurs, & Fd. 9 ll.m., 9 p.m. 
I tlttmm~ I ; : : . ' I nm n ~ i "~ ','," 
We byi " itall ogether* . . . .  
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Getting ploughed 
Every winter highways employees it 
at their desks and answer phones from 
people complaining about the state of 
the province's roads. It's clearly a no- 
win situation for the employees. The 
weird weather conditions of the Terrace 
area can turn six inches of snow one 
hour into a sea of slush the next. 
Since the province sold off its road 
and bridge maintenance operations a 
year and a half ago there's been an in- 
crease in the public's perception of 
what's right and what's wrong with the 
treatment of  B.C. 's winter roads. 
The job being done is either better or 
worse depending upon how you look at 
i t  or ,  depending upon how your car 
reacts while going around a corner. 
One way of  judging the performance 
of  the private companies is the 
province's own system whereby contract 
managers rate the way each company 
does its job. There are three levels at- 
tached to this system and the  reports 
make for the subjects of  meetings bet- 
ween the contract managers and the 
companies. 
The problem is that so far the public 
doesn't  have access to the reports. One 
reason given is that the contractural rela- 
tionship between the 'province and the 
companies makes for a certain amount  
of  confidentiality. As well, the province 
doesn't want this kind of  stuff  to become 
public the closer it comes to next year 
when the contracts come up for bidding 
once again. 
That may be fine for the government, 
but it's not fine for the public. It is, after 
all, public money that is supporting the 
companies. More than anything, that 
makes it all the more important for the 
public to know how its money is being 
spent. 
Going overboard 
There's been talk around town that 
the Social Credit government is looking 
for a large project in which to pour some 
money. Now that Premier Bill Vander 
Zalm is staying (was there any question 
he was ever going to leave?) there's going 
to be a slow steady build up of  govern- 
ment goody announcements leading to 
the next election. 
It's said that there's one faction 
favouring a convention centre and 
another faction thinking that perhaps a 
new overpass i needed. The problem re- 
mains is to figure out what gets the most 
votes. Common opinion has it that over- 
passes don't  buy votes. Regardless of 
politics, it is time to do something about 
a proper highway overpass. 
Any doubt that one is needed should 
have been erased this past Saturday 
when that gas tanker headed into the 
rhubarb. Granted, there is an onus to 
drive more carefully in hazardous winter 
conditions, but there is also an onus to 
construct proper highways. 
The city council is on record as 
favouring a proper overpass west of the 
city. Last year there was some verbiage 
about the same thing in the regional 
transportation task force report. But 
should the convention centre folks win 
out, no problem. The first such gather- 
ing should be those who have had nasty 
experiences on the overpass. It'll be stan- 
ding room only, 
You're on display 
I dread lineups. Besides being 
a bothersome timewaster, they 
fill me with panic like a yearling 
corralled in a vaccination chute. 
Trapped in a checkout lineup, 
I'm sure those around me are 
inspecting my cuffs for frays, 
wondering how high my 
shoulder would rise if I cleaned 
out my handbag, or marvelling 
at the black bristle on my chin 
mole. 
Logically, I know I'm silly to 
think the world's paying that 
much attention to me. That was 
proven to me years ago when I
enrolled both my left feet in an 
Arthur Murray-type dance 
class. 
Entire walls of the 
*'ballroom" were floor.to- 
ceiling mirrors, making it easy 
to spy on a roomful of awkward 
adults who'd paid to be pushed 
around. 
In the hope of bolstering my 
confidence, "the instructor had 
me check in the mirror to learn 
how many in the room were 
observing me. Of course, no 
one was. 
That realization did a lot to 
put me at ease in anonymous 
crowds. But it didn't help to 
relax me in a 5 p.m, nine-cart 
lineup at Overwaitea.. 
It's small comfort to know 
my character flaw is a harmless 
psychological deficiency called 
self-consciousness.. 
Nor is it helpful to know 
others, including Snoopy's car- 
toonist, share my shortcoming, 
For its self-consdomnes~ which 
turin the  Wetgh~[~Watchers ' 
Through 
s,oca , i f  
. • I , : i  i:i >~ 
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Healthy bill 
at this hospital 
scale away from the members so tions while my books are stack- 
only the weigher and the ed on the counter. Borrowers 
weighee can read the calibra- crowd around, craning to read 
tions, the titles on the spines of my 
It's the reason naughty choices. Because of this ever 
publications are mailed in plain present risk, 1 never borrow 
brown wrappers, books by Erica Jong, Dr. Ruth, 
Perhaps it's even the motiva- or Frank Yerby. 
tion for burglars to work alone, Since I've been unable to 
in the dark, in unoccupied overcome this bashful trait, I've 
premises, put it to work. 
Webster de fines self- It helps to keep me from gain- 
conscious as "uncomfortably ing weight. Were it not for my 
conscious of oneself as an ob- conviction every customer in the 
ject of the observation of store would snicker and point if 
I topped my cartload of others. And it can make a per- 
son do wonder.us things, groceries with chocolate swirl, 
Once, when 0nly 10 pOunds salted peanuts, or double 
chocolate chip cookies, I'd barred my path to happiness, I 
tracked down an all night make Roseanne Barr look peak- 
ed. drugstore with an elderly female Even ,in,ups have their uses. 
VICTORIA -- Now I know 
why some U.S. hospitals are 
listed on the stock exchange. 
The bill for eight/days at 
Honolulu's Stra~b Hospital 
came to a cool $18,400 in U.S. 
funds. And that doesn't in- 
clude the doctor's bill. 
Of course, you get unsur- 
passed service for your money. 
Every roomis a private room; 
the staf~ is better paid and less 
over-worked than in B.C.; the 
doctors are top-notch and get 
paid what hey're worth. 
There are no waiting lists. 
The day after my heart condi- 
tion had stabilized, Dr. David 
Furgusson proposed that he do 
an angiogram to find out what 
artery might be blocked. Less 
than 24 hours after that, I
underwent angioplasty surgery. 
For the latter procedure, 
there is often a waiting period 
of four' to six weeks in B.C., 
because it is necessary to have 
a team of open.heart 
specialists on stand-by, just in 
case the old balloon trick 
doesn't work. 
Nothing a patient uses at 
Straub• including the mattress, 
is ever used again. You pay for 
it, you can take it home after, 
or it gets thrown out. 
All of which is great if you 
are properly insured. Unfor- 
tunately, millions of 
Americans have no coverage at 
all, I asked what they do with 
such patients at the Straub 
Hospital. The answer was, 
"we stabilize, them and send 
them to another hosptial." 
The way my source made it 
sound, I had no particular 
desire to ever end up at one of 
"the other" hospitals, where 
poor people receive less than 
the state.of-the-art medical 
care they get at the Stranb. 
I'm also sure they don't have 
too many Dr. Fergussons at 
"the other" hospitals. 
This brings me to a point I
would like to make. Don't 
even go across the border to 
buy groceries without insuring 
yourself to the teeth. At the 
hospital rates I mentioned, it 
wouldn't take 10ng to make 
suicide look like a desirable 
alternative. The cost of addi. 
I ~  ~ . . . .  "~' 
From the , ,  
Capital ' 
by Hubert Beyer '~~ ~ 
reasonable; i~works 0fit-to 
about $8 a day. 
The outstanding service at a 
good U.S. private hsopitai 
shows itself in other ways. The 
day after I was admitted, a 
woman came to my room, She 
introduced herself as Lisa 
Konove, the hospital's social 
worker. I said it was nice to 
meet her, but I wasn't on 
welfare. She said she might 
perhaps help me in some ways. 
What about my trip home7 
I saidthat unfortunately, we 
had missed our flight and 
would have to pay again. She 
said she would see what she 
could do. Later that day, she 
came back and said our trip 
home had been all arranged 
and, no, we wouldn't have to 
pay again. How did she 
manage that? Who knows. Her 
husband, by the way, is An- 
thony Chang, a Hawaii State 
Senator. 
So there obviously are ad- 
vantages to having private 
medicare -- as long as you can 
afford to pay for the in- 
sruance. The cost of insuring a 
family with two kidsagainst 
medical calamities i  about 
$250 a month. Of course, you 
couldn't care less if your com- 
pany pays the premiums or 
you can afford to pay them 
yourself. 
The guy out of work is also 
out of luck. No premium 
reduction for him. Here, the 
B.C. Medical premidm goes 
down to about $2 a month if 
yofi're unemployed, and if 
you're on welfare• you don't 
have to pay at all. All in all, 
I'd rather have it our way, 
waiting lists and all. I've never 
liked the I'm-all.right-Jack at- 
titude. 
To wind up my account of 
this certainly interesting ex- 
/ 
some people for the good " - 
wishes they sent my way. To 
Premier Vander Zaim, thanks 
for your kind message, which 
reached me via the wonders of 
fax. To friends and colleagues 
at the press gallery, also 
thanks for a fax message 
which had hotel staff scrat- 
ching their heads. 
One of the nicest gestures 
was offered by the Sheraton 
Moana Surfrider, a beautiful 
and historic and expensive 
hotel on Waikiki Beach. Since 
we only intended to stay for a 
week, we thought we'd go 
first-class, which the Moana 
certainly is, but the prospect of 
having to pay the rather steep 
daily hotel rate for whatever 
length of time I might have to 
stay in hospital had my wife 
slightly scared. 
When she attempted to
cheek out and move to a 
cheaper hotel, however• the 
manager said, no need. We are 
valued guests and for the dura- 
tion of my hospitalization, the 
rate would be reduced'to $50 a 
night. That, I would say, isa 
class act. 
To my editors, publishers, 
and, of course, my readers, 
I'm afraid you'll still have 
• Hubert o kick around. I hope 
you guys appreciated that I
never missed a bloody 
deadline. The hospital staff 
thought I had gone honkers 
when I started turning my 
room into an office. .'- 
I suppose they thought i ' 
was a little strange, seeing me 
hacking away at a rented com- 
puter, shuffling paper, receiv- 
ing fax transmission, printing 
out columns, while all sortsof 
tubes and wires were Sticking 
out of my body, Anyway, it's 
gieat o be back at .my familiar 
desk, an all things considered, 
ain't too all. clerk. During a pre-midnight tionai travel insurance is perience, I would like to thank life bad at 
lull, I slunk in for a pound of ~ ~ I]~eLL,IF~OOLIV~~|~~='~S I 
caramel Ayds• an appetite sup- [ ~ ~ .  fUJflAT ]>O'Tt4~ "~ I I son  ~T MeA~; "too'v~ ? A / . . s~r  re ' / , ,  
pressant. I ~ ~ I ~ I  I)AT~ O~ ~.SP-Z3 ll~OY ABouT ~, t~eer~ -ro~., l[LtVr- UP ~o~'~..J 
As the clerk rang up my pur- I=RO1:XJr.T.., ~ , /11 '1~ v r]l 
chase, a young man walked in - "' 
for cigarettes. His presence so ~ i ~  ~ ~ ~  i ~ 
unstrung me I rushed home to 
the SanCtUary of my apartment 
and gobbled a week's worth of 
dtet candy before I came to, ~ ~ i )  7 
Today, I suffer similar 
anguish if the checkout corn- 
pUter at the libreD, malfunc- 
. . . .  s necessary to pull the plug 
~~:~Peop le ingenera l  difficult toteach because they • ' 
watch too :much television and need Constant Stimulation and 
: the message of Pull the Plug had short attention spans, Sug- 
Week is "you can survive gesting those problems were at- 
~thnnt  i t  " ©nee nn~ a f  the  tributable to the effects of 
ev"ent"s~'0r~'anizerJs ~ ""." " - " ' "  •television,' Sw i f t  added, " I t  
, '  Cohf~[ng;this.was the first: ~ definitely impedes: their intellec- 
fime:the ~pa igu  .had been tualpro~ssesi."/ : : , 
i plug 
r, a id l i t s : i~Wast6  persuade organizers wantea cni~uren, 
peop le  to  give.'up: watchin~ particularly the younger ones, ,  
• ~elevision for one fullweel~. ' to spend mor.~timercading and  
The-roblem she said, was shift t~e empnasis zrom passive 
thehours pent'Sitting in front viewing to a moreact ive  
Of theTV were hours that could dzestyle. 
be!~better spent doing other Conceding television was not 
th ings ,  all. bad, she agreed it offered 
"We ".,,o ' "o'-~o *" o'~ " some very good programming, 
ir ien ~ .".'~'~.Y~"~'? "., ~,~" particularly on the PBS and 
e~,qa~,ye!~ernazwe~ sne Knowledge networks, rhepro -  
, ,~-_  .-.-.,; ~,,~e~o,,~.:,..,.,,- blem wasthose watching more 
a~ti°,~ti~sffre~'cfugde~a IrU ll~;S ' :than three hours a day were not 
socializing both within the fami- viewing "predominantly eduea- 
ly and Outside and recreation, tional television." 
- Swift said organizers  
Pointing . . . .  outthe average per- recognized excessive viewing 
soft by  age 18 had spent more 
time v/atching television than in was an addiction and therefore 
some people would go through 
the classroom, Swi f t  said withdrawal symptoms as real as 
studies had shown children who for any other. However, she 
watched a lot of television were maintained, the benefits were 
less able tO think logically or use worth it in the end. THERE'S MORE than one way to read a book as demonstrated by 
their imagination and were less And if individuals were un- 
creative than their non-viewing willing to do without television Mary Swift, one of the Pull the Plug Week organizers. Not only are 
peers. " ~ . . . .  entirely for the week, she asked residentsbeing encouraged not to watch TV next week, but there's 
Long-time teachers also con- they at least give up a few hours 
tend today's children are more each day. 
Four opinions on a tubeless life: tyle 
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a line up of events planned to easy any withdrawal symptoms that 
might occur. 
BY 3. ROCKY GRAY The old remote control trig- that without .the ability and prime concern to all young and 
I was asked to scratch out an ger fringer would become fat, knowledge of ~what educational old . . . . . . .  
article on what it would mean if lazy and of little use other than reading ives to the individual Reading is still one of our 
there were no televisions, an obese stubby nose gouge, and or individuals as a future most valuable and greatest 
Let's look at the positive I wonder if our medicare has no bounds as to the ability assets. Surv iv ing without 
aspects ~ papers much like this coverage would cover the to achieve any goal they wish. reading is like living on the 
one would have to go daily or various surgeries to remove Just what is more apparent is foods of ignorance which, in 
even hourly to represent he channel selectors from the that television is rapidly becom- this day and age, is archaic. 
coverage that we receive hands of these quaterbacks or ing the main medium on what So take this time to think 
through the lens of a camera, the easy chairs that would have the world is doing or what is about it, is having the television 
The arm chair quarterback to be removed surgically from happening around us. It's put- on one of  those great 
would lose a lot of exercise, be- the rears of the sports fans, ting all Our eggs in one basket, necessities? Pull the plug for a 
ing that he would spend a lot treatment centers for the arm Fahrenheit 451 or what? week and •see. 
less t ime going to the chair sports addiction and the We all know that television 
refrigerator during the commer- visits to the optometrist o employs a great deal of people, Think of the other 
cials, to get the beer and change rectangular eyes back to but we should know that televi- possibilities you can do 
pretzels, and possibly dumping the much common oval type. sign has become a teacher of without elevision for a week or 
our up and coming generations, two. 
the empty beer cans or emptying Taking away from what I had so the time they spend in front J. Rocky Gray is a writer liv- 
J. Rock), Gray the ashtray, just jotted, I must also admit of the idiot square should be a ing in Terrace. 
for more reading.. ,, , ~ :~ 
for storytelling .and,~sits,~,,. i 
correspondence - -  lost arts 
with friends and family 
for listening - -  radio is an 
efficient way to hear head- 
lines 
for in-depth study of import- 
ant news storieS, issues 
But, you say, aren't you sorry 
you missed Gore Vidal on The 
National talking about the 
Panama invasion? Yes, I am 
but perhaps I enjoyed hearing 
about it, discussing it with 
friends even more. 
And there are two major 
reasons to unplug besides more listened to and seen threesolid 
t'~e, ~e~pecially, lfor the young .... yp~s of, adyertising..alone'/., So
TV"~,atching usually cuts into we are very influenced l~y the 
reading time; you must read to values o£ consumerism as it is 
write well and some young peo- 
ple are watching too much dur- 
ing their formative years and 
are not writing well. TV  wat- 
• ching is inordinately influential, 
even addictive. 
Sister Mmy- Jo  Leddy 
reminds us in January Our 
Family that "the average person 
who watches TV a couple of 
hours every night will, by the 
end of his or her life, have 
put through advertising. 
Think about it. More time, 
better communication skills, 
better mental health. Why not 
pull the plug for just one week 
- -  and keep a journal to record 
the effect. 
Jo Patterson teaches English 
and French at Northwest Com- 
munity College and listens daily 
to French Radio Canada and 
CBC Radio• 
BY ,IO PATTERSON 
How.many times in the 80's 
did you hear yourself or so- 
meone else moaning " I f  only I 
had more time". It's a new 
decade - -  well at least for those 
of us who think of it beginning 
in 1990, not 1991. Would you 
like to have more time? 
I clearly remember a col- 
league,~:when I used to talk 
about something on TV saying 
" I  don't know how you have 
time for TV ' .  Now I know. l 
don't anymore. For over a year. 
• And guess what? There's 
time... Jo Patterson 
George Stanley 
five feeling - -  is part of the 
sellers' strategy. It keeps you 
buying, trying to derive some 
satisfaction for your real needs 
(which are, of course, not for 
some junk from the mall but for 
communi ty ,  f r iendsh ip ,  
creativity, nature, leisure). 
The real world starts where 
the screen ends - -  or, more to 
the point, when the set is turned 
off. 
Reality, though, may take a 
little getting used tO. I t  may 
seem a little boring, even lonely. 
After all, your home and your 
neighbourhood, the outdoors, 
your life (not lifestyle), are not 
brightly backlit or accompanied 
by a loud rock soundtrack. 
But don't lose courage. Per- 
sist, and soon you will find 
parts of your numb, spaced-out 
mind returning, parts you never 
knew you had lost: renewed in- 
terest in people, curiosity about 
the world, love of nature, 
pleasure in reading, even 
creativity (whether your art be 
painting, home repairs, or bak- 
ing). 
That sinking feeling you call- 
ed boredom will turn to a feel- 
ing of expectation, an interest in 
• the true real world, this world 
we live in. And you will begin to 
see agains, not just watch. 
George Stanley is in the 
English department at Nor- 
thwest Community College. 
By GEORGE STANLEY 
I haven't owned a TV for 
eight years. I traded the old 
black-and-white s t I had to a 
friend (who had a nine-year-old 
daughter who wanted to watch) 
for some house plants. One of 
the plants is now five feet high, 
with big, glossy leaves, and is a 
pleasure to look at. But I don't 
miss the TV. 
I think people who watch TV 
see it as a window on the world. 
I think they believe this noisy 
barrage of hype - -  pop stars 
and disasters, politicians and 
game shows, punctuated by 
pretty models gushing over 
hamburgers and toilet bowl 
cleaner - -  has something to do 
By DEVON KUIPER 
Television sets are found in 
almost every home. In fact in a 
1987 poll by Statistics Canada, 
98.5 per cent of 9,556 
households owned television 
sets. The only two household 
items that outnumbered TVs 
were radios and refrigerators. 
When someone is " bored, 
television is often what that per- 
son resorts to. With a flick of a 
switch he can see the hews of the 
day or even a rock video. 
Television gives us plenty of 
entertainment and provides us 
with much.needed 'information. 
It opens up a viewing portal, 
which lets us see things that a 
with reality, or is at least enter- 
tainment. 
But this is not what TV is all • 
about. TV is non  window on 
anything. It is a stream of bright 
images, each one carefully pro- 
duced (with the aid of 
bahavioral  scientists and 
marketing specialists). They go 
so fast they trigger, over and 
over again, a visual reflex, to 
keep you watching. The point 
o f  TV is to make you feel 
unhappy - -  dissatisfied with 
your life - -  so you'll go out and 
buy the things advertised on TV 
(which you think will make you 
feel better). 
The TV-watcher;s feeling of 
being at loose ends - -  the addic- 
plain radio can only describe. 
This allows for a better presen- 
tation of the facts or :he story, 
Most of television's programni- 
ing is aimed at entertainment. If  
it wasn't for the entertainment 
aspect hen TV wouldn't be as 
popular as it is. 
Some commercial producers 
use subliminal messages to get 
people to'buy things. When this 
method is used, a person sud- 
• denly finds the product appeal- 
ing for no apparent reason. 
Something that was hidden in 
the commercial (subliminal 
message) was picked up bY the 
poison's subconscious and not 
the commercial was doing was 
playing with the viewer's mind. 
Television, of course, is good 
in many ways too. TV shows 
like Sesame Street are great for 
kids who are young and learn- 
ing. It is a good source of infor- 
mation. Channels like the 
Knowledge Network are great 
for learning things, 
I f  people don't overuse televi- 
sion then it is a good fiousehold 
item for entertainment and in- 
formation. Try and imagine 
what it would be like without 
television, We use it for so 
many things, but people should 
give themselves a break once 
his conscious. Essentially what and a while. 
Describing 
pit . . . . . . . . .  viewing organizers Hab 
I " l  [ " :: I . . . . . . . . .  ¸ 
t - . ! ;  ,, 
excessive tele- 
as an addiction, 
of Pull the Plug 
habit can be 
.'y therefore 
suggestions 
down o the 
they spend 
e l f - -  watch 
types of programs 
kn times. 
sing log to the TV 
Devon Kulper 
set so you can keep track of how 
much and what you are wat- 
ching. 
*Remove TVs from bedrooms. 
*Put the TV in the least inviting 
room in the house - -  it's been 
shown to work. 
*Plan the programs you will 
watch and watch only them. It's 
idealistic, but it's a goal to work 
towards. 
*Turn on the record player or 
tape deck  if you want 
I am looking forward to not 
watching TV for a week. I 
watch on average about 25 
hours of television each week. It 
occupies a lot o f  my time and 
sometimes it affects work that I 
have to 'do ,  especial ly 
homework from school. 
This week without television 
is going to be great because I'll 
get a chance to catch up on 
some work that has been sitting 
idle for a couple of week. I also 
plan to catch up on some exer- 
cise, but all this won't be easy. 
Devon Kuiper is editor of 
Caledonia Senior Secondary 
School's newspaper, The Bear- 
Trap. 
background sound. It will not 
only i:ut down the amount of 
TV viewing, it will also save on 
electricity. 
*Use 'the 'arf-and-arf' rule: 
divide your recreational time 
half and hall ~ between TV and 
other activities. Turningoff the 
TV may not send the kids runn- 
ing to their algebra texts, but it 
.may get them involved in more 
active, socially-oriented things. ! ,7  ' 
No-TV 
events 
TERRACE - -  Although Puff 
the Plug Week does not of- 
ficially begin until Feb. 5, 
organizers are planning an 
early start with a display in 
the Skeena Mall this 
weekend• 
That will also be the place 
to pick up a pledge form that 
could win you a family swim 
day-pass and take it to the 
library. You must also pro- 
raise to give up at least a few 
hours a day of television 
viewing. There will be dally 
draws 
On Monday, Feb.4 ~ind' 
TnesdayFeb.5 the recreation 
department is offering a 
special deal. I f  any partici- 
pant in one of the depart- 
ment ' s  var ious pro~ 
grams/classes brings along a 
friend, that individual will 
pay only $1, a substantial 
saving over the normal drop- 
in fee. 
On Tuesday evening, the' 
Northwest Singers will be ap- 
pearing in concert at the Art 
Gallery in the public library. 
It gets under way at 7:30 
p.m. 
The following night, again 
at 7:30 p.m., local travel con- 
suirant Teresa Brinkac will 
banish thoughts of snow and 
rain with a travel talk on 
cruising. That takes place in 
the meeting room in the 
library basement. 
Thursday night's feature is 
an evening of' poetry and 
prose by members of the Ter- 
race Writers' Guild. It takes 
place in the Art Gallery 
beginning at 7:30 p.m. and 
refreshments Will be served. 
Friday's finale is the Great 
Debate in which Gary Mills, 
an audio-visual technician at 
Northwest Community Col- 
lege, and CFTK reporter 
Blaine Gaffney will attempt 
to defend the reputation of 
television against the com- 
bined assault of NWCC 
English department instruc- 
tors Jo Patterson and George 
Stanley. The verbal duel gets 
under way at 7:30 p.m. in the 
library meeting room. 
Special activities arranged 
for younger TV fanatics in- 
clude an After School Club 
which will meet Tuesday 
through Friday, 3:30-5:00 
p.m. at the library. There 
will be numerous board 
games on hand and par- 
ticipating youngsters are en- 
couraged to bring their own 
favourite. The club will also 
continue to meet once Pull 
the Plug Week ends - -  every 
Thursday afternoon through 
February and March. 
And on Saturday, Feb.10, 
two face painting sessions are 
planned. Professional artists 
will be on hand to either 
paint uo the kids or show 
them how to do it 
themselves. The first session 
runs 11 a.m. to noon and the 
second from 2,-~ p.m, 
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Fee hike 
slammed 




The people in our area 
travel to Terrace, Hazeiton 
attd Smithers for shopping, 
banking and doctors. We 
have no choice but to travel 
these highways. Sometimes 
our trip to town cannot be 
postponed because of the 
An open letter tO 
The Hen. Bill Vander Zalm; 
You may not be aware but 
I have had a petition cir- 
culating in the Kitwanga 
area. 
On December 7 four peo- 
ple died in four separate ac- 
¢idents in a period of  two 
hours between 11:30 and 
1:30. The highways had not 
been cleared of wet snow, 
salted or sanded. 
One of the fatalities occur- 
red within the property of 
o~ farm. A week before this 
fatal accident a women rolled 
her car three times over the 
bank and landed in our 
driveway. Last year in a 
24-hour period, six vehicles 
went off the road at the same 
corner where the fatality of 
Ron Sales happene d.
1/would like to bring a few 
things up to your attention as 
you must not he aware of 
what is happening. 
The motor vehicle traffic 
in our area has expanded a
great deal in the past few 
years due to cut hacks by the 
C .N .R .  Chip trucks that 
were once hauled by rail are 
now constantly on the 
highways. Lumber, steel, 
produce and retail products 
are all part of the truck traf- 
fic that has increased. 
The roads are maintained 
for adequate traffic of  years 
gone by. The 1990's is a dif- 
ferent requirement. 
weather or highway condi- 
tions. 
Our insurance rates are ris- 
ing rapidly beyond our con- 
trol, the highways are 
treacherous at times and the 
worry of our families and 
loved ones are a constant 
fear. 
Many days the plow trucks 
are not outbefore the school 
buses are picking up our 
children. 
The new standards do not 
require the plow trucks to 
have their blade at road level 
so therefore many times 
there is compact snow, which 
turns to ice, covering the 
roads. 
There seems to be a cut 
back in the salt which is used 
as this winter we had ideal 
conditions for saiLing and the 
roads were not bare. 
I am pleading with you, 
sir, to change the standard of 
maintenance to what is 
desperately needed, before 
more lives are lost, and 
especially before our children 




TERRACE - -  Three Northwest 
Community College students 
joined students from across the 
province in protests at Lower 
Mainland universities last week 
to oppose anticipated increases 
in tuition fees at B.C. colleljes 
and universities. 
The three went as part of  a 
representative Allan Ballinger. 
The student delegations 
didn't get a freeze or a royal 
commission, but advanced 
education minister Bruce 
Strachan promised a study into 
fee increases. 
He told students last Thurs- 
day he couldn't order colleges 
and universities to freeze their 
fees on the same basis that the 
couldn't order them to increase 
their fees. 
Although much of the debate 
centres on proposed increases at 
the three universities, Ballinger 
said many NWCC students are 
expecting to be hit by fee •hikes 
next September in the wake of 
two major pay settlements with 
unionized college mployees. 
NWCC vice-president Geof- 
frey Harris said any change in 
tuition fees wouldn't be decided 
until April. Surveys are then 
conducted of other B.C. col- 
leges, Harris saideand NWCC's 
increases are set to roughly the 
average of that at other col- 
leges. 
"We don't relate our tuition 
increases to staff wage set- 
tlements," he added. 
I I r ' II ill I 
~ a  ~ ~~i -~w.  II ~ ' I '11 
~,  ~J ' _~ 11 - - I~111 r I,  II 1, . .  ~ , I ,  ..,.P . . . . . .  [ 
Ter race  V ic t ims  Ass i s tance  Program 
, - . .. . • " . 
Canad ian  Federat ion 'o f  I ' I "~ ' :~*OLUNTEERS Students (CFS) campaign , [ .  
demanding tuition fees be 
frozen and a royal commiss ion  DEO 
on post-secondary education be  N E E  
conducted; said local CFS 
You can: make • 
a difference! 
[ -  
VOLUNTEER VICTIMS SERVICE, WORKERS 
willdeal directly with Victims of Crime: TVAP Is presently accepting applications . 
• Acting as a liaison person between the Courts, Police, -from" people interested in becoming 
social Agencies and the Vlctfm. 
• Candidates must be mature, responsible individuals VOLUNTEER VICTIMS SERVICE WORKERS. 
who possass trong Inter-personal skis ' Successful applicants will receive 30 • 40 
• Be 19 years of age Or older hours of training and must be R.C.M.P. 
Security Screened. • Be willing to make a committment to help 16 hours 
per month. 
_ " :.; -'::i'?,~: : {_ .,.2 
L ,  k . : . / / .  : 




TERRACE - -  The owner of  a 
Terrace video store could be fin- 
ed as much as $1 million and 
jailed for up to five years if con- 
victed of copyright violation 
charges laid this month. 
Terrace V ideo Stop and 
owner James John Wold plead- 
ed not guilty Friday to charges 
of illegally renting and display- 
ing for rent copies of  five 
videotapes. 
The charges stem from a 
December 1988 raid on the store 
by Terrace RCMP. Federal 
crown prosecutor Jeff Arndt 
skid police seized 19 tapes and 
had them analyzed at the 
RCMP's audio-visual analysis 
lab in Ottawa. 
Arndt said the 10 charges 
against'Wold and Video Stop 
apply to five videos. He said the 
five tapes were the only ones 
that were both clearly uhder 
Canadian copyright and are 
alleged to be illegal copies 
resulting from lab analysis. 
Court records show the five 
titles are Harry and the Hender- 
sons, Paradise Motel, Enemy 
Mine, Let's Get Harry, and 
Predator. 
Police obtained a search war- 
rant and seized the tapes Dec. 
30, 1988,Arndt said, following 
a complaint o police by one of 
the store's customers. 
The case has been adjourned 




YOU KNOW THE; 
RIGHT PEOPLE..: 
~ . ,  i ¸•  
Wherever you move the .Welcome 
' Wlgon hostess Is the right person to 
help you, find o place in your 'new 




• ";" i i i ' ; '  " ~ Z, 
Mul t i - cu l tu ra l  app l i cants  encouraged 
" Interested persons should call the, 
TVAP co-ordinator,  Karen Walker 
• 638 0333 
or can p ick up an information package 
at the Terrace R.C.M.P.  
Although the D90 
Honda  oM°EX has 
imnroved itwill still need, ,',,- 
5 more horsenower. 
2 more disc 13rakes, 30 ....... ': 
Z: ~, i  
watts, a gn more ore 
i i :  
. )2:' 
. . , : -  
$1,046 tess to / r : ? i)ii: 
• :,:::,?, 
• This is a 1990 Subaru Legacy" L equipped with =The Challenge brakes, power windows, power door locks, ~ower m~rrors and Cruise •: ~:;~:: =: :!:~i.;i ~!
control. It lists Package." It has 130 Horsepower, 16 Valves, 4 wheel venmateu at $18,849.00. • . ~ .: * . :  i~ ,; 
discbrakes .an 80 watt AM/FM cassette with graphic equalizer, If you are thinking of buying a 1990 Honda Accord ® EX,• - : ;,*.,;~..~ .~ ~. ,~e:)'-4i~%;i~ 
! 7° " andair c0nditionin~, . ~ ' . ' " • " ' we suggest you take a look at the 1990 Subaru Legacy L But, by/~:.)~::~:~i~::!~~i~ i 
' ) :~ ::!i : *Not to  mention that We also have power steering, power a ..... 
: .;.',,, : Wl ' r l - I l l d l l~ l - lA I . J . I  
;~ken Kosyo gabushtkt gaishs. "Re~tc~ Trade ~rk. ! ~!:' 
/ Ntth the Challenge Package deal,, may sell for less. "1~ },i!!~,; 
L ~  
' ' : ' " ~. ' ' ' ' =m=m 
;.1286':/ 
: r q k 4 = % : :~ ~:>:~: 
, . ; .~ ,  - *  ~ ,  t 1P * .  ~ .~-~,  • -~ - , ,~ .~: tL~y '•~- ,  r ~ y  ,~ '~-~' .  - "  ~ " . . . .  
TERRACE - -  Council has en- 
dorded RCMP Commissioner 
Norman Inkster's request to 
!amend the force's dress code to 
allow the wearing of turbans by 
i~!~:Sikh members rather than 
re~ii~flb~i headgear. 
i~!i:!S0i~l~6rting hemove, alder- 
I:.I~'S.n:Mo ~Takhar - -  himself a 
Sikh/~:p0inted out the wearing 
ibf a,'idrban~vas'an essential part, 
9f their,religion. "You can't just 
t/ike'=iti'off~!hnd putit on when 
- ,y0tz lil~*e,,!:,he explained. 
i~:~-H6wever~ while the proposi- 
tioii.. , -was supported by council 
as~,a whole, aldermen Ruth 
Halleck and David Hull were 
Critical of a:suggestion the same 
• p0li~y~b~dopted for "Dither 
o '  - . .~  0 .  , . .  , 
• v tad le minorities." 
,Whi]e emphasizing they sup- 
ported the resolution as it" 
X~elated to Sikhs, both maintain- 
. ed the wording "other visible 
minorities" was too broad; Hull 
said he was concerned it allowed 
similar demands to be made by 
"some off-beat religion (or) 
who knows what else down the 
road." 
Council passedthe motion in 
its entirety. 
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" back t nell: S urban use CHER-AN'S REMOVATRON i 
-*~ ', THE PAINLESS ALTERNATIVE TO ELECTROLYSIS 
been based on "regional * ' 
Mo Takhar 
It was only by a three-two 
margin, but council last week 
gave first three readings to a by- 
law which will increase their an- 
nual indemnities by 5.2 per 
cent. 
The closer vote --  it was four- 
one when the pay hike was first 
approved - -  reflected the 
absence this time of supporter 
- _ _ =_  - _ _ _ | 
"~~. . -~-  sPECIAL"" 
LUNCHe-u" 
During The Month of FebruarY 
en|OY our 
dwich  
Steak Santa, ,o. ,,~ ", 
$7.95 
alderm~ Dar/yl Laurent and 
the presence of Mo Takhar at 
the meeting. 
Joining Ruth Halleck in op- 
posing the increase, Takhar 
echoed her contention aldermen 
should have settled the city's 
new contract with its CUPE 
employees and salaried staff 
rates for 1990 before awarding 
themselves a raise. 
Takhar pointed out the deci- 
sion could end up costing local 
taxpayers " thousands of 
dollars" if those groups were to 
use it as justification for a 
similar percentage increase. 
Although permitted to vote 
only in the event of a tie, mayor 
Jack Talstra said he had "some 
sympathy" with the views of the 
dissident aldermen. 
Under the by-law, which goes 
to final reading at the next 
council meeting, the mayor: will 
receive $17;284 a year with 
aldermen getting $7,534. The 
5.2 per cent increase reflects the 
increase in'the Consumer Price 
Index over the year ending Nov. 
1989. 
FOr Reservations Call: 
4620 Lakelse Ave; 638'-81 ;41 ~ 
balance, delegate travel ex- 
penses, accommodation and 
venue difficulties," amongst 
others. 
However, she said the city's 
application would be kept on 
file until bids were invited for, 
the 1993, 1994 and 1995 
festival. 
4r 4r 4r ~t  
Not only is February Heart 
Month, each of its four weeks 
also has its own special 
significance following council's 
approval last week of a plethora 
of proclamations. 
"Pull the Plug" week (Feb. 
5-11) leads the parade followed 
immediately b~' Snowarama 
Week, sponsored by the Skeena 
Valley Snowmobile club and a 
fundraiser for the B.C. Society 
for Crippled Children. 
The snowmobilers then give 
way on Feb. 18 to Multicultural 
Week which will feature the 
local multicultural ssociation's 
sixth annual pot luck supper. 
And to round the month off, 
Mining Week runs from Feb: 25 
8KINUNE , ~ /  ' " . ~' ' 
~ R.r. e~ ~ 
FOLLICLE to ~ I roy  ~ , 





Terrace Chrysler is pleased to announce the appointment of: 
Paul Arnoeld to its professional automotive safes team. . " 
Paul is a former resident of Surrey where he was employed 
with Jeep/Eagle. Prior to Surrey Paul was with Chrysler for 5 
• , ,~ ~, t, • to March 2 with city represen- •years in Medicine Hat. 
He looks forward to assisting you for all your automotive 
The city has lost out to Ver- tatives set to mark that event needs. 
non in its bid to host the 1992 with a trip to Vanco'.wer for the 
B.C. Festival of the Arts. Mining Association of B.C.'s __,/~ib~ ,  
Although no specific reason annual dinner and dance, ray ~ e r ra c e C h ry s I e r, 
was given for  the rejection, Aldermen also agreed to 
festival administrator Cherie declare April 8:14 National 4916Hwy~Z~West 635-7187 
Thiessen said the decision had Wildlife Week. . OL~ NO S~S 
:~;::: Don't miss our ~=: 





. Chairs KITCHEN DINETTE SUITES 
7 piece set. 
[ ~ ~  ~ ' ...... ..... ~ HOTP01NT SAVE ONLYn~°'=Te9 - :  
. . . . . . .  _ .  4 9 9  
_•._.~.,= Frides & $ $ 
Stoves 
Huge 
SelectiOnof S tereo  ' =!:'' 
°., , . . - I  • ... O,.,NG 
LOW 60% - ' - '  '="  =3 . Sharp " ~1 l ib  
PRICE 
; FOR ALL CARPET & vINYL SOFA : R E M N A N TS ii :000,~ style with chair: MITSlBUSHIReg.digl, a1,$6294 I VCR i dlh . , . ,  ~ Twin digital, 4 head, [ ~ 
li;YI 
• R R DECO 
, ~, ,=ce Carpet  Cent re .  i . 
3202 Munroo.Streel at Hwy.~16 W. '  : 
": " TERRACE ' , , 
I 
, i ,  ' " 
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Off tO Alaska ..... ~ 
Nisga'a m 
TERRACE - -  Nisga'a will visit 
Alaska to convince fishermen 
there not . to  take so. much 
salmon from:the Nass River 
ran, says the executive director 
of the Nisga'a Tribal Council. 
Rod Robinson said more con- 
servation and 'eiihancement 
measures must be taken before 
the Nass sockeye and other runs 
die out. 
The visit proposal follows 
news late last year that the 
Alaskan commercial fishery 
takes nearly 60 per cent of the 
returning Nass sockeye popula- 
tion. 
That, coupie~ with catches by 
Canadian fishermen, doesnSt 
leave the necessary amount for 
the Nisga'a food and societal 
fishery, said Robinson. 
Fishing numbers for the 
Nisga'a form an important part 
of their land claims negotiations 
with the federal government. 
"There are economic benefits 
to the fishery, but you can't 
disregard the conservation ef- 
fort as well as 'rehabilitation. 
The only place to do salmon 
enhancement is where they 
spawn," said Robinson. 
"Pret ty  soon there'li be no 
fish for anyone. It's on a steady 
decline. We must ensure there 
are economic benefits for 
everyone for the future," he 
Rod Robinson 
said, 
No date has been set for the 
Alaskan visit. 
The Nisga'a position has also 
received the support o f  the 
Kitimat-Stikine regional district 
which wants federal fisheries 
Curtain 
to rise 
TERRACE-- There's room for 
you in three one-act plays being 
prepared by Terrace Little 
Theatre. 
The three, No Problem, 
Room 44 and .Forever Yours, 
Marie-Lou, wiilbe staged here 
in April prior to the Skeena 
Zone Drama Festival. At least 
one play will winter the festival 
competition i  Prince Rupert. 
"This is a wonderful oppor- 
t~rdty to come out and learn. 
~e need actors and stage crews. 
There is a job for everyone," 
s~ild:" Terrace Little : Theatre 
president David Battison. 
The theatre won the last 
year's zone festival with Curse 
o f  the Starving Class and has 
since Presented two other pro- 
ductions. 
Auditions take place Feb. 
and 7 beginning at 7:30 p.m. 
both nights at the McColl 
Playhouse on Kalum. 
For information available by 
calling Lorna, 635-7507 (even: 
ings), Marianne, 635-2942 
(days) or Tonee, 638-8378. 
, ,  , , . , . , ,  . 
- | 
 in toWnr" u . ' - '":: . . . . .  /.*'~ . * :,. :~ 
: " '!'i,~ :i'ii.::~ii:! :, i:.~Just.ask our 
minister Tom Siddon tomake ': ~l'ithe regional district had an ,!; , : : l i : i ,~t l s f le  d 
+ ~u~tome~ the American catch of Nass interest in achieving a s0lutibn ~i,'~ 
sockeye a "personal priority..! ,.~: : l~ause much of the tourism in .  ! ~ ' : : ' ' '  : i .  ~, : i: 
Directors also want repre~ew, dmti~ in  the area was ~gl ing  n@ln~ Tak~.ouf 
tatives of the Nisga'a .Tribal ba~l....i.: . . . . .  ' * ,.i : ,  ,; - 8unday~t0 Thursday 
Council appointed to the lnte~ .:.*Hazeiton director .,Pete " "Fdda"aO a.m. to Midnight 
national Salmon .Commission ,W~ber and: Stewart,Ldire~-to/ 
and federal money . fo r  the Andy .Burton added to N~ce's "" :-";., " y & Saturday until 2 a.m. 
Ni~oa'a visit to Alaska ........ : c0nunents,.saying the issue goes 
S~ould those negotia;ionsiail" :~:s°snd~s hat is happening to the ,CHOP S U E Y  
to produce a resolution,' the, - - "Maybe "they qhe Ni,,'n'*~ 
regional district wants Siddon Can : do a be'tter :ob "~haz~ ~ ADha"&l  
to take the matterbefore  the * .• federa l "sher ies , "  S~d W'eeber ~1"~111~1~i~ 
U.S. Congress. in noting they have been good 
"We're trying to avoid fur- , negotiators on other issues, - . . . .  : - ! 
ther conflicts (between native . . . . . .  
and other fishery groups) in the 
future. We're asking for an op- ! ! i:'i!!!iiii!ii~i! )~Iportunity to assist," Nass . " 
Valley regional district directo ! 
told fellow board .members i 
recently. ' i" :*::': :~ '! 
Pointing out the: skeena. 
fishery was also effected by. 
U.S. interception, he maintain- 
RRSP RESULTS 
SECONDTO NONE. i 
There are hundreds ofRRSP-eliglble mutual funds. But only one long 
term growth leader. 
That's lndustn.'al Growth Fund, managed by Mackenzie Financial 
Corporation - number one on average annual compound returns for a 
full 20 years, averaging more than 179L 
So this year, why settle for second best for your RRSP? Go with Canada's 
long term growth leaded 
Phone today, or return the coupon below. 
Great Pacific Management Co.  Ltd.  635-4273 , 
Industrial Growth Fund's Record - I year: 16.2~, 3 years: 18. 9~, ' " 
5 years: 15.6~, I0 years: 15.6~, 15 years: 17.1~, 20 years: IZ4~,since 
inception: (22 years) 1ZOO. All figures are average annual compound .... 
,mturm to November 30, lO89 based on the net amount i:~veste~ and iticlud 
ing reinvestment of distributions. Past performance is not necessarily :"."i 
indicative of future resnlts, Offer made only by prospectus. : " 
~~.  
n P lease  send  me i noro  t~ormat ion  on  un  TO manage your  RBSP. 
I ndust r ia l  C roup  of  Funds  RRSP  managed by  For the long te rm.  
Mackenz ie  F inunda i  Corporut ion ,  
NAME 
ADDRESS 
C ITY  
POSTAL  
. PROVINCE CODE 
PHONE 
(Res idence)  (Bus iness )  
MAIL TO: Great Pacific_ _.__
Management  Co .  L td .  
5133 Agar Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
I Im Mackenzie. 
The Indurdz'ial Group of  Funds 
--'1 
I 
4430 Gre lg  ' 
(~]eh lnd the  
. Canad ian  Leg ion)  
638-1946 
You are invited 
md public meetings on 
e for a tmmmission line 
from Kitimat Substation to Skeena 
Substation (near Terrace). 
At present, B.C•Hydro has a transmission line running between the 
_ • two substations. However, anew 287 kV line is necessary to transmit 
. . . .  needed additional electricity purchased from Alcan into the 
B.C.Hydro system• This new line can also serve as a back-up in case 
the existing line is out of service. 
• - Two routes are currently being considered. One is on the east  . 
side of the existing line along Highway 25. The second is along the 
" :i -i!i~i:iil west side of the Kitimat-Terrace valley, lt would require the . 
~.. ::!i7;~!! ...... : establishment of a new transmission line corridor. 
~,~/:. ' : . .  Environmental nd land use consultants have been studying 
~,-.. ";ii:i ~ '~ both the environmental nd cultural resources in the valley, and the 
results of these studies will be shared at the meetings. 
. ~i: ~. !~i . ' -  Please note the locations and dates of the meetings and plan 
- : ,: . toat tend  those of interest o you, 
ocation Date ~'.-Tinie ,--- ' ,~ ' , tL  . . . . . . .  : ' ~:~ ~ 9~"  " "  ~,, ~:i ~ ~ ,~ . i ,  ~=~ 
:: "retrace - Oddfellows Hall 
3222 Munro Street 
! Kifimat, Legion Hall 
i: 655 •.Legion Avenue 
February 5, 1990.1 
February 6, 1990 
• - ." . • 
! 
eChgdro W 
7:00 pm i?i: :".. :!i.~! :: 
. . . . . .  : | 
i 
AirBC SUPERFARES 
AirBC is warming up the winter 
with great savings for you to 28 AirBC 
cities across the West. 
BOOK NOW AND SAVE ~0% 
off a full fare round trip economy dcket 
until May 15,1990. 
Valid for travelfrom january 10 to 
March 14 and April 18 to May 15, 1990. 
Tickets must be purchased 7 days prior 
to departure. Minimum/Maximum stay 
and other conditions apply: Seats are 
limited. Fares are Subject o change 
without notice. 
For complete details, Call your 
travel agency or AirBC at: " 
) . '/ .. 
, ? .  
The new s~ir/t of the west. 
a irBC ! 
t i , i  . Callus today to  " ;* "'": "•".: "• •'r I•: '": ' i ' :  : - -~ /  "'•'" 'g'kMn= "=" " ' 
/" :Your SuperFaresTiCkets!" : .  
: : '  , , ,  , ,  , . . . . . . .  ,, ' , . . . . . . .  , , i , i , : , , , , , : ;  " , , ' ,  ,,' , ,, ~,~,~, ; ,' :~ i ,  : . " :  " ,  ~ , .V .  z ;  L ,  ! : . : , . . : 
/ SuoerFares:Tick! ,,o,.oe 635-2281 
I ::~:,i~,::;~: : !: .... ~ ~ i*~)i~:;ii~,, :  : : " : : ~: '~: / : : I I ;  ,, ,, ,i , i ,  ::, :~ : ,  i ,  : ' :  ,i: ,,,,i i 
. . . . . . . .  . . . . .  i :  7 ~ 
. • " - ~,'~',c%, , I , ,L  . ' ,~ ~' ~ : i ~ : /~  ~ • ~ ' ,  ~':~, (i j '~  ~: i : :  ~ '~ ~.,.,':;,?,,~-~:/,.,~f,;'.,;~;~,~,,,~,~::,/.;':~ ~:: .)~/. . ,~: i :~? . , , . , . , ; ,  • ,,  , . ~ .~ ,, , ;. _ 
' ,:~<,~:~,~i":~::.~)~.' . . . .  : , :  ", • ~, ~ i / ,~ ,  ~ i~ i • ~%i  ~ . ~ / .  • . . . .  : .  : , ! :  
t' + ,i 
? 
f~ 
Foresl-y,  , f acu itx nted 
' : ' . . . . .  ~ faculty would add. professional TERRACE --:- The Kit•mat- These would be located on 
Stikine regional district and the theQueen Charlottes and in the and research aspects.: This, in 
City of Ten'ace both support a ~ Pr ince  Rupert ,  Terrace,  turn, would allow the institu- 
proposal for the northwest to ~aze i tonS  and t ic•to offer course~ from fail' 
become a major forestry educa- Smithers/Houston areas, all ing and bucking' through 
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TERRACE - -  A new habitat 
protection technician has been 
named to the Terrace nv~on,  
ment ministry office. ... :~ r : 
Kathy Stuart started at ' the  
Terrace office this ~'month, 
replacing Phil Beliveau. , 
Stuart's previous posti~ was 
habitat protection tecl~nician 
for the Thompson-Okantqlan 
L':. 
tion centre, ' within • driving distance of Ter- silvicultural techniques to region, i ~• i i~ 
RodArnold,  a registered pro- race. : '  speczalized, research, i n m n m m m m . m m n  : I; 
fessional forester whose com- The sites would offer students It would als0 correct he cur- B ~ A  H%6J lH~aZld[~ ~m,,z-~z._.z~&m [] '!  
is basedin Terrace, told and researchers theopportunity rent s!tuation where forest.,r,y ~ ~rt |~ l l l l~=~ i~ j /~r l l l~  ~:: ~:li i PaW 
the local governments a forestry to get first • hand experience of eoucanon, was zragmenreo -- U A ~ a m AI  I I~ l~ l m : 
facuity should be established at forest types ranging from ::~lW::not~u:Un~ver(si.tYiofiB.C. I i  r l~ '~ i~UVZ~l J ]  
the Northwest Community Col- ,coastal to interior, Arnold add- scattered are:ned t~ rS~U~:~ i " # ~  ~ ~ ' 
lege as part of a proposed nor- ed, ' " he said p i , ~ \ • i : 
thern university Pointing out vocational and Arnold antic1 ated the facul m ~. ,se~ . ,~  , [] 
A major feature or" the pro- ' technicalforestry ainingwere . i ' "P . " ~i l'q *av ,~o~, \ . - .  ~m, 
ject would be the establishment already offered through the col- !Y would hav.eo.little difficulty at: I .  . ] [~o ~-  [~. ~ i.:. M =. 
of f ive •" research  and lege's Hazelton and Terrace ~rac,ng qum!neo s!arz.oeca.use. ] -¢~Oe~'- \ ~ . : rn  '~. 
demonstration forests," each of campuses, Arnold said a full noozner mcility in me provmce " l  / = ,,_~ \ ~ . m : 
. . . . . .  : ~ L;~- - . . . . . .  O0ha he said offerea access to such a wide i / . ,~w--_ _.,-. \ /7 . . . .  
, -  .'K00 ArnOld approxlmamlyz,~ , " " . range of forest.types. Similarly, " fA/ ~1,~, I~"- A \ / /  / .... ' .  
s the breadth of experience gain- m . / / / \ .  ,,l.e~\",~Ge ~ \ ~ [] 
, vn,-r+e n nn i, An n,"cz ed by students would allow n \ . "  : 
• VVq~.~Yqk,lqt~,4~ ~A~I I ,  O I k4 I I¢ , IVVqQAI IQ;~;  them to make sound decisions / / .  \ / ~/  \ ' ,.• • 
: . . . .  wherever they subsequently | / ~ -qL- \ . l .  " 
i " - " ' worked in the province. I i •  
~'~ L nf nnrthw  t rn tr Rs The city' and the district are " / /~Rr j fCHy. t~ isv . "= l~ [ ]  : 
• ~_  -,, . ~ __ I= . . . . . .~  ~__  .~  i=  ~.1~ ' " _.^..._^ ., _^. . . _ __ .  . . .  letters of  support to the m ( - ; , , :=- : '~  - f m 
TERRACE-  Too many nor- College of New Caledonia in and not to coastal situations, , ;~ ' ; / ; ; '~;o~"6' ; ; ; ' ; : "pre ;=a~.  ~. m \ ' ~ ' : : :~ '  ' =~ J L " 
thern woodlands management Prince George does have a That means graduates have to in-  a more detailed-ro-osal " ~-~_.~ uu~uulmt~/  m 
decisions are based on profes- forestry education program, it be retrained for work in the s P " ' m ~ - - - - - - ~ ~  635-2352 m, 
sional guessw6rk, says a local is devoted to interior situations coastal woodlands, e said. I i i 1 n m m m mm • 
forester who wants that chang- m ~ ' ~ m  mm , i  m . m .  m m m m i m 
ed through a northern forestry 1 4 ~ A  m ~ 
ON • • faculty. MOUNT I_AYT : 
Rod Arnold, who is looking f~ l i l l t J  H OT ~ ~ ~ ~'~ e : r, n 
for support for his idea, says lit- ~ 
tie research as been •done on ~ t T ~  R ES(  :~ northern tree species, i I F~pv ," 
Decisions on managing nor- 
thern forests are instead based 
on results of studies carried out 
elsewhere, Arnold continued. UN FUNFUN L~ " 
The problem is compounded as . !i!i I 
some northern cross species are m 
unique to the region. [] Slides & pools 
"We can do a better job than every Monday, 
we're doing right no~v," Arnold I 2 for 1, 
said, adding the propose d facul- i bring a friend. 
ty would ultimately help bring 
about an improvement. , ~ ~  ~ E ~ k  ~ 
Arnold's proposal calls for 
using research-demonstration m !1 
forests cove:'ing coastal to in- I 
terior species in addition to an ~ 
academic Setting. 
"Their education is of 
minimal value (because) it's not 
backed up by practical ex- 
perience," he said of forestry 
graduates trained elsewhere 
who are now working in the 
north. 
Arno~J said he  finds it 
frustrating to watch techniques 
being used in local woodlands 
"knowing full Well they're 
wrong right from the start." 








over 160 colors! 
Includes installation 
For a FREE consultation call 
LINK WINDOW COVERINGS 635-4444 
A DAY OF FINANCE 
• Hosted by: 
Professional Development Day 
Saturday, February 24, 1990 
Hudson Bay Lodge, Smithers, 6.C. 
Seminars on business financing 
and investments 
8:30 a.m.: Reglstration 
9:00 a.m.: FEOERAL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT BANK 
Jim Ahem, District Manager, 
Management Service's, 
Topics include; Government financing, grants and programs 
for business; developing a business plan for presentation to
secure financing. 
10:30 a.m.:91SCOVERY ENTERPRISES 
A 58 million dollar fund 
David Scott, President. 
Topics include; Venture capital financing; Oifferences InVan- 
lure capital companies; current investment trends; what ven- 
ture capitalists look for in a business or business plan. 
Noon: Luncheon Speaker 
B.C. CREDIT UNION CENTRAL 
Richard Allen, Chief Economist. 
1:00 p.m.: ROYAL BANK OF CANADA • 
Bob Thorn, General Manager, 
Don Wear•berg, Manager, 
Corporate Lending. 
Topics Include; Debt financing; the key'issues the banks 
took for in a business or business plan, bank investment ep. 
lions for the business owner, rates of return and administra- 
tion costs of alternate investments. 
2:00 p.m.: WOODGUNDY OF CANADA 
Jim Stewart, Vice-President ' 
• Topics Include: forms of investment offered by brokers and ' 
services. A discussion of alternative investments. 
Topics include: The economy,in general in the 
g.lobal, western and regional perspectives. ' 
Professionals and Entrepreneurs welcome. 
Join us for these valuable financial seminars! 
Fee: $60,00, includes lunch 
Fill out and mall the attached registration form today] 
Registration Is by mall Only. Registration deadline Is Feb. 15, 1990. 
A 
d ~  
I 798-2E .  , . .  
After 4:30 p.m. all pools I 
I i~.: andS!ides am 2 for 1. 
m m u m m m m m mm mm m m 
Bui ld ing  On Va lue  





Purchase or Lease As Low As 




Offer Expires: February 28, 1990 
' 4e$1 KEITH AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. Q$6-40M 
CALL TOLL FREE - 1.800-712-1128 
i ,  
r 
•t 
,aoo,,O-,erraceSOnOar, WOnosOa,,anua ,,,,,O r  iii 
' k l  . . . . .  . . . . .  ' i  ARE • KIDS. THERE RCM P changi ng itS ,ways w.T. c,.s 
• ' . • r '~ " , =-  ..... " ~ ' : i  ~ I :  0 
~nCdE m a IW h;~WTrveOnteh:- [ ~ t~nCetuhet ~f hes~ P~ c~. 
Royal Canadian Mounted There are now just under 1,I00 I u nc t~nt  ' I ~v  t~-mnt¢  ~,~. [a  
Police is slowly changing to women officers. [ J .a=~t4t4taa~ xLa,,x ~t . , ,~=][ . s t ,~  ~ t -~ l i  
reflect women and Visible And although the RCMP is ] Th~ne com01ete convenl0nce with a flexible RRSP "/LY~l~ I
minorities, say two RCMP actively recruiting women and ] ~ ~ ~  ' '2"~"1r i 
recruiters. " visible minorities, qualifications [ c ~ ~  '~.  ~ . ;H I |  
Constables Andy Lum and are no different han for other I . . . .  ~ ~ . ~ . ' ~ i . .  I I  
Barb Fleury say the RCMP recruits and once in the force, I ~ ' ~ " ~ ' ~ ' @  '1 [I 
began changing the makeup of women and minorities advance I ~ ~  ~*v=c=~  i | 
its members when women were not bemuse of who they are, I m l== ~ ~ - ~ . , - = = ,  I I 
allowed to sign up in 1974 and but on the basis of merit. I , ~ ~  ~ ~==~" '=,~ ~' :: I |  
two years ago when more ef- "There are 28 or 29 NCOs [ [ ~ . . . , , - - . ; , .  II 
forts were made to hire visible (non-commissioned officers) ] ~ ~ L _ _ .  i l  
minorities, who are women and they're all I ~ ~ ; ; ; ' ; . c .  I I  
"In 1987 the force was 99.6 corporals," said Fleury. [ ~ i sas.el4e __  I 
I ,per cent Caucasian. It wasn't The' starting salary for I ~ :~lll~ Sun Life : / reflective of the Canadian RCMP constables is $26,700. I ! ~ Distribution ~ I I  
mosaic," said Lum. Thatrises to $43,264 in in-. 1 
Although the force had what crements Over 36 months .  Constable Andy Lum Constable Barb Fleury 
Lure called an "open door" 
recruiting policy, the message 
wasn't getting out to women 
and to minorities, he said. 
"There was a perception of  Name Your Ow__ not being wanted. The profile of a police officer was that f 
Nelson Eddy. I myself 15 years 
ago didn't consider a police of- 
ricer as anybody but a big, burly 
Caucasian," said Lure. 
"In my own community, " / I I , :'re~s How fl  Works~, 
Chinese-Canadian, being a . 
W/fh c the itern 
police ofricer was not an O u  ~ O  W i V  L/~'~ sion. In China, if you couldn't '0 Our  
~, icashier be anything else, you became a • Wl 
police officer or a soldier," he ' l u rchase .  
added. ~ ~ ~ ~ no , ,  ,,,.,u~_ i 
• ~UpOns 
Lum and Fleury said IP  'age 
recruiting women and IFILLc " • 
minorities not only is important " UJD,.,,DE~U~ Ns ' 
to reflect the nature of 
Canada's population but is I l g ~  r"  . . . . . . . .  - - -  . . . . .  - ' l  ~ . . . . .  - - - - - - - - ' - - '=- - -~  
necessary to provide a national 
police folce which understands Ill  WLU  I , i =  I 
I~r  PRICED 1B i l l  I = ~ SHAMPOO or : ~~=~r  / I 
Ir °;l"°c°"' B= • The message of an PRODUCT V V .  I r C( : [I "open door"  recru i t ing  • I . 
po l i cy  wasn ' t  get t ing  out  . . . . . . .  - ~  - - - . . , . , - ,  . - . -  - .~ ,~ - - , . .~. -  
to women and to i OFF IFIEGULAR ETAIL [ I OFF REGULAR RETAIL [ 
minor i t ies .  ~ U._MIT.:_ONECOUPON ~ 1  I ~ LLMIT: ONE COUPON I--A---~ I I PRINTINITEMOFYOURCHOICE ~"" ' "  - I1~;  ' PR, ~OU.C.O,CE ~:. , .=. .  11~7 
I Not to exceed the retail price of tl~e item; While Stocks Laot. l i 4F  II I Not to exceed the retail price of the item. While Stocks Last. I~ l l  
/ Maximum 8 coupons per family visit. No Rainchecks. ~ I | Maximum 8 coupons per family visit. No Rainchecks. ~ I 
the population. 
"The  more  women(officers) - .  - -  - -  ~ ~'~ I' - -  - - "  ' ~ l [ , , :  ~ ~ - -  - -  - -  " ' 
th~reare, the less traditional it ~ . . . .  " ' - -  - -  ' " , ,= . - -  - -  - -  - -  n I" 
appears. It's a matter of earning 
respect as in any occupation-- W ANY BULK , ..... . ~ . ~  ~ i !~:~ANYPRODUCE ''I' :~ '  i t ' l l  I 
it'i knowing an individual can ~ FOOD " ~ ~ r  ~ / ~ DEPARTMENT , ~ ~ r  / 1 
do a job as well as anybody else. 
Attitudes will change," said W PRODUCT . l i l~ i  / B I ~V PRODUCT ' I l l l i l~ /  / I 
,,e.ry. / im/ I J  
minority who want to be ROMP ; ~ "..l=mi~ "~im~ i i .---- -~==v ".~=F ' ' l  
officers took on more pro- i OFFREGULAR RETAIL  I I OFFREGULAR RETAIL  I 
minence in 1988 when six of- LIMIT: ONE COUPON ~[-~--t---]I"=L- FRINTINITEMOFYOURGHOICE LIMIT: ONE COUPON ~11 ricers were assigned to a na- PRIN'IINITEMOFYOURCHOICE PERITEM / I I PERITEM 
tional recruiting team, The visit =-~m 
here last week and to other nor- I Not to exceed the retail price of the item. While Stocks Last. I Not to exceed the retail price of the item. While Stocks Last. 
thwe~t cities ~y Lure and Fleury Maximum 8 coupons per family visit. No Rainchecks. Maximum 8 coupons per family visit. No Rainchecks. 
was part of that effort, i L_ -- L .  
Based on the 1986 census, the 
_ force wants 6.3 per cent of its - -  - -  --- - -  --] ~ --- --" --" - -  "-- - -  --" - -  
officers to be visible minorities 
by 2003, 20 per cent of its qY  VALUE ~ ~ I i ~ ~  P 'AMY 1 DOZEN ~ ~ I 
members to be women by 2008, ~ DO ~ m  r 1 l  I 
2.1 per cent of its officers to be I ICED DAIRY  ~ mr  / I UGHNUI"S  
natives and20.8percentofits IODUCT • l~ l~ l ,~~ P'illl~~ I / [ r ASSTD" V A R I E T I E l l ~ ~  officers to be francophone by i 
,9 , .  now ____  _ _ _ _ _ _  , 
RCMP officers. 
Lum and Fleury said meeting 
those goals is a slow process, in- I OFF  REGULAR RETAIL  i [ OFF  REGULAR RETAIL  
voiving many public ap- - ~ ~A~-] [  • " LIMIT: ONE COUPON LIMIT: ONE COUPON ' pearances and talks with I PRINTINITEMOFYOURCHOICE PERITEM ~l  I PRINTINITEMOFYOURCHOICE PERITEM• 
various community groups. I Not to exceed the retail price of the item. While Stocks Last. I Not to exceed the retail price of the item. While Stocks Last. Fleury said there is a high at- 
trition rate among women of- [ _  m Maximum 8coupons per family visit. No Ra inchecks . . _ .  ~ ~__.J L.  m ~ ~ ~ ._. ~ m m ... ~ , . - M a x i u m  8 coupons per family visit. No Rainchecks. . . . . . . . .  
ricers because of shift work and . . . . . . . .  
other factors. ' ~ ~ F "  : [ :y '  ~ 7 - - - - - - - '  G 
""It can be difricuit to raise a ' : A ~ i ~  
child because of the shift 
work," said Fleury who added ~IY FRESH I A 
such problems are not Unique t O w o m e n  in the workforce. "L[ I] r Pe, K - II 
Women officers can, 1ODUCT EAT i • : 
however, take a leave of 
ingabsence without pay while r a i S - afam ly, l I I . I 
Of the 3,290 RCMP officers ai OFF REGULAR RETAIL  ~ [ I 
in B.C., 307 a~e women, giving l. "" - • LIMIT:ONE COUPON ~ PRINTIN TE K;nevr~,' o,,u . . . .  LIMIT:OFF REGULAR RE l rA ILoNE COUPON ~ i 
_ ; . . _  . .  : II Not to exceed the retail price of the item. Whilo Stocks Last. I y4~/I I Not to exceed the retailprice of ihe ltem. Whlie Stocks Last, I 11 r" ra.,vu r IL_ __ __ ._ ;__ ._  _ .  _ . . . . _  _ .  __ _ .  =_%_ _ . l ,  Maximu 8 c0upons per family visit, No gainchecks. . . . .  " [ .=2~1 L.  . . . .  Maximum 8coupons,._ ...  . . . . . . . . . .  per family visit, No Rainchecksl ,._ ._  . . ,~  I 
service COUPONS VAL ID  AT  TERRACE STORE ONLY . . . .  ~ 
' Feb.  1 .2  & 3. lg90  ' " . . . . .  : : ' 
TERRACE " A local group 
will holda prayer service Feb. 6 OF I1 
as part of an effort to publicize 
development problems, in the I [ 
• Third World. 
The group is connected to the 
national Inter-Church Commit- 
tee for World Development 
Education. 
Third World countries have 
difficulty paying off interna- 
tional del; . . . . .  
developme~ 
The pra 




i p,m, : , 
Renovations 
CARPENTER-FI NISHER Nick Malamas is one of those.worl~- 
ing on the Terrace Hotel renvovation project. When complete, 
more than $500,000 will have gone into a new restaurant and 
Terrace Standard, Wednesday, Janua~ 3~, 1990.  Page A] i  : 
. . . . .  i p  ' ~ - ) . : ._ ,  Centre approved - 
after it was first ptoposed, a Futures, • a federally-finan~:ed I | f~ /C~ ~ \  *'3--' ! , 
place, for job training . and program tO. assist small / ~ )wTA ~: ,~, ,  .~L ,~akD,X~-  ~# ,~ ~.~,. / ! 
business development will open businesses. ' • : J ~ '~) ~ L\.~[) ~ .~, , Ja .~,~J~]  | :  ' :  
here thisApril. , ' , : As expected,~ the centre ,,vii, / ~,~;~,,- "~,=~ISN~[~v'L~ I t  : 
Theprovincialgovernment's be l0cated in a 9,000 square foot I- tgma~ ~ ~ ~ "  l i  i , ! '  
Training and Enterprise Centre space in a building al~o contain- &ttJ~ tidal) fqlql, l~-J" "l'~J~ ~ :: '.:; i. ~ 
will house the advanced educa- ing the provincial governmen' er l : r  v i .  Brr r , ,  . . . .  
tion, ,training and technology agent and other provincial of-- !i: i i , ; i ; : i  
rices. The building on the cor- 
ner of Eby and Lazelle is owned 
by Manuel de Silva. 
When the complete, the cen- 
tre will be hooked up by com- 
puter terminals to locations in 
four other northwestern com- 
munities to better make 
ministry, ... -- 
• Negotiations are continuing 
to also h.ave as tenants the 
chamber of  commerce's  
business information Section, a 
Northwest Community College 
program to prodm:e and 
:distribute educational courses 
|s thai ym.u" que=t[on? ; '~;i 
We offer lots of de l lc l~|  answers 
Choice Top Sirlion J Lobster Ravioli . . . . . .  
Filet "Creole" Chicken "Parrnlgiana" ~i ,: .,. ~: 
T.eone Steak i Curded Jumbo Shlf~p ~•~ , ; i : '.', 
=13.95 
Reserve now for Valentine's Day Ask about our Valentlnee's ~ ' la l  : I " 
For more Information and reaarvatlone rail: ~ !: 
01~ Mort.. Sun, LUNCH: Mort. - FrL 4332 Lakelse Ave . . . .  ...,..,_ l"l 
5 p.m, to 11 p,m. 11:30 a.m. to 2 p,m, Terrace 9.C, O~O V101 I" 
i 
by satellite, the Skeena Labour available business and educe- 




IN.THE SKEENA MALL 
i:.i:ilil 
• . . • ,  . ' ;  
• .; ...;:ii 
dining room, new windows in the rooms, new carpeting and . ": 
other improvements, . '.".":',:i February 2 (Friday)& 3 (Saturda, t)Only! 
i . . . , .  
• . ; , '  
0UTANDABOUI  TRUCKLOAD PRICES! 
to the Alaskan Panhandle will. 
be among the subjects discussed 
Feb. 5 when the chamber of 
commerce hosts two Alaskan 
elected officials at a dinner 
here. 
The two are state senator 
Lloyd Jones, who is in the logg- 
ing business, and state 
representative Robin Taylor, a 
TERRACE - -S teve  Lake is 
leaving his cable TV and 
engineering manager's position 
at Skeena Broadcasters for a 
similar position with Shaw 
Cablevision in the  west 
Kootenays. 
Lake, an 16-year esident of 
the north, has beenwith Skeena 
Broadcasters inTerrace and in 
S.mithers for.lO years. He begins lawyer from Wrangell. 
hisnew position• March 1 ;-~ - ~.": More informatio~i~avallable 
. iLake, says. Shaw's west by calling the chamber office at 
635-2063. 
Also scheduled to be a guest 
of the chamber next month is 
provincial government manage- 
ment services ,minister Carol 
Gran. She's'also responsible for 
the government's women's pro- 
grams. 
Her appearance is at a lun- 
cheon Feb. 28. 
W ~ ~ 0r'~'Or 
Another provincial cabinet 
minister, solicitor-general Russ 
Fraser, is tentatively scheduled 
to attend a chamber of com- 
merce luncheon Feb. 14. 
His responsibilities include 
correctional centres. 
Kootenays cable operation is 
similar to that of Skeena Broad- 
casters as both operate in 
smaller urban centres. 
People calling the provincial 
government agent here f rom 
outside the,city no longer ha~'e 
to pay long distance charges. 
A to l l - f ree  number,  
1-800-663-8688, has been in- 
stalled, says government agent 
Randy Trombley. 
He said it'll help Nags Valley, 
Meziadian, Kitwanga and 
Cedarvale residents. 
Mining development and 
roads in the gold-rich Iskut 
Valley and hydro-electric power 
"I've been coming to ~0nm0RHS off and on for 6 months to find Iron- 
works friendly, very relaxing and has a good atmosphere. Its easy to 




For Only ........................ :  .............. 
IROfl=ORH5 
; ' ;~  .Gym &;Fitness Centre 
635-4130 51 GreloAvenue • 
, . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . .  " ! .  
NO ELECTRICITY REQUIRED 
EASY INSTALLATION, USE EXISTING FIREPLACE OPENING 
OR VENT DIRECTLY THROUGH OUTSIDE WALL -..- NO 
CHIMNEY REQUIRED. INEXPENSIVE. VARIETY OF COLORS. 
MOST MODELS AVAILABLE WITH THERMOSTAT. NO MESSll 
INCREASE YOUR LEISURE TIME, NO WOOD CUTTING & 
SPLITTING! 
FABOR 
~ NO MONEY ~ 
~ DOWN ,~i~.,l 
1% over ~ ~ 
,,~! '~, ~, 
' : f ' r l  
i 
  alor 
ll ~..= 
i 
LyleBaker and a representative from Pacific 
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FAMILY FASHIONS 
, ,,,, Thursday. Feb. 1.1990 m 9 a.m. 
Selected '~' Selection 
Lines Of 
Ladies Ladies 





















33% 50% 75% 75% 50% 
O'FF OFF OFF OFF OFF 
Ladies Wear Clearance 
Selected Racks 
Includes Blouses - Pants 
Knit T-Shirts - Sweaters 
I ~.-~C'J4~ i  mnl|i~|t:~l O0'}.O I'ne ! -'-~'1"~0 ~ ' Winte r e0ots I 
-oy  ,, = n o~ n cc - n "- ~y  ~. ,  F~MILY 0 O V/O U P P I 
/ ,  s,ocK ~u 10 ur r  i ~ /  , - I 
f 





Sizes 2-3X to 7-14 
Wear 
A l l  Mens 
Remaining Active 
Winter Wear 
i Knit * Leather : 







by Nautilus ~ ~ 
150% 75% 50% 33% 1/3 
J0FF OFF OFF OFF OFF 
Terrac e. Co-op DepartmentMonday, turday O o.m. - e p . m . t °  Thureda -- 9 A .m. .S to i6  p.m~ re! i 
'~:~ ~ eSS-eS47 ~, "~""* .... !~!- .... !~!ii~i:/ :  ! ~*~ CLOSED 8UNDAYS l  
. .  Terrace Standard, Wednesday, January 31, 1990 - Page B1 H 
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Romy Offers proof 
• i y Yvonne Moen 
'~•  ~ Tomorrow marks the beginn- 
ing of Heart Month and the an- 
nual fund raising drive for the 
B.C. Heart Foundation during 
which canvassers will be calling 
on households throughout he 
' community seeking donations. 
And at a recent campaign 
, organizational meeting, those 
! volunteers had an  opportunity 
to meet Romy Maikapar, a local 
• student who offers living proof 
................, ,, , of the advances being made 
,:i,, -.'i '~" -:/ through the work of the Foun. 
" dation. [. :-2-'; ' ,~, : : ' / "  
~" . 1 : :~  . . . . . .  1~ "1 ' ' : Romy was  born  Jan .  27, 1976 ~ y"om:  Maikapar 
at Kitimat General Hospital, at 
• • which time she was found to have narrowing of the 
g l i pulmonary artery, the opening between the right and left 
atria. 
./ At two days old she was wisked down to Vancouver 
/ General where she she spent he next three weeks undergoing 
treatment with the drug digitalis - -  that treatment continued 
. until she was nearly two years old. 
'": Heart surgery was first performed on Romy in November, 
.... ::i 1977 and three years later she was back in hospital again for a 
~: second, major operation. Finally, in Nov. 1985, Dr. Jacques 
l LeBlanc and his team performed open heart surgery. This in- 
,:~ volved what is known as the Fontan procedure and at the time 
~J  . / ,  it was only the third time the operation had been performed in 
B.C,  
~,~ ~ Now, Romy is well-known to audiences at local theatre 
i;iiii!~i~) :ili ~ productions through her involvement in the Terrace Little 
~: i!i!ii~  Theatre.NorthwesyManYMusichaVeFestival.also.enjoyed her singing at the Pacific
In 1986. her vocal abilities earned her a place at the Co-op 
Showcase o f  Talent. Held at Saskatoon, it featured artists 
: , from throughout Western Canada nd Romy described it as a 
great learning experience. 
I Another memorable moment came two years ago when she 
performed at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre with Laurie Thain. 
: another local product who is now a well-known recording ar- 
' fist. 
The fund 'raising campaign runs until Feb. 24 and 
,~:Ji:`  ~,: .~[*:,~- org.an.izers hope residehts.wil! rememberRomy as an example 
*~:i:::!*i_i: [ ot' how pe0ple'within this Commfinity can befiefit from the 
work o f  theHeart Foundation. 
Born free 
REGISTERED NURSES at Mills Memorial hospital marked National Non-Smoking Week by giving our 
special bibs to all babies born during the week. Mills maternity head nurse Lira Flynn said the bibs, in- 
scribed 'Tin a born non-smoker," are intended to underline that everyone is born free of the smoking 
habit and it pays to stay that way. She is seen above with Rob and Barb Essay and their new arrival 
Kerri Any Marie. Kerri was born Jan. 24 -- Weedless Wednesday. 
L .,,, Sharp  eyes  can save  l ives 
.6, 1~10- .Ten 
, ~fOfW6rldD~elol~imt~: Welcome to Around Thor- 
mil~l PrayerServicevdll nhiil, and Happy New year.to 
,,,,, s Around can Church 4506 :~ s;An~, you all. 
' ' .... ~,T.erra~e~' B.C,!ThislSa:God.for the i While driving east on Lakelse Thomhlli 
-' . ~:to.~pr ...:' Ave., just after Christmas, I
• ' ': 'done in theworldand.to . I'~ 1 ' 
' :  , ~ei~'~/aieh~ls:.'!of..th~:'i noticed that aobut four cars by Gall KIIgren 635-31t2 
.... gStll ) ahead me a :. !p(~nnltted. Evet~0n( of there was car . ,  
; )me.~' ~-  ' "  • stopped at the crosswalk in 
- ,.,; i~'~ , . , : ,  .... front of McDonald's. ed. She had a mouse within tiros of thievery. Some hubcaps 
' 1 " ' " ~Ru~Y 6, l~ .  Ter-'t 
;~ i~i~'e :, Bfeastfcedlng :SUpp0rt, : He had his hazard lights minutes of setting it up. were taken off a vintage car that 
~:,: ~i i'Grgfipmeetingatgp.m.inll~e~,, flashing and was getting out of So she quickly took it to the was stored in a fellows garage. 
~::, <:i ~'~ducaii6~il room . . . .  o:f Mills i his car. He went across the bathroom and flushed it down and some of his tools. 
~, ,' i ~ i ~ l  Hospital ' .  The  
:i: ~i ~ lo l i :w iU  centre on dlf., street and picked up a young the toilet, and reset he trap. In the most saddest one of all, 
child about 2 years old and car- Which brings me to an inci- " : '  ~'! flqi~ti~i:~ut:ii~:ii~tf¢¢d!ng';, ;' a neighbour came'home from 
, : ~-'. Btln*gy0~babl~l;Forlnfo~: ",: ried him back across the street dent that  happened when my work, and  had to store some 
'? ~:~i!,!~~:'i?:i~.~*~: I: : .:'ii ,. to his father who was just corn- daughter was about 6. powersaws. He chained them all 
i ~I~uAR'~"6;&:';~:i~e ;.:: . ing out of McDonald's. Thank I was having a nap on the together and wrapped the chain 
• heavens there Was not much 
r .~ :Terracei,ittlei.Th~atrewill:~. couch, when I heard this around the post of his carport, 
i oldingauditioma~t'dln, fo/- ,~i traffic that dayl and thank you whisper ' 'Morn,  and went to bed that night, feel- 
: ! [oh~meetin~.,fbr>3s~at itli~ MC II Playh0ug(~ Y6ne~act i, tO the gentleman who was alert Mommmmm"l, what do I do ing very secure about not losinfi 
~,. |~,',Ka[um:i Street' (Litt le..  enough to se~ the little guy run with this?" 
' ~re;:b~idin~) ~ out His neighbour's dog barked ~ zt>7:30:p.m,, unto the road. It could have  Opening one eye, and looking them to thieves. 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  ~/6~ei~ W. elc~me;~ .', ~lLl~omi[ n0 ~ ex~,,~:~i buenA Talea mUChof MieeSadderandSt°W'Women up, there she was, dangling this in the middle of the night and race. n~mur~; ~.am, lzoma 
?~07;~tl~li~.i~e .~ 63~.29~2- mouse by thetail over top of me got his master up to look out the 
: 'on~'~3~8378: for dft a)ls." On New Year's Day, my with the biggest grin all over her window. The powersaws being 
: ~, i i i '~**  :/:ii,"~>:,: family went to  my husband's face. ' raced around the Corner to a 
tUAlt¥~;~ ~9,.~ ' :~  aunt's for dinner. - "  No  doubt waiting to freak me vehicle waiting to take off. 
l f f~t~l  ~ i  . . . . . . . . .  While wewerewaitingforthe out, ] verY calmly • told her, 
• " iit,Tp.m; ~': food, to be served, my oldest.son : "That's nice, flush it down the As it was so dark and happen- 
n,'answ~:~ noticed Something scurry,out toilet,,' ed so fast, a licence plate could 
infomi~loi~ : att~diam from behind the stove, He ask ,~ :: Well,  you would have not be seen. 
! i!~e iee~t~ ed his.an.at if she hadmi¢.e;i~ . '~  tl~onght I wfis the worst person They had used big wire cut- 
• .i. 1,/i~i~ii =: With that, ~ mymother's feet: •0n'the earth No  way was she ters. , 
~ came up off the floor and onto~ ', g0in~ to :flush this cute little Also, a vehicle with a big spot 
: i i  _i;~Sw~'thl~m';'.- l~lR)t i, "a chair" MY a'unt~then P'roc~dedl ii~ m0use d°wn n ° u s  toilet. Soout  light has been seen checking out 
3i~ '''',.All)enfof:~ <'~ to te l ! . .mat~sne has oeen the door it went, no doubt, to yards around two or three in the 
e. Spot'dances,::: pmgue.a, w,R~ the m s!nc e sne i filial !ts :way back in at some morning, so beware, these guys 
For tn~p0rtatl0n'" moves OaCK into U~eir nome., ;~. " In't~: date nnv did I ~hnw her .,,. nUt t o a~t .n~h; ,o  that isn') 
~l'Oai[ 63~i9"2330r ~i . . . .  ' . . . . . .  ~', ' . . , , '~ ' , ' , "  . . . . . . . .  - ,  . . . . . . . . . . . .  o . . . .  ~ . . . .e  • - - ~'~:S .  ., As ,we were re.ring ~0u~,d , 'th.a[:l'~vas no pansy, UGHI locked up out of sight. 
1 From ~ mrowmg out laths now to catCh n ' [IJAIIIY l l , ~)0-- . . . . .  , ..... : ,Back to the mouse trap, Au - Well that s it for Around 
5U~#t. the: Am ClUb : them, we came onto the idea of ~ ,;tl~ cauoht 14,adult mice and is Thornhill thi*w -~, 
its- ~HaYfev~"';; a ~lh -~ using a big quart jar and ~ut '  ~ o.. . . , ,~ .  ~,~ ,-- ,~  ~^--~"s "m: '  - , . ' ..... ........ - on:the countdown to the babies. , Now to get this printed before 
,,,ry: ,:.~. -~,~.~_-., v : . :  butter as  o~It, u ' ! tney  ~en, t  ::,: " "  I the hm ' . . . . .  . . . .  ~M L~, ~T l~.~.$~i~ .:. - ....... ~ ,~*~ ~t,z;~'b~~:~i.~i,' .': ,'-~.:' Her< ~tFn  £mal y gOt . ig the power gOf,,,SOff again. • 
)y~, :mt~, . .... ~. ,~ . ,  . . . . .  ...... ,, ,,:,, , .:,, : ~,~: ,,,0.f;!t an~l ¢,aUght tWO. So tltere m What - a. mo, w fall. Hey, 
=o~dl . .  , ........... ,,. ~:, the side of glen, shed~d~to<.  ~r ~+*"  . , " , . , ) , . ,  . . . . . . .  " "  " " t  *"" " " "  ~"  . . . .  
g :., 1 , . l~  ~ . . . .  , -  .~ .  . . . . .  . . . .  • :•,, , (~01~d[ l  ~ , , ,  try this .idea late~, O11,'1)1 the : . . . .  ~, .~.~.~,  ),.a o),,o,.,,, ~ r ,~ ~^,., ,h. ,  
. . . . . . . . . .  - ...... i week.: ,and"O°i l~"l ' l t~0,,tk~',  .' '!we have once again been vic- ' was a~snowfail;':O~g. ' : 
< " ' 1 4 # + " ' "  , ' 4 ,  " ' : ' " ' "  ~ , '" , .  ~,i~ :" :~a;'~:: f ~ a , '.: f '~: . . . .  .p p ' , p -- " r , 4' ' ' ~ ; '  d '
Foosbali returns 
One of the biggest hits of last November's Drug Awareness 
Week program of events put on by the Kermode Friendship 
Centre was a foosball tournament• 
That success prompted drug and alcohol program co- 
ordinator Benita Chapdelaine to promise an early repeat of 
the competition and a date has now been set for another 
match-up. 
It takes place Sunday, Feb. 18 at Danny's Pool Hall from 2 
p.m. to 7 p.m. Competitors will again vie for prizes donated 
by local businesses and refreshments will be served. For more 
information call Chapdelaine..at 635-4906. 
WHAT BEI-I'ER WAY to start the year than with a 
$10,000 lottery win? And that's just what happened to 
Donald and Joan Cooley. "1 didn't believe it, but it was 
right in front of my eyes so it had to be true," said 
Donald, adding, "1 got my daughter to count the 
zeroes.!' The couple's win came on the Double Dollars 
scratch-and-win game. 
I 
Library seeks security 
TERRACE - -  Although they chained books down in  
medieval times to prevent their disappearance, the local 
library is looking at a more modern method to combat 
pilferage. 
Head librarian Ed Currell said the board is considering in. 
Stallation of a magnetic strip security system similar to the 
one used by the Prince Rupert public library. 
While there are no complete statistics yet on how, many 
items have been taken, Currell said 344 items including 
books; records, CDs and video cassettes had gone missing 
over the past eight! months. 
Estimating the value of those items at $4,400, he pointed 
out that translated to more than $6,000 annually, 
Currell said the final statistics will be given to the board 
which would ,then determine whether a $25,000 security 
system is justified. 
The  Prince Rupert library is pleased with its system 
:a dl hough it has not entirely eliminated thefts, he mid ,  .':: i 
: ~h6uld .the board decide to proceed with the pro j~ i  
h0~,eV~, R Will come too late to be included in this y~'s  
budget, which has already been submitted to council. 
A security system has been included in the draft proposals 
for the library expansion project which has a 1992 completion 
i DJgetdate.,: :,. :. . ~ ~:i! 
:. ~mphasizing thefts were a problt~m i,¢ommon..to ~., 
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Mammograms offer. 
an early warning " 
r Vearsiri " : ;"  "I BY l,~..Y N i~.,,~,2g Of the sereeaing progr~um is:no 
::i Whhi" more than  100 Breast health. What .4 init for ,longer in question. Furth'-er~;tj)6 
ci)il~#~m receiving therapy at you. . ,  andme? , : . ' .  program ~, has dem0nstraied/;iS'! 
the: Terrace Child Develop- Breast health includeS, a year, ac~ptability rby !he:0Ner~vheldl- 
ins response o tw0mm using ment Centre, we appreciate 
all the support the communi. 
t~" of Terrace has giveii us. 
,The 'parents;. siaff and 
b'oard of directors of the'Ter- 
race Child Development 
c~trel especially thank the 
Lttdies Of the Royal Purple 
• and Elks Lodge No. 426 for 
their continued support and 
involvement with our Centre. 
With their generous.donation 
of $2,000 the speech depai't- 
rnent has been able to pur- 
chase.additional ncessary 
:therapy sUpl~lies~imd testing 
:materials. This Will help us 
continue to deliver quality 
therapy to the 46 children we 
have.on our speech therapy • 
caseload. 
These two groups, have 
also given us an additional 
$1,500 which has allowed us 
toPUrchase a radio-teiphone 
f0rour bus. This equipment 
will allow our Bus Driver to 
be able to get help and 
assistance in cases of 
emergency and/or vehicle 
trouble. Our bus operates 
morning and afternoons 
transporting an average of 26 
children daily. 
Yours sincerely, 
-Terrace Child Development 
Centre 
Dear sir: 
Many of you probably 
noticed the attractive lighting 
display .which decorated our 
library this Christmas. This 
display was donated by the 
British Columbia Hydro & 
Power Authority. 
It.is because of the involve- 
ment by this organization 
and otherbusinesses and in- 
dividuals in Terrace that the 
Terrace Public Library has 
not only a beautiful building 
but also projects a warm and 
welcoming atmosphere, 
The, Trustees and the staff 
ofthe TerracePublic Library 
would like to thank all of you 
. , . . . . . .  . 
for your interest and sup- 
tort. Come visit.us. 
Mrs. M. Lorimer 
Trustee 
Terrace Public • 
Library 
ly mammogram for women over 
40, a yearly doctor's examina- 
tion and monthly practice: of 
breast self exan~ation(BSE).. 
For several ye~i :  Canadian 
Cancer S0dety .V6Iunteers have 
encouraged women to examine 
their breasts regularly in. order 
to detect as early as possible any 
changes in tissue, If a lump, 
thickeningor any change Was 
discovered --  anything out of 
the usual :-- women were urged 
to see their doctor immediately. 
But screening mammography 
is the best niethod of'detecting 
cancers too small to be felt. 
Screening mammography uses a 
simple x-ray technique to pro- 
duce the sharpest image of the 
inner structure of, the breast. 
When diagnosis occurs at this 
early stage, a 95e cure rate can 
be confidently predicted. 
Over a year ago, in May 1988, 
the province announced a grant 
to establish a pilot project for 
breast screening centre in the 
Lower Mainland, under the 
supervision of the CCABC, and 
with the support of the BCMA, 
UBC, the BC Radiological 
Society, and the Canadian 
Cancer Society. 
• The pilot has proved hugely 
successful. At one point, 
statistics howed that of 5,900 
women screened, 21 were found 
to have breast cancer. The value 
CITY OF TERRACE - 
3215 EBY STREET, ' 




Terrace City Council would 
like to invite interested in- 
dividuals to a public meeting 
to discuss the proposed 
'Tourism and Ec:onomic 
D~vi~lOpment S iategy; " " 
Copies are available from 
City Hall. 
The meeiing will be held: 
Tuesday, February 13,1990 
7:30 p.m. 
Inn of the West 
West Banquet Room 
the pilot clinic.• 
In April; 1989, the health 
ministry announced an .exten, '  
sion of the pilot program, to  
assess the value of a province2 ', 
wide breast screening program. 
The ministry will pay the 
operating costs of .a •mobile 
breast screening van t6 serve 
other communities in, British 
Columbia. It will. ~over the an- 
nualexpenses for radiologic 
technologists, upport services,. 
fuel, maintenance, •x-ray film 
and. chemicals, examinations. 
and inteipretations --  approx- 
imately $90,000 for 1989/.90. 
and about $360,000 per year 
after that. 
The Canadian Cancer Socie- 
ty, 'British Columbia nd .Yukon 
Division has made a Commit- 
ment to fund the actual pur-. 
chase cost of the mobile van, 
approximately $240,000, in;: 
cluding the mammography unit 
and other on-board equipment. 
A mail campaign has just got 
underway to help fund the 
mobile mammography centre. 
At the annual general meeting 
.of the Canadian Cancer Society 
British Columbia and Yukon 
Division, held Jan. 19 ~ 21, 
1990, it was learned that as the ~ 
mobile van is a pilot project, the 
health minister has now decided 
to exclude the north from using 
the van at this time. 
Therefore, to all women over 
40 years in the Terrace area, ask 
yo.ur doctor for your yearly 
mammogram. "When in doubt, 
check it out". 
l 
Pollard Equipment Ltd. 
NEW-USED.REBUILT 
llEAVI" EQUIPMENT PARTS 
Complete  l ine  of Caterp i l la r  
Replacement Parts 
CALL TOLL FILEE 
1-8OO-663-8295 
561-2287 
8901 Penn Road Prince George, B.C 
I I I  I 
STARTS SATURDAY 
_ 
I | i 
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82% of accidents in B.C. 
result from driver error or 
inattention. So the obvious 
way to reduce spiralling 
insurance costs is to improve 
our drivers. The 1991 model 
Should be smarter, safer and 
less expensive to insure. 
In 1981, ICBC set up. 
a traffic safety education 
program that has become a
standard for similar programs 
throughout North America. 
We work with groups from 
many fields in every part 'of 
the province- the • school 
system, police, health care, 
O,A,C ,  
er details cent 
:Y I 
!': at 635-3717 or 
LIMITED TIME OF 
. . "  : • . . .  
industrial anid community 
organizations. 
Our field staff uses 
programs to encourage 
children from elementary 
schools to 'buckle up" and 
they in turn educate their 
parents. Older students 
produce their own videos 
on What can happen to teens 
who drink and drive; they 
also organize CounterAttack 
Clubs and events. In addition, 
we sponsor regional and 
provincial youth leadership 
conferences and encourage 
youngsters tocreate and 
promote their own safety 
campaigns. 
Our Objective in all this 
hasbeen stated very clearly, 
by ICBC's president, Tom 
Holmes~ "...to eventually 
produce asafe r generation of
drivers who Will not tolerate 
the destructive driving habits 
of their mrents' generation. " 
DICBC 
Together, we can drive 
insurance costs down. ,  
I 
. -E : -  
! 
' 9:15 p.m. 
., the  new,  One hundred years eRer the Battle of , i :ii~:~i: 'i"/ Milk River imth sides sgreld to rutege It. '~::::- Np. ons was supposed to gtt hurt. ~ ~:0": ' 
'  proved 
• : A d ~  - 
. ,  • . . .  
-:.:: 
7:15 p.m. & 9:30 p.m. 
"1~ ~ ,  ' • • , 7 :00  p .mo 
BeSt oft~iWeat . ' ' 0:1~ p.m. 
/O#aya , ?:IS p.m. & 0:~0 p.m. 
! 
L : il ::: 2":', : )2~ " 
' , . : • i~. ' 
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Snow fa+lls way 
bYonneMoen ~,7, I_~--~ ' --'- . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . .  ~:~"I: ~ :ii 
The heavy snowfall of Jan, 25 from the days of Fra:k:s Dairy ~ N O R~=uri~=lgE R N ! 
PERFECTTIMING. It was a long time coming, but this winter's first 
big snowfall couldn't have been better timed for students at 
Clarence Michiel elementary school. With the school closed last Fri- 
day for a teacher's professional development session, they had the 




The presentation came four 
and a half years after the event, 
but the city's deputy ad- 
ministrator says fire chief Cliff 
Best's long walt for his 25 year ~, 
service pin was not the result of 
an oversight. 
"This was the first time we've ~, 
handed out service pins," 
Denise Fisher explained. Best, 
who started working for the city 
on April l, 1960, was one of 33 
employees to be recognized in __ 
its first presentation ceremony 
and the only one to have served / 
25 years. 
Other recipients were: 
20 years--  Pet Halvorsen, 
Charles Dobos, Beverly Cossett / 
/ 
1 $ ~ears . - .  BarL.Kearney, .... 
Ray Tremblay, Susi~Ct:anton,, 
Shel Fjaagesund, Jack Pratt, 
Gord McIntyre, Jack Hep- 
pelwhite and Ron Fleming. 
10 years -- Fred Euverman, 
John Colongard, Denise Fisher, 
Gerry Reinhardt, Keith Nor- 
man, Del Robertson, Bob 
Hallsor, Dave Bell, Gary 
Gagnon, William Davies, Evan 
Lyon, Selwyn Schulte, David 
Parnell, Doug Sivyer, Klause 
Ridke, Tim Taron, Walter 
Hedberg and Dale McFadden. 
was not so bad after all - -  that 
is, not if you look at the figures 
for Jan. 17, 1974. 
That day Terrace got 99.1cm 
(3.3ft) of the white stuff while 
112.3cm fell on Kitimat and 
Lakelse recorded• ll8.1cm, a 
Canadian record. 
The figures for last week were 
40cm for Terrace and 50cm in 
Kitimat. 
, , , ,  .k 
A speedy recovery to Frank 
Paulitshke who has been in 
hospitalwith back and neck in. 
juries following a car accident 
while on the way to Kitimat. 





HAS BEEN REDUCED!! 
SAVE ASSORTED 
a l lAN/  o,sco,nNUSO ITEMS 
ou-/o 1/2 
ON ALL TOWELS 
~ o r i  OO, o ON ALL BATH RUGS • sHo~cu~,A,Hs 
Gemma Bed & Bath l 
• Where Quality Makes the Differencei 
SKEENA MALL 635-3392 
I 474.1 Lakolse Ave., Terrace 
ALBERT 
English Bone China 
Flag-Waving Savings 
From  ,ngland 
40% OFF 
ON ALL IN-srOCK 
DINNERWARE PATTERNS 
The world's largest selling china offers a wealth of lovely patterns. From 
simpleeleganceto beautiful florals fresh from English countrygardens, 
Royal Albert hasa pattern just right for you...at savings worth saluting l 
3237 Kalum St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
25% OFF 
ANY ORDERS PLACED 
635-3334 
l) y 
- -  he was the milkman. 
Or****  • 
A special hello goes out to 
Hans and Margaret of 
Vanderhoof. They take the Ter-  
• race  S tandard  and apparently, 
from reading this column, 
learned their good friend earl 
Smith was in hospital. 
***** ,  
Finally, belated birthday 
greetings to Tilly Thompson 
who recently chalked up 
number SO. More years of good 
health to you, Tilly. 
"k****  
And that's it for this week. 
Remember, if you have any 
news you'd like to pass on, just 
give me a call. 
,~~ PRIDE 
':,',~i ~@ Prize for 
II ~ ~  the tackiest 
,our,=. 
~,  ~,~ DON'T MISH 




'89 Toyota Camray LS ii iii~ 
2.0 4 cyl. DO HC 16 valve EFI, Power Steering & Brakes, = ~  ~ . ~  
AM/FM Casette, Power Windows, Power Locks, Tilt Steering 
AND MUCH MOREl 
For A Great Deal On Toyota's Come See Usl Guy R=,..ger p,,.l Arnoeld 
Sales Manager 
kP~ ,~Terrace Toyota TO~'OTA] 
4912 Hwy. 16 West DLR NO. SeS7 635-6558 
Terrace Concert Society 
& 





Friday, Feb, 16 at 7:30 p.m. 
R.E.M. LEE THEATRE 
Tickets available at, Erwin's Jewellers, Skeena Mall 
Sponsored by: 
.~,~.~ ;~,~ ~.~,  ~~'o~;o,~ 
,: : :  
i '  
t. 
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Reg. 21.95 - Sale 
9.99 
SAVE 54% 
DRESS SHIRTS V 
.cos ~oxo, , oo, co,on REiD TAG 
Reg. 22.09 - Sale 
16.09 Clearance  
SAVE 30% Al l  Mens 
HIGH CHAIRS 
2 only - White Wooden 
DRESS PANTS 
MERE, Reg. 32.99 - Sale WINTER 
DRESS BOOTS 
Ladies Leather Fur Lined 
Reg. 71.99 - Sale 
5s2,.,99 
"BEAR PAW" SLIPPERS 
Ladies & Mens 
WINTER OUTERWEAR 




"Kiddies Kot" Toddlers 
REG. 64.95 - Sale 
45.46 
SAVE 30% 
l Reg. 17.99 - Sale 23.09 OUTERWEAR 9.99 
CA:~~LE~Ks L 50  O/O Of f  ij' , 0 cASsAsI--V ~ :LOI:PE'---R S 
MERE, 100% Cotton 
Reg. 32.99 - Sale 
23,09 




Infadts and Youths 
Reg. 7.99 - Sale 
3.99 
!~1 
S VE 50% 






All Remaining Mens 7-14 CLOTHING 
40 % off 30 % off Clearance / u;d;O GirlSu;STroment 
REGPRICES - ~ _ _  " A l l  Lad ies  ~ % Off  500/0  o f f ;  
VELOUR TOPS OIITJ~Ji~ |J l , J~. h DRESS ASSORTMENT --" NIGHTWEAR COSMETIC ASSORTMENT MERE, Reg. 29.99-Sale 
1/2Price 19.99 "--'~ilJ"J[~z~Jrli'50 % | " t  50  ~di~sO0/O Ladies':;st:rtment' 
SAVE33Yo Of f  Of f  65% of f  
, Reg Pr/ces 
DRESS SLACKS 
• Ladies, assortment 
_ Up To 
50% off 
• HUGE CANDY CLEAROUT 
Including, Buds, Clear Candies, 




Mens "Leather Sweater" 
Reg, 45.00. Sale 
31.50 
SAVE 13.50 
l .s 3499MENS SWEATERS f ~ igaraBce  I" MITTS , GLOVES BEe TAG ,SWEATER ASSORTMENT & TOQUES By Fox, Reg. 49.99-Sale Ladies 
Huge assortment Up TO 
30% off • 50% off • SAVE 15.00 
e l  
WINTER OUTERWEAR BOOTS Childrens Weatherguard 
Boys, All Misses "Weatherguard" oTS BLOUSE ASSORTMENT 
I , Ladies Reg. 19.99 - Sale BO 1 UpTo 
1,, s,,. 50% off 
99 i '] ~ i " 
VE60% ;~i  2;.3x CLOTHING 
• Infants & Toddlers, Huge Assortment 




Huge assortment, includes 
















Assorted, Save up to 
SAVE 65% 
SNOW BOOTS 
Childrens "Lunars" with liner 
Sizes 3.6, Reg. 22.99. Sale 
17.24 
SAVE 26% 50% off 
STORE HOURS: I 
Mon.-Tues..Wed. ' 9:30n.m,-6p,m, I 
Thurs..Fd. 9:30a.m,. 9p,m, I 
Sat. ~, ,~ .9:00a~m,.op,m, I
Sun, . ,11:00a,m,. 5p,m~ " I 
i h  
['--" ! DON'T MISS THIS E A S E  SALE OF THE YEAR!! 
Woolworth Regular Price. Sale Price - . l " ' Q -,_-, I ~': 11¥&l~~l l l~4 l l  i r l l  N ~ "'='°"'= stated is o.r W~worth Sale Price . . , , . . , .  WHILE QUANTITIE8 LAST 
I r l  
.-: 
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Some   *L  ; seful salrnon-s wned flies 
Despite the manY °bstacles modern American Architec" ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - ~ .  thrlano'e q ie oiri ~ i~de:~i~yOVeo~juvan.YnflS~pOnn~;~, ~ we throw in front of them, Frank Lloyd Wright, and this uvr t t do-like cut t: 
salmon still shoulder their way small fraudulent egg, its tom- 
up the Skeena and enter its pact- body fashioned from a A dml~m I ~ , ~  ~'w" oats lurking in ambush" of dyed green and' 
tributaries in respectable minimum of material in order ~ng ~E,  ~ / behind boulders, in weeds, bear topped by the 
numbers, At joumey's end, that itmightsinklikeapebble, ~YO i ~ ~ ~ ¢ ,  ~r~T~/~arreaena~nfd]a~i~in!sntsif mdescent fibres of peacock 
they dig vigorously as oppor- underscores the validity of that b Brown sword set over a silver body 
• with light blue hackle at its tunistic '~rout line up behind dictum. ~ most abundant are the progeny throat. It is a superb fly, 
them ready to inhale the single Most of the salmon roe re- ~ of the pink salmon. The pink's especially when fished down eggs freed by frantic spawners. mains in the gravel to ripen over 
The spawn varies in size and the winter. Ultimately it pro- 
¢ol0ur, d.epending on the • rides the flyfisherman with even 
species of fish from which it better opportunities to contact 
comes. A ball of hot orange trout. 
chenille tightly wrapped ahead The bands of greening alder 
of short tinsel body then on the hillsides and the pungent 
fronted by two turns of white aroma of cottonwood are a 
hackle, makes a very effective reliable sign considerable stirr- 
imitation when dressed on a size ing has begun in the gravels of 
eight hook and fished on a fast 
sinking line in a manner sug- 
gesting an egg being swept along 
the bottom at the mercies of the 
current. 
"Form follows function," 
maintained the doyen of 
the river bottom. Alevins -- 
delicate, bug-eyed creatures, 
half egg and half fish --  will be 
struggling free of the substrate 
and, if they're unlucky, into the 
maws of hungry trout. 
When the immature salmon 
have reached this stage, the 
angler is wise to knot an 
"Egg 'n ' I "  to  his leader. 
Designed by  pioneer B.C. 
f lyf isherman Tommy 
Brayshaw, this clever pattern, 
dressed with a tuft of wool at its 
throat in order to give the im- 
pression of the partially absorb- 
ed egg sac that fuels these 
fragile creatures and a silver 
tinsel body under a sparse 
mallard wing to suggest the 
mottled appearance most small 
fish have, is the only alevin pat- 
tern I know, but it's hard to im- 
aglne a better one. Constructed 
on a size eight standard wire 
salmon hook and fished along 
the bottom in the same manner 
as the single egg, Brayshaw's 
pattern acts like an alevin still. 
weighed own by its ponderous 
sac, unable to muster the min- 
nowlike agility it will display as 
a fry. 
Ah fry, what wonderfully 
easy and exciting fishing they 
provide the  trouterl Having 
matured beyond the alevin 
strategy for biological success is 
abundance -- as anyone who 
has fished the mainstem Skeena 
in the summer months knows. 
Young pinks spend very little 
time in their natal rivers prefer- 
ring instead to run in shimmer- 
ing waves to estuaries. Unfor- 
tunately for them, theirmirror 
like flanks flash when the light 
strikes them at certain angles, 
and it is this flash that alerts the 
predacious trout to their 
stage, the tiny fishes assume books are a mandatory ead for 
grace, brilliance and agility, but any aspiring flyfisherman, 
and across the stream with gen- 
tle manipulations of the rod tip 
as Halg-Brown directed. 
Pink fry swim near the sur- 
face so a lean dressing knotted 
to an elegant, size six, low-water 
salmon hook then fished at the 
end of a nine-foot leader and a 
double tapered floating line is 
the proper technique. 
As spring approaches, I will 
touch upon the mysteries of 
presence, other important salmon 
Roderick Haig-Brown, Whose "juveniles for, in Skeena, the 
complete fiyfisherman must be 
a proficient fryfisherman. 









JEFF NAGEL 638-7283 TERRACE STANDARD 
Swim All-star Ker'mode' I ~. HIGH.PITCHF.D whine of the wheels I~ .  ~i!,~ I ~ i  
TERRACE - -  Caledonia's and rollers meshing wavers as local bike racer 
Jackie Brown earned all-star begins to count. Mike Christensen ~' 
honours at the Britannia 
senior boys basketball tour- 
nament in Vancouver two 
weekends ago. 
Brown hooped 24 points to 
boost he Kermode boys to a 
72-61 win over Kitsilano and 
fourth place overall. The 
consolation game also saw 
Frank Genaille score 16. 
The game came after a 
narrow Caledofiia tn' th~ 
51-50 los~to Magee 
that sent 
mode scoring in that game, 
with 17. 
Magee went on to capture 
the tournament champion- 




Terrace's Kenworth ban- 
tam reps beat Kitimat 5-3 in 
the final to capture gold at a 
hockey tournament in 
Smithers. 
The seven-team Smithers 
Bantam Rep Tournament 
was held Jan. 20-21 and saw 
the Terrace and Kitimat 
teams rise to the top to duel 
for first. Kitimat settled for 
silver and Houston placed 
third. 
Chris Wilkinson led the 
Terrace goal-scoring in the 
tournament, with six goals 
and three assists. Chad 
Wilson netted four goals and 
contributed five assists. 
Terrace's Jason Waldron, 
Mark De Jong, and Shane 
Bourgoin each scored two 
"Five, four, three, two, one . . . "  
We have ignition. We have liftoff. 
The scream of the wheels leaps a few more oc- 
taves and the speedometer onChristensen's bike 
nudges 90 kilometres per hour. The competitive 
bike racer is now pedalling like a man possessed. 
But wait! He is not alone. Coming from the 
opposite direction and also at full sprint is 
wheelchair racer Paul Clark. 
No, they're not playing chicken -- they've just 
brought their oad-racing indoors for the winter, 
to Clark's garage, where they set up their 
machines on"mechanical rollers. ~ . 
Christensen's apparatus i made up of a pair 
of rollers for the back wheel and a single one for 
the front connected by pulleys. Clark's is a 
wheelchair version originally designed for Rick 
Hansen made of a single pair of rollers. 
"There's only the resistance of the tires on the 
rollers and the bearings," Christensen explains. 
The reduced friction means he can hit the 
equivalent of unthinkable speeds for a bicycle -- 
up to 100 kil0metres per hour. 
But since he's on his bike and the wheels ac- 
tually turn against the rollers it's not necessarily 
safe like an exercise bike -- he c/m wipe out. 
"I haven't crashed lately," he says. "It's 
usually at the beginning of the year when I'm still 
weaving all over the place." 
His more than an hour-long workout takes 
him the equivalent of 45 kilometres today, minus 
the potholes, slus h and ice on the roads. 
The resistance on Clark's rollers is stiffer. 
"It's like going into the wind," he says. "Mike's 
is more like going with the wind." 
"Our sports are so s imi lar -  in tactics, in 
equipment, everything," Christensen says. "And 
I want to make it to the national team, and he 
wants to break the world record again." 
JUST ROLLING, Paul Clark (left) and Mike Christensen (above) 
 success ' 
TERRACE -- Twelve-year-old Cory Holland ! 
did it again. 
Swimming with the B.C. team, Holland swam : 
ffist times to capture three gold and two silver 
medals in a dual California-B.C. meet in Van- 
couver. 
He crowned the medal winnings by taking the 
high-point aggregate in his 1 l- and 12-year-old 
• boys age group . . . .  . .~, • ...,, 
Holland placed firsLin t'~c,50-metre '~" freestyle, 
100-'metre freestyle,'and 2002~netr~;'free~t~;l~ He 
was second in the 50- and 100-metre 
breaststroke, and sixth in the 100-metre 
backstroke. 
Coach Shelley Morgan said he anchored the 
provincial team's 4x50-metre freestyle relay, do- 
ing a fantastic split of 26.9 seconds. 
Morgan attributed the team performance --  a 
loss to the Californians by only 40 points com- 
pared to last years 200 -- to the huge improve- 





TERRACE -- Nearly 40 local athletes are 
travelling to the Peace River area for the Nor- 
thern B.C. Winter Games this weekend. 
The games are being held in Tumbler Ridge, 
Chetwynd and Hudson's Hope Feb. 2-4. 
Terrace's individual athletes at the games 
are: Dave McKee, cross-country; Peter 
Nieholson, black powder. 
Team athletes are: junior girls basketball - -  
Catherine lilingsworth, Nella Furtado, Mar- 
sha Postuk, Lisa Van Halle, Natalie Miehaud, 
Leah Wilson, Jaekie Palmu, Robyn Sharpies, 
Ngalo Beausoleil, Vicki Correia, Karl Wold, 
Erica Jennings and Terry Zilke; junior mixed 
curling --  Ray Lang, Sandra Lopston, Sherry 
Fisher, and Patrick Link; Junior boys soccer 
--  Ben Hoveneamp, James Farlardeau, Jason 
Dvorak, Kim Miller, Jason Batjer, Randy 
gains, Joe Caetano, Wilfred Itigginson, Suki goals and several assists, 
while Dawson Kelln scored 
one goal and four assists. 
In the Terrace net, goalie 
Curtis Bretherick held the 
collective opposition to a 
keep in shape in shape through the winter months by wheeling and 
cycling - on mechanical rollers~ Christensen is moving to Van- 
couver this spring to train and race with provincial-calibre racers. 
Clark is making a strong return to wheelchair racing after back trou- 
ble in 1989 forced him to cut the season short in order to have 
surgery. 
Dhillon, David Brock and Terry Creed; gym- I ; 
nasties -- Lorraine Phillips, Maria Mateus, ( ! 
IGrsten Holkestad, 3ennifer Neves, Heather I 
Albflght, Charlotte Jordan, Alina Owens and I 
Tflna Mateus. i 
i 
ap]le~ stmevenaalge.l. 9 5 goals- GIo ' 
.All-native Boxers win at Silver ves, 
', tourney 
rCaec~thea~lelr~te°ti!ld~ilf!i~t~i% ~ Golds for Bell, Losler 
Basketball Tournament 
beginning in Prince Rupert 
next week. 
The Feb. 5-10 event is ex- 
pected to ~ draw at least 26 
/teams from across B.C and 
rAlaska. Other area tom- 
munities ending teams are 
Canyon i City, •Greenville, 
Aiyansh and KincoHth. 
CBC sportscasters Brian 
.Dance and Jim Ciccone will 
broadce3t live the in. 
termediate and senior finals 
of the tournament "on CBC 
Radio Feb. 10 at 5 p.m. 
Darren Bell 
boxers' coach. 
A fast-paced first round saw 
Losier finish with a slight edge 
over Plant. Then the Terrace 
fighter came out smoking in the 
second round, catching the 
Cranbrook boxer with a com. 
up until the third round -- and 
that's where he won it," he 
said. 
After even fighting through 
the first two rounds, Bell pulled 
ahead in scoring to secure the 
win with a left jab in the third. bination ending in a hard left 
hook. Plant couldn't recover If the pair come out on top 
after a standing eight-count, again at the Feb. 14-15 B.C. 
and the referee stopped the Winter Games, Dilleysaid, they 
fight, could be eligible for-the Jr. 
Bell, a i25.pound novice Golden Gloves tournament this 
fighter, fought ~ to a :  split- spring, and a shot at gaining 
decision win iri his bout against provincially carded athlete 
TERRACE --  It was their first 
major provincial boxing tourna- 
ment, and Terrace's Darren Bell 
and Joey Losier put on a perfor- 
mance that could be a sign of 
things to come. 
The local fighters both won 
their fights to claim gold medals 
in their respective divisions at 
).he annual Silver Gloves boxing 
tournament two weekends ago~ 
Losier opened the tourna. 
ment with a bout against Cran. 
brook's Ryan Plant and quickly 
retired his opponent with a David Schuck of~ Vancouver's 
TKO. "He just went right out Astoria Boxing 'Club. Dilley 
there and got the job,done, said Bell got of f  to a nervous, 
said Jeff. Dllley, the edgy start. He didn t loosen Terrace . , 
status. ~ Carded status would 
cover their travelling expenses 
to provincial tournaments and 
"training camps. Juey LOSler 
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TERRACE - -  Although it is 
now over a quarter of a century 
since Maurice "Rocket"  
Richard wore the, famous rouge, 
blanc et bleu for the Montreal 
Canadiens his legendary status 
in Canadian sport has not 
changed. Now the famous high 
scoring Montreal centre is earn- 
ing himself the ad~niration of 
thousands of youngsters who 
never saw him PlaY in the NHL 
as he referees games for an ex- 
citing group ofex-NHL stars on 
tour across Canada. 
Richard will ref a benefit 
game at the Terrace Arena on 
March 2 where several of his 
Hockey Hall of Fame comrades 
from Montreal and Toronto 
will line up against a Terrace 
Old Timers team, the Terrace 
Timhermen. 
Although the Rocket never 
actually did lead the National 
Hockey League in scoring and 
only once did he win the in- 
dividual scoring award he re- 
mains a legend in Canadian 
hockey. It was his intensity and 
flair for the dramatic that made 
him unforgettable. It was Gor- 
die Howe, who played against 
the Rocket many times, who 
commented, " I  really admired 
him - -  he played every shift like 
it was life and death." 
A full-scale riot broke out in 
Montreal in 1955 when the 
height Of the Stanley Cup 
Playoffs for punching a 
linesman. 
His former team mate and 
now vice-president of the Cana- 
dieus hockey club, the great 
Jean Beliveau has described 
Rocket Richard as more than a 
just a hockey player and an 
athlete. ,He  was a legend - -  he 
changed the whole hockey situa- 
tion in Montreal after the war. 
It was very fortunate for us and 
for hockey that a guy like h im 
came into the league." 
Playing along with the 
Rocket in Terrace will be his 
equal ly famous younger  
brother ,  Henr i  "Pocket  
Rocket" Richard and such 
famous ex-Canadiens and ex- 
Maple Leafs  as Frank 
Mahovlich, Paul Henderson, 
Eddie Shack, Jean-Guy Talbot, 
Wilf Paiement, Norm Ullman 
and Billy Harris. 
" '  ~ . . . . . . .  T . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . .  . . . . .  
L :~ : = r ' , 1 ( 
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Giroot captures title 
DOWN TO THE WIRE. Clare Groot was all smiles last Wednesday 
night after having clinched this year's Wednesday night dart league 






Benson Optical Laboratories Ltd. 
4608 Lakelse Ave. 638-0341 
Serving you from 
Queen Charlottes to Burns Lake 
~£;:, 
/ 
. . , . .~ .~%~.~. ,  . , ,  ( . , .  
We've expanded! We now have dn additional 2400 sq. It, of service space t( 
better accommodate our customers• 
SALES, PARTS AND SERVICE 
• Komatsu • Barmac • Gomaco 
• Koehrlng • Blaw-Knox • Gordon Rupp 
• Ingersoll-Rand • Century II (P&H) • Highway 
• JCB • Clemro • Layton 
• Athey , Eagle Iron Works • Mayco 
• Etnyre Wylie 
PURVES RITCHIE RENTALS DIVISION 
(Sub-branch of Purees Ritchle in Prince Rupert) 
• Air Compressors . Sandblasting Equipment • Saws 
• Forklifts * Compaction Equipment & Barricades • Pumps 
• Air Tools & Accessories ;, Electrical Equipment & Electric Tools • Levels & Transits 
• Loaders • Welders • Concrete Equipment 
• Track Drills • Heaters & Fans • Jacks 
• Demolition Equipment • Hoists 
Clare Gr0ot went one better 
than her '89 runner-up finish to 
take this ye~'s Wednesday 
night dart league ladies' singles 
title. 
It was no walk over, however. 
Groot and Noelle Bulleid 
emerged from round robin play 
• with identical records of 7 wins 
and 3 losse,~, forci~ a be.st-of- 
three playoff to decide the top 
spot. 
Third place.went to LOretta 
SeaJe (6-4) while Sally Ryem's 
.500 record earned her fourth. 
Ryan had been in a three-way 
tie for first but saw the title slip 
away as she dropped her last 
two games. 
Although problems doubling 
out put last year's winner, 
Theresa Doucette, out of the 
running this time, she got some 
consolation by shooting a 180 
during the final round of play. 
Normal mixed league play 
resumes tonight with local 
players' eyes now firmly fixed 
on the next big competition, the 
Kitimat Dart Open, Set for 
March 16-18, it features mixed 
doubles on the Friday night, 
men's and ladies' singles and 
doubles on Saturday and closes 
out with the team event on Sun- 
day. 
Riv tow Smithers 2943.wy.16 847 '3226 
Equipment Box 2966 FAX 847-3484 
Thlnking of a holiday? A cruise Is No mater where you choose, you i 
the best way to see the most and can be guaranteed to be living in ! get the most out of your money, luxury. Every meal is prepared by'i How to travel is just as Important master chefs, famous entertain, ;
as where you travel. There are 9 meat from Broadway to Las Vegas,• 
ships in the Love Boat Line, other. 
wise known as Princess Cruises, 
with a wide variety of destinations, 
including 163 ports of call on 6 
continents. 
If you want the sandy beaches of 
the Caribbean or Mexico or the 
culture of the Orient, South Pacific 
or romantic Polynesia, it's all here 
for you. 
Take the Crown Princess through 
the Meditterranean and see bits of 
France, Italy, Spain, Greece or take 
theRoyal Princess and add a bit of 
Portugal.' Or; if you please, cruise 
the jungle filled waters of the 
Amazon. 
magicians to comedians. 
There is an endless list of things 
to do on. these cruises. Take In a 
fashion show or a movie, There are 
• dance lessons available on board, 
Italian lessons, singles get 
togethers or you can just lie in the 
sun and relax. ::' 
A cruise is also a great way to 
meet new friends. Shared ex. 
periences in foreign ports, doing 
some of the activities together or 
just simply having fun together 
forms lasting friendships. 
• So next time you're planning a 
holiday, consider a cruise with 
Princess. You'd be surprised how 
much fun a person could have. 
Question: What South American country has treeless fer- 
tile plains call Pampas? 
AND 
COACH TOUR 
Departs Feb. 24, 1990 
Returns March 2, 1990 
Accommodations --  Circus Cir(:us Hotel in Reno 
*26 hoot  V lnc lavm'  
Skeena Mall 
635-6181 
• ,. Tiindrea, 
t 
i 
t 'ou realty 
," tug at 
• . my heart! 
| b Simply call us to place your Valentine's Day Love 
Lines ad. The cost is only $8 for a 1 x 2 inch box. Love, 
Greg 
Call 638-7283 (A l l  Love Lines ads must 
be received by noon Feb. 91 
ERRACE STAN 
FACTORY AUTHORIZED SALE 
On All Omni 
and 
Horizons 
5 to choose from automatics & manual transmissions 
=1;8900 Over Factory Invoice 
2.2 L 4 cyl EFI , Front Wheat Drive 
NI Season Radials AND MUCH MORE 
Intermittent Wipers Backed by Chryslers,/1115 Warranty • Rear Wiper Washer Rack & Pinion Steering 
Power Brakes "net of all programs 48 Miles per Gal. Hwy. 
Terrace Chrysler 
4916 Hwy. 16 West DLR NO. 6958 635-7187 
,I 
~n  
COLD. BEER and WINE STOI  
With: great selection of products for the new year. Plus quality ePorteweari 
Monday tO Friday Saturday Sunday All 
- Open Holidays - 10 a,m. to 11 p.m. 9 a.m. to 11 p.m. 11 a.m, to l l  p.m. 
(except Chdstmaol 
i I I I 
635-6300, 
~;::!i'*•i ~•~ - ~!~ 
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CORE BOAR 
i: i;:iiiill f,i! ,"~ Jan. 20 
;;;:North:Coast Wranglers S, Convoy Supply 2 
• i~ Skeeua Hotel 9, Northern Motor Inn Oldes 2 
s Recreational Hockey League Scores: 
:.:-~ Recreational Hocke: 
z~,m 
' . • : ,  ? 
• sl(eena Hotel 
Nonn'd Auto Refinishing 
- Inn or the West 
North Coast Wranglers 
Convoy Supply 
Northern Motor Inn Okies 
] 
~ - ,  ~ i ~ J r  u t l  r io  
. - / !  ' . 
28 22 4 : '2" ) i i75  "106: :46  
28 18  '7 3 183 12l 39" 
28 16 I1 I 143 138 33 
28 13 13 2 115 !10 28 
28 6 21 I 88 156 13 
28 4 ,23 I 79 152 9 
THUllkqDAY COFFEE LEAGUE: 
bowled J u .  U 
Women's high single - -  
341 by Diane Francis 
Women's high total - -  
861 by Diane Francis 
THURSDAY MIXED LEAGUE: 
bowled Jan, 1O 
Women's high single - -  
~• 247 by Lori Roberts 
bowled Jan. 12 
Women's high single - -  
371 by Diane Francis 
Women's hightotal - -  
787 by Cecile Boehm 
Men's high single --  
280 'by Del Bjornson 
Men's high total - -  
748 by Del Bjornson 
SUNDAY ALL-STAR LEAGUE; 
2nd qlr - -  bowled Jan. 7 
Women's high single - -  
388 by Sherry Lopushinsky 
Women's high total - -  
i 178 by Sherry Lopushinsky 
Women's highest average - -  
245 by Sherry Lopushlnsky 
Men's high single - -  1 
353 by Larry Lopushlnsky 
Men's high total - -  
1288 by John Rasmussen 
• Men's highest average --  
259 by John Rasmussen 
First 16 weeks: 
In triples --  one total of 1020, nine 
'totals of 900 or higher, and 18 totals of 
800 or hisher. 
In single gam~--~ 3(T/single games of 
300 or more and three singles of 400 or 
higher. 
• Cecile Boehm - -  416 
• Leona Wilcox - -  403 
• Larry Lopushinsky - -  418 
Ride Easy! 
Ride home a new 1990 with no money down 
A Ne w Ski.Doo~, for a New Year 
Oon'l miss lhe titsl deal flf Ihe deca(le on now at your 
parll¢lpaling Skl,Uoff' doalei Pick up your new 1990 
with no money down pies get off I1~ spot financing, 
O A.C. and a special 12.9% inlerest rate for two years 
See your nea¢est P;zrticipatin(] SkIDon ~ dealer fe~ay 
for best sn~eclion, and e~* oy yOUr new Ski.Don ~ a: a 
price Ihal efs yon tide eisyl 
* AO~emenl Sllpr I io a~o¢ ov~d oe<kl. • e 
CHief I.~!~lei l*,llllial 1 2n. l ion 
Pall l¢llm0 dlAl'~f 101'~lf, 
I Trademlrk of ~nmt]a*l lie 
OUR E~$£ I$ pr.RFORIA~CE. 
Terrace Equipment Sales Ltd. 
4441 Lake:so  Ave,.  Ter race .  B.C.  
# 
Auto Glass , i  Windshields 
Specialists , i  Glass Medic Repairs 
,,, I.C.B.C. claims 
;,, : ~.,~" 
BUSINESS OF THE WEEK .. 
NORTHWEST 
CONSOLIDATED SUPPLY LTD, 
TANKS - PIPE &'FITTINGS - PLUMBING SUPPLIES - HEATING SUP- 
PLIES - WATER WORKS MINING SUPPLIES- FIRE PROTECTION . 
WELDING SUPPLIES--- FASTENERS.- FENCING SUPPLIES 
Phone 635-7158 5239 Keith Ave. Terrace Fax 635-6156 
. ". ~i~;:- " 
Weddings Custom Framing 
Portraits Mat Cutting 
Family Portraits Posters 
5 rain Passports Limited Edition Pints 
DryMountlng Laminating 
. , . , . .  
Jon's Photo G~ 
4609 Lake~ Avenue 
Ter race  s3~s las  
NEID ENTERPRISES LTD, 
SPECIALIZING IN ALUMINUM WELDING 
& MANUFACTURING 
CUSTOM BUILT BOATS - -  BOAT REPAIRS 
ALUMINUM FABRICATION - GAS TANKS -- TOOL BOXES 
RUNNING BOARDS --  BOX LINERS i 10 FT. SHEAR 
~ ,  200 TON METAL BENDING PRESS I 
I 
I " " ~ ~ ~  JIM NEID I ~ I--A----- 1 <oo,>o.,.~,,, ;Y g i  I / / I  ..... / 4575 LOWRIE AVENUE ~__~_~ . .  I -  - I - - - -  TERRACE, B.C. VSG 3Y8 
let's talk 




• Marine rsdlo~ 
• • Mounta!n top repeaters 
• Satell ite Sales & Service 
e~IDLAN I ~  deeler- 
Northland ,-,oo~ ~o.,  ^ . .= ,  
Communications 638"4)261 
Auto Tel. ~ Fax. 
638-9167 Y Y ~  624-5703 
WESTERN SCALES 
P.R. SCALE LTD. 
24 Hour Prompt Service 
NEW WEIGHT TEST TRUCK 
Dispatch No. No.10-220 Kaien Road 
627-1652 Prince Rupert, B.C., VSJ 2X2 
(C•  NORTHWEST CONSOLIDATED SUPPLY LTD. 
TANKS - PiPE & FITTINGS --  PLUMBING SUPPLIES - HEATING SUP- 
PLIES - WATER WORKS - MINING SUPPLIES - -  FIRE PROTECTION - 
WELDING SUPPLIES - FASTENERS - FENCING SUPPLIES 
Phone 635-7158 5239 Keith Ave. Terrace Fax 635-6156 
i TIRED OF RENTING? ' MACKAY 'S  ~UHI=RA IL' This space available to advertise 
TIRED OF HIGH PRICES? SERVICES ILTD. your business or service centre! 
: : NOT A 
• • SqO O i l , _  
I ,  We'll cleen two rooms & hall "YES" I have upholatery I: 
CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEAigNG I 
& Pdnce Rupert vv , .~  i-,r--~--,r ~oc~m~on I+;; ~-  636-3944 " i Terrace, KItimat, Sm t i l lers R i i~ .~IA&A Fu.~.,,IS.,',,<., 
• Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave., Terrace Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants today! 
PENNY 
~onE, Directors: 
DOUG MAC FARLANE & JAMES WESTERMAN .o..,ooom.,, ¥~S heve~ho~.~,..o,,, t : i  ~t.TERRACE STANDARr)i 
.o,:,.~.~,:,~,,,~ o.,,.,.: ..o..'.":~:' [A I:~ -~,r ..v,.o,.,,...~,..,. I I • & Insure-  Answering and Pager service , , , : ,  . 
I 
4~4~ aze,,e ~ven,,e: 638-SAVE I 
I 
"ANY SIZE" "ASK ME" 24  HOUR 
I 
D ANE l J ,,..,,. 
I~  , JR  ProfseelonalChlmney Sweeps I 11' ,11~ lr ~("q~:.'~ " T T ~ 1~ Rlr~_ TRANSPORTA T ION"  ' 
i I ~ .WOO,STOVES:F'REPLACES, H'MNEYS ' U IN'~L~#~I~L [ "3U iv l r - .  I =SYSTEMS , r~- -  I " 
!~,~ ~%p.g • FREE SAFETY INSPECTIONS , I ~i~rs~B.C...847-2441_ | , Dally freight service ex Vancouver I 
| , i  "~k ,7 . .  ~. We use the finest brushes and dust control vacuum for a I 
' ~ ~ , " i~" , .  ll_~ l IFAX:(604)635.7197 : Mo~., .o~~l'!  ~ • I . ~ = v ~ ~  For a THOROUGH, DUST FRE sweep, I L~~.  ~ ~ at  ihenlGHT pdce,:ceH I + I '~  ~,~ . . . . . .  ~ .  
~" ' ' ' ' "  ~'0='"0"'~ r 3111BLAKEBURNST TEFIRAcE, B C VSG~f~ i! ::' :;i,;~:;-!i':' ~ 
~llb= Professional •Chimney Sweeps "[]  , i 
I ] 1 
~. .~ • F EE S FETY I SPE TI S , I BOX 247, ,,~n'l]i 
- "~kaT , . , .    ashes e e :tor  l=  , Dire' ctor A 
~;~-~"~'~-'~" clean chmney and clean house. [ ]  -- 
, . ~ ' • Professional counse]llRg ,,' 
; -v ' ;~  s n OH, E . , I:, ' Memorial markers , , - ' " " '  
.  :  I t  i eRKI T ce, lcell , -  i ; i OravecOvers ' "+ 
' i  
[ii! 
" i / '  
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• ~ ~ - ~ ~ , ,  ' . . . . .  : . .; ,,"~ • N 
Quiet non-thru street 
Cozy Livlngroom - -  Central f ireplace 
L-shaped family room/office 
Move in and enjoy 
i £~~i i i~ i~ i i@ back yard to the interior ment with Dick Evans 
This 3 bedroom, fully features, such as natural 635-6142 or evenings at 
developed on both levels gas heat, livingroom 635-7068. Listed at 
home is situated on a fireplace and two baths, $92,000. EXCLUSIVE. 
Slumber 
VINTER . . . . . . .  ,,w,,., . • COUNTRY SETTING One owner 8.year old home in a HORSESHOE 
I and just minutes from downtown, quiet cul.de.sac, close to Uplands redecorated;OcedThree bedroom,upgradlng,recentlYNew 
tOURS 
he Grand Trunk 
Restaurant 
Monday to 
This comfortable family home Is 
well maintained and ready for you to 
move fight in. The many benefits of 
this home are a must to see as Well 
as the attractive price of $69,900. 
Call Efika PelfeUer for an appt. to 
view, 
START THE DECADE 
in a brand new custom built home. 
Come in early and pick your own lot 
and plans. Ask for Edka Pelletler for 
all the details. 
School. 1286 sq, ft., natural gas 
heat, living room fireplace and woorl 
stove in rsc room, Excellent kit. 
chert, built.In nook. Don't, let this 
one pass you by..Call Dk:k Evans 
NOWI Asking $99,500. MLS 
THE'OWNER SAYS SELL 
And has reduced the asking pdce by 
$20,000 on this specialty 2,500 
sq, ft, view property,' Call Dick 
masonary cnimnw with Blaze King 
wood stove. Close to echools and 
downtown. Asking $58,500. Call 
Mike,,MLS ,,~ '. 
LOOION6 FOR LIGHT 
INDUSTRIALLAND? 
Well we've got it. Close to town 
1,84 : asros. Good development 
potenhal. Asking $130,000. Call 
MEMBER 
Associate Broker Network, 
INO lP l lNOi l  N | l  ¥ OWHIO ANO OpI I I&T ID  
TERRACE REALTY LTD. 




8:30 p.m.,  
Sundays ' 
8 a.m. - -  
8 p.m. 
Evans foe details, MLS .Mike, MLS , 
A SPOT FOR TeE HAHDYMAH RENTAl " :  " ' /  ~i"]~ ~ y 
IN.LAWS Under $30,000 and present! LOTS OF POTENTIAL 
Freshly painted and re. rented, Horseshoe Icoatior .This 1205 sq, ft, home ATTENTION- $75,000 
decorated, renovated over the on a 61x120 ft, lot, 2 features a nice oppn floor plan conventional bungalow with 
past few years including pay. bedrooms, nat, gas heat, an that Is spacious, functional, fully developed basement in 
ed ddve, replaced roof, nat. attic that can be further and ready for you to central ,Horseshoe location 
gas furnace and gyproc, 3 developed. Call for Informa. customize. 314 basement, close to schools and shopp- 
bedrms, plus 1 down for tion. MLS plum, cherry, apple, & maple Jng, Downstairs recronm with 
owners, and a self-contained trees. Lilac bushes• Natural fireplace and 2nd kitchen. 3 
1 bedroom suite as a tour- - gas heat with a fireplace, bedrooms up and one down. A 
toage helper. Asking THRRNHILL 61x1761ot. Asklng $63,500. solid investment. 
$63,500. MLS REVENUE DUPLEX Exclusive. 
side by side duplex on Muller KALUM LAKE DR. 
' ' Avenue, 95'x172' for, two 
• bedrooms In each unit, elec- - -  ACREAGE 
SERVICED LOT ~c heat with separate nloo- Located Just past Dutch 
tdcal meters. Fully rented. Valley, 16.07 acres, fronting 
V~ acre building lot located in Asking $42,000. MLS on Kalum Lake Drive. 
town with full city services. FRESH TO MARKET Timbered with read access In. 
Paved street. Try an offer to Bright open home on Ander- to the property. Signs posted. 
$14,000, MLS FUTURE DEVELOPMENT son Ave. on the Bench, 1272 Asking $39,900. MLS 
T . ' ,  i ..... One of the few l aereparcets fireplaces, hobby"tb~i/la~ge ~..i l l  
~ ,  available in the downtown recroom, 3baths, patlodecrs 
area on Lazella Avenue, The to rear sunde~k, nat, gas " ;~ 
well constructed home could heating, carport, plust 18x31 
be utilized for an office, or separate wired shop, paved 
' pmpe~ could be subdivided driveway, landscaped and 
for development in the rear on fenced rear yard, Priced at 
Park Avenue. Zoned P1, just $104,500. MLS 
west of an office block. Price 
$149,500, MLS ,. 
Horst Gndflnskl Carol McCnwa~ 
836.8307 798-2208 
Sylvia Gdffln Rusty LJungh Ralph Gndllnskl Bert Ljungh Joe Barbosa Chrlstsl Gndllnski 
.638.0404 . 630-87M 836-4960 038-8784 835-8604 636.6307 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' I i 
..................................................... . . . . ; .  ::;::;:;:;;[;>;;;;;:;;.;.;¢¢`;.:.;``.•.;•;.`.;';.;.•':•;•;-;.:-:.;••.;.;•;';`;•;•;•;';.;¢-..., ................ ................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  JJ 
~. i~ ' 
Three bedroom, full basement 
home. New curlPet ;;nd vinyl flooring 
on the main floor, 2 bedrooms and a 
family room down, For more Infor- 
mallon, call Dave at 635.6142. 
MLS 
el like. Iw fdledly atmosldmd 
~o2 ~e~e ^ve.ue 
~sce, B.C., V8G 1R6 
help with the the mortgage. Asking deck leads onto a landscaped large 
$00,900; Call Dave ReYnolds. MLS lot with numerousfruit trees. Priced 
BETrER HOMES AND 6AIROENS 
model Is this 5 bedroom home with 
2~/z baths. The modem colors and 
country style accentuate the 
spaciousness of the layout. A shop 
at the back of the nicely landscaped 
property plus an attached garae 
provide lots of" room for the 
mechanic or handyman, Close to 
schools, $70~90,0. Call joy. 
iT'S PERSONALiTY PLACE 
at 4838 Walah whsm you'll find a 
-charming home with oak floors, a 
fireplace, double garage and much 
more. An oversized ground level 
, TRIPLEX 
Good revenue producer of $1,225 
.per month. One 3.brm and two 
2.brm units. Separate meters. Live 
in one of the units and let the others 
anm: , [] 
1 
DEST BUY IN THE 50'8 I 
Move in and enjoy, Full bsmt. home 
I 
In town. Hardwood flooring, n~o., 3 
brms, neW carpeting, n.g. flrep ace, 
new windows. Phone Gordle 
Sheddan for an app~ntment. 
MONSTER SHOP! 
1300 sq. ft, home on 2 acres, Vinyl U 
siding, 3 brms, 2 baths, Also a 
m 
1200 sq, It. shop wlrsd, heated, 
vinyl skiing (built for a loader), Call 
Curdle Sheridan for Information, 
$96,000 $79,0oo. MLS 
Newlybullt homo with:_ _ ' . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  .. " ENJOY l ~n .~ov  to sell quickly at $70,900, Call Joy. 
,o .~T.S .Irencn ooors ' m:w tn la  WI:I:K " " " " " ' " "  h=.~..,..~ =,,oo INDUSTRI% ,.,u.-o...~.,. ,3 ensute , - . , , , i K R I ,  e r i c  n u o n  n m w E o a n l r H l  pc .sundeck Fully finished 6.year old four . . . .  LIFESTYLE . PRIVACY PLUS • , . . . .  ' , Buy your bulidi lot now and have One acre of pdme light Industrla 
ln~0hASq;~,h_" .sp/!tlavel ~l~l_r_,_°~n__ ,h°me. in t.OP cDndiHon . Onl50~.~reslnb~,,.Ro~wbedm. p,., Well. m~n~n~ 2 b~koom: home: .a  chanoeat t~t lo ta t thehest ,  land on Kelth Ave. across form'ths i 
• ,. . . . . . . . . . . .  w. vmylsm,ng I1" 'o . " ,  ' "~  ",  0"  . - -  " " - -  " "  ° i I . . . . .  Boautifu fern . , tyl price. Bittmtedlnaquetcgl.de.sa¢ mill. Rear accoas m Pubic Street, i y k tchen, Contact and wood stOve. Make an appoint- home with propane fights cook 1;96 acres. An ideal, . . . .  . , . ng ~9, ~ home with room to grow. n a subd v s on surrounded by new. Looking for offers at $49,900 MLS 
,500. Carl Dave Reynolds NOW ~-: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  • • ,  ~ Joy lor nroenaeon on I uum,,uz umurs uner oan el 
for more detaJis. Mi.S 635.4773evenings. , l ckEvans'Askng$o0.goo.iS' I" l I I '°'"'0' ; . . . .  _ _  [ ]  
N PRUDEN & CURRIE 11976) L/U. 4650 LAKELSE AVE. 635-6142 I 
Dick Evans ,:, Daye Reynolds John Evans 
6Bl,/OilO . 6311.31|8 631MI142 
Joy Oover 6o~118 Sheridan 
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HOMEPLAN : 
This versatile hillside 
• home has many 
desirable features that 
are sure to appeal to 
discriminating buyers• 
SUNDECK 
~ J --- '--:V- J .... ' 
\ J MAIN FLOOI~ 
DOJ-~.E 25"0 x GA~ ~C.~ 2 ~ '0  DESi'3N NO 
. '  792z~x 7924 FLOOR AREA.  ~,328¢/12:3 3 m 2 
DEPTH : 6C;-O'11~288rnm. 
~l  ' ' ~" BILLIARd, ~OOM 
~ i  20-Ox 12-0 6096x 3657 
C,-' YLIC~T I~,t.~E MEN T 
n r,.. ,~  v if.. w 




3207 Munroe,  Terrace,  B.C 
635-6273 
~ - " ~  .., S INCE 1955:  | '  :,/ 
. . . . . . . .  : : -  I : 
~TEMS LTD' -  " :1 : 
• . . • .: 
• HI BOY ® LOCAL & LONG DISTANCE CHARTERS 
= VAN • SCHEDULED SERVICE ON HIGHWAY 37 N. 
• FLAT DECK • DALLY SCHEDULED GENERAL FREIGHT 
• FORK LIFT SERVICE SERVICE FROM VANCOUVER : 
• DALLY FREIGHT TO KITIMAT • DAILY FREIGHT SERVICE TO KITIMAT 
K IT IMAT Member of TERRACE . 
I/nltld Van Unns 635-2728 6 3 2- 2 5 4 4 IIF##,N  
272,3rd  S t reet  ~) l '##j~,g  or 635-7102 . 
Kit imet v.,.U.o, 31 1 1 Black, bum 
Ter race  
~o:tb~/a~l~pS, t~rB~l~,n~e~O~!2~ea~ea~. CounW ThgUI  ~P~u/T~Jse~ lh  rustic. On 1986. l,,70mA0~R'leEAhL~EeA~l~nl~r0en a dtiv. Exnus'e r~AalP~I~F'LU'X~t:m~°~alY . Cheery LUXURIOUS SHOWPLACE HOME ! 
fireplace, fomlal dining room, 4 BR/4 Ix~, 3 pce swlmmblg poe/. 3 BP,/t 1/2 baths• PLUS "nec DI baths, large vtaw deck. ALSO "Gas heal 1.99 acres. Elecbic heat. counby kitchen, thO room has skylighl, 25x7 deck, aluminum CJaosy Horseshoe rancher. Cheerful hearth, [] 
ens., 3 pce down baths, large view deck, Ex- room "Manicured fawn *Great family area "GAs [ ]  "Amussmeel room *Great family area *Near finished basement, Fruit bees, etecJwood fur. storage shed, & wood stove• Must be seen to be ecutive lop quality hoele in choice location, heat "Carpebng *Main.level laund~/. Ava~tabla [ ]  
scheclaAimost 2--acresSh°PSin *Fruittown. b'eos.$129,GOo.*FamilYvERNErOom. (890088)naea' rue ro m, wmksl~op, p t lo .Brenda  Edcks s 638.1721.'$59'r00"00* view•apprectated'MLS (89021PriCedo).at $36,000. Col Gord to o$169,000 ° (890213) Veme Ferguson now. (890193) Veme e3S.3389. $102,000. 
FERGUSON 635.33e9 (89014t) MLS 635.3389. 
EXECUTIVE PARADISE 
Unrivaled Horseshoe Traditional Contemporaly. 
Brick/stucco 2 storey. Intercom system. 2 
fireplaces, formal d~ning room, 7 BPJ3 Full 
baths. PLUS "GAs heat "Fruit trees "Mother-in. 
law suite. Two kitchens, two sundecks, 9uden, 
greenhouse. '$t46,500* (88162) Gordon. 
.~ . ,,.I. • ~,~,;,~ : • 
HOME W TH SUITE I A L TTLE WONDER I 
. . . . . . . .  =W=OO=DI.ANORETREAT IDi~,t 2 st=or o,~,,~ sue, v~ue. Sl,cco I Ou=nswa. ~¢ =~taw w,, .,~ ,,~ ,~. I 
crc'aa.= cem~.y haven z storey coclemperary n,, =, ~ = .*.=.., . . . . . .  ~-~ ~ ' - " ~ . . . . . . . . . .  ~-"" i 
on 6R ~n =er~ w=~ h=..h ~,.~...,~ .=..o I" '~" ~"~" ~,m=,, I.~,~., ,rms,,t..u UdSe" Freshly decuated. Ouiet seeet, elecb'ic heat, 
COMMERCIAL :"L US i 
Large well developed p~opelty on arm~l an acre [ ]  
i! el ta~. 5400oq n. o~ uu,~ with over,e= I 
, crane, secur,ty system, and many features • 
Verne Ferguson Brenda Edckson Jackie Collier Gordon Hamilton ,,¢, makes il adaptable to various business [ ]  
ventures. Great location for asking price el [ ]  
• 635-3389 638-1721 635.2677 635-9537 $289,uoo M~S • 
I PACKED WITH VALUES 
EnUcing Copper MOuntain A.!ra~ e with slyle ap- 
peal. Freshly decorated. Outet street, ekct~i¢ 
heat, earpetmg, woodburni~ stove, fencing, 3 
8R/I baths. A real find • Ooo't wain Pdced at 
$42,500. (89035) 
When you gotta' have it, We'll deliver Itl 
i:, . . . . . .  
"Our  exped i t ing  serv ice  will save your  company money"  
CHIM0 DELIVERY 638-8530 
CHEAPER THAN RENT 
This new listing is a handyman 
special in good location on 80x200 
lot. The home is 1040 sq. ft., 3 
bedrooms and is close to schools! 
Call for your appointment to view. 
Asking $37,900. 
SPECIAL BUILDING LOT 
Large private treed lot 135'x175' at 
the end of a quiet paved street in 
new subdivision in town. All 
underground services, Be ready to 
' . is ready to go with good assumable 
i~ : Jeckle Collier : appointment o view. Priced at 
;ii~ ~ Real~ World is proud to welcome JackleColller Is,,90o, MLS 
i tO their professional sales team. i I ~~:~~~~;: 
/: Jackle Invites her .friends & buelnes., I ~~"~"=~:~' 
: acquaintencea to call her regarding ell their real ~:~m: ,~:  
' ~ estate requirements at 6380268 Bus. or 635.2677 :~ 
* The right agent makes all the difference !~!:!: 
Inthe world STAN PARKER 
6364031 
! SCENIC SETTING FOR 
GETTING BACK TO NATURE 
You must check out this old 
homestead on 106 acres in the 
Nass Valley to appreciate the beau. 
ty of our area. A small year round 
creek, 2 storey log cabin, meadows 
, and frontage on the Nass River are 
all part of a package not to he 
~overtooked• Call Gordie Olson for 
more information• Asking $401000• 
MLS 
BUILDING LOT 
Excellent building lot located near 
STOP-CIRCLE-CALL 
Very attractive well maintained 
1106 sq. ft. 2 bedroom home. 
Located in the Keith Estates featur. 
ing N/G heat, fenced 60x125 lot, 
storage shed, covered patio and 
maint,~nance free vinyl siding. For 
your personal appointment to view, 
call today• Asking $49,900 MLS 
IDEAL STARTER HOME 
cozy comfortable 1152 sq. ft. home 
with full basement located on 
85x220 lot. 
BETTER HOME AND 
GARDENS 
For the buyer looking for a comfor- 
table home and a place ro show 
their gardening skills. This home of- 
fers over 1400 sq. ft, of living com. 
fort plus a full basement. Living 
room with fireplace. Three 
bedrooms. Two baths. Den and 
much more. With spring coming you 
wlH enjoy the many different ypes 
of flowering shrubs this property is 
landscaped with. Make your appoint. 
ment to view this property priced at 
$63,500. 
I build. Call Gordle Olson for more in. 
formation, Only $26,900. 
PRIVATE SETTING 
Comfortable 3 bedroom full base' 
j ment home situated on small 
i |  J acreage. Property is mostly cleared 
' and fenced with 24x32 shop. Great 
spot for raising kids and to park all 
those vehicles, This family special 
mortgage. Call Gardle Olson for your 
Features fireplace, 
Uplands school on a quiet area of natural gas heat & hot water, 11h 
the bench. Lot size is 114'x132'. baths and den. The yard is partially 
Natural gas and water available., fenced and landscaped. Call Gordle 
Asking $25,000.MLS Olson for your appt• to view. Ex; 
elusive at $63,900. 
NO IFS, ANDS, OR BUTS 
This 1198 sq. ft• 4 bedroom full 
basement home is the best buy that 
we have in town• Highlights Include 
N/G heat, two fireplaces, rec room 
and attached garage. This home 
also has had many renovations In 
the last year. For your personal ap- 
oinlment o view, call Hans. Ask- 
$85,000 Exclusive• 
CHEAPER THAN RENTING 
You can make your start in the 
housing market with' the purchase 
of this 12x43 mobilo home with 
10x30 addltim set up on its own 
lot. Three bedrooms. Natural gas 
heat. Excellent condition. Very af. 
fordably priced at $24,900• MLS. 
JIM DUFFY' LAURIE FORBES GORDON OLSON 
636.6088 636.6382 638.1945 
LARGE FAMILY? 
Then the answer to all your room re, 
/qulrements are answered with this 
2000 + ~ sq. ft. 2 storey home, 
Large cOunW.style kitchen and din. 
ing area. Four spacious bedrooms, 
master with 4 pce. ensuite. Plus a 
self.contained one bedroom In.taw 
suite. Situated on a 77xl 94 lot. Call 
today to find out more about this 
home priced at $86,000• 
HANS STACH 
§3G.§739 
SPICE OF LIFE 
For the person who doesn't want 
just a run.of-the.mill home, we have 
this 1200 sq. ft. full basement 
home with some nice unique 
features. Spacious combined living 
and family rooms with vaulted ceil. 
ings. Hot tub room with 3 pce. bath. 
Fireplace. Three bedrooms, vinyl 
siding. Secludedly located on 1.78 
acres. A home you must view to ful L 
ly appreciate its character on~ 
value. Asking $87,000. 
APARTMENT COMPLEX 
If you are looking for a major invest 
ment, then you should be consider 
in9 purchasing Ten'ace's fines 
apartment complex• Contact Jim ol 
Gord for further details. MLS 
CONSIDERING BUILDING? 
But can't find a lot big enough tc 
suit you? Then contact us about his 
level, treed 132'x257' lot in town. 
Be ready for the spdng; buy now, 
Asking $17,900. MLS 
i /  
SHAUNCE KRUISsELBRINK 
635-5382 
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A TION AD 
 CALL ] .... 
, , ........ BUY  SELL  "FIENT  'TRADE 
:/ • :  :!ii 
i / ii : i 
-:  ii 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: NOON SATURDAYS 
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stet holiday falls on a 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is Thursday at 
5 p.m. for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.C, V8G 1S8 
All olsaalfled and classified display ode must be prepaid by either cash, 
Visa or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please have you Visa or Master. 
card number ready. 
20 wonds (first InaorBon) $3.46 plus 5, for additional words. *(Additional insertions) 
$2,30 plus 4, for additional words, "$6.95 for 6 weeks (not exceeding 20 words, non. 
commercial) 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
1. Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 
2. Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 
3. For Rent 14, Boats & Marine 
4. Wanted to Rent 15, Machinery 
5. For Sale Misc. ].6, Farm Produce 
6. Wanted Misc. 17, GaraBe Sales 
7. For Rent Misc. 18, Travel 
8. Cars for Sale 19. Lost & Found 









28, Card of Thanks 
29, In Memoriam 
30. Obituaries 
20. Pets & Livestock 3].. Auction Sales 
2].. Help Wanted 32. Legal Notices 
22. Careers 33, Business Services 
23, Work Wanted 
IHond~d Tm 
The Terrace Standard res~ves the right to classify ads 
ooder umr~dato haarHnos and toset rates therefore and to 
debmofne page location. 
The Terracu Standard rssenms the rioht to revise, edit, 
¢tacMfy or reJ~:t Imy ndvortisment ~ to re~n any answers 
d*ractnd to the News Box Reply Service, and to repay the 
custum~ the sum paid r~ the advertJsment and box rental. 
9ox re#has on "Hold" lasbuceo~s not plcknd op within 10 
days of exoky of I/1 advBfnsoment will be desB"oyad unless 
moftinO Instxuctfons are received. These answering 6ox 
Numbers ~ requested not to send orloInals of documenta to 
avoid loss. 
All claire ol errs~ in advertisements must be received by 
the publisher wIWn 30 days anor the first puMication. 
It is eorond by the advertiser eqoesflng space that the 
Hal~Hfy of the Terrace Standard In the event of faUure to 
"lX~lh an advortL'am'mnt or in the event of an effor appearino 
in the advorttaemenl as puMisbed shell be llmltnd to the 
amounl ~ by the advertiser tor only one incorrect insertion 
for the porB~, of the adve~si~ 0 space o¢cuptad by the inner. 
~"¢t or ornitte~ item only. and that there shall be no llablUly in ' 
any creel oteater than the a~ount paid Ior such adverUsin 9. 
1. Real Estate 
14 x 26 houss;on lot 60 x 200. Asking 
$38,600 oBO. Call 635-3419 6p39 
110 x 220 QUARTER LOT in Thornhlll 
situated by golf course. 2 edrm bailer wladdi. 
lion, natural gas heating & water tank. Wood 
stove. $32,000. Serious Inquiries only. 
638-8489. 4c38 
MOVING MUST SELU 1,248 sq. ft. home with 
3 bedrooms upstairs and 2 bedroom suite 
downstairs. Includes all appliances. Call 
635-4521 anytime. 4936 Lazetie Ave. 7p39 
1200 SO. FT., 5 bedroom full basement home 
on l/z acre lot. Built.in dishwasher, 1 bath, 
master bedroom ensure, cold storage room, 
finished basement, natural gas heat & hot 
water, 24'x16' wired and insulated shop, 
mature cherty tree, large fenced garden, lots 
of room for children. Private sale, no agents. 
Located in ThorehilL $87,900. Please phone 
638-1959. 4p38 
62.6 x 132. LOT FOR SALE on Cramer Street. 
Very reasonable price. Phone 635-7456 6p39 
MAY OCCUPANGY, ONE YEAR OLD, near 
hospital, school. Three bedrooms, 2piece on. 
suite, European kitchen, N/G, much more. 
Low $90,000.636-3986 6p39 
I~R S/~E BYOWN~- LTh~ bedom~ 21dare n- 
suite, European kitchen, N/G, much more. 
Low $90,000. 635-3986 6p39 
FOR SALE BY OWNER- r, tshing the tasemerd for 
recreation room or rental unit. Or just buy as 
an investment.., present renters are looking 
for a one year lease. Nicely appointed interior 
... must be seen. Livingronm has hardwood 
floudng and certified and inspected airtight 
woudstove. Birch veneer kitchen cabinets, 
quality finishing throughout. Unfinished base- 
meat, laundry room, full bath, lots of cupboard 
space, natural gas heat and water, 2 year old 
roof and Gutters. Nice fenced backyard with 
fruit trees and good sized vegetable garden. 
Located on a quiet street across from kids 
park and ball park. Near buses, hospital, cor- 
ner store and elementary schools. For more 
]nfo 630-2119. 3p39 
5 BEDROOM, FULL BASEMENT, LOG HOME. 5 
seeded acres. Lake front. Nodh shore Fran- 
cois Lake. 6 minutes from ferry on paved 
road, near school. $86,000. 1.695.6479 
4p40 
FOR SALE on possible trade. 3 bedroom, 
newer2 storey house 20 miles north of Fort 
St. James on 30 acres. Year round flowing 
creek. Fenced yard. Corrals, horse-chicken 
and hay barn. Heated workshop, appliances 
included. Wood or electric heat. On bus route. 
$59,000. Call Cyndy at work 996.8204. 4p40 
2 YEAR OLD HOME FOR SALE by owner in 
Thamhelghts Phase III. Three budrooms, two 
bathrooms, oak kitchen cabinets, built.In 
dishwasher, taroe sundeck off dinlno area, 
natural gas heat and hot water, roughed,in 
Idumbing downstairs. Lot backs onto area 
which Is designated park area. Asking 
$93,500. Orfve by 2120"Cypress street or call 
635-2929, 2p40 
5 ACRES, Beach ~Road. Water, sewar, 
underground Hydro. Good gravel road. Ready 
to move on or build. 604-962-9692 (P,G.) 
4p41 
137 ACRE FARM on Hwy 28, 6Vz miles south 
of FSJ. 3 bedroom house, garage, barns, out. 
buildings, water; hydro, and school bus. 
$120,000, Call 996.9379, 8p41 
WANTED aoproxlmatsly 113 acre building lot, 
Thornhelglds or equivalent, Phone and leave 
meesaga t 636-0264. 6p41 
4 BEOROOM HOUSE on 68x140 lot In 
Horseshoe, 2 complete, bathrooms, N,6, and 
e~bt~ heat, 8x16 storage r'." S~""  Ph' 
03§.397§after 5p.rn. :~ .  6p41 
2. Mobile Homes 
2 8R. OLDER MOBILE with addition and out 
buildings on 2 acres at Kleanza Creek Drive 
$25,500. Will take car, truck, camper, R.V., 
boat, snowmobile, etc. in on trade or down 
payment or $9,500 cash. Call 635-2750. 
3p39 
12x 68 MOBILE HOME, 2 ADOITIONS, Cedar 
sundeck located in Sunnyhlll Trailer Park no. 
5. Natural gas heat. 3 large hdrms, fddge, 
stove and wondstove included $13,500. 
Phone 638-1657 after 5~ 2p40 
FOR SALE 3 BDR MANCO MOBILE HOME With 
17' expando, fireplace, 5 major appliances, 
open style with breakfast bar, situated on =14 
acre. Property Is completely and uniquely 
landscaped with rock garden, circular 
driveways, greenhouse, storage shed, large 
deck, perennial gardens and fruit trees. CMHC 
approved. Cati after 5 p.m, 038.1018. 2p40 
12x60 MOBILE HOME, Nat. Gas, 
washer/dryer, fridgelstove. Ouiet trailer park. 
Cati 635-6469 or 635-3352 after 6 p.m. 2p41 
3. For Rent 
3 & 4 BEOROOM TOWNHOUSES featudno 
1150-1300 sq. ft. plus basement, 2 baths, 
pdvate yard, carport and satellite T.V. 
Houston. Phone 845.3161. 31tth 
FURNISHED ROOM, INCLUDING "IV, laundry, 
and kitchen facilities. Available immediately. 
Ideal for a working single person. Non smoker. 
Viewing 635.6154 6p36 
DOWNTOWN SPACE FOR LEASE. 4600 B]ouk 
- Lakeise. Low Rentl Interested parties 
should phone 638.1993 days and 635-7939 
evenings. 2 months free rent. 6p37 
FOR RENT 1,400 SO.FT. RESTAURANT. Fur- 
nished and equiped. Call 638-1166 6p38 
1 BEDROOM FOR RENT. For gentleman. Has 
kitchen facilities. Call 635-5893 7p40 
FOR RENT one 1.bedroom and one 2.hedroom 
duplex suite. Fddge and stove, wall to wall 
carpets, in town. No pets please. Call 
635-5484. 6p38 
FOR RENT one 1.bedroom and one 2.bedroom 
duplex suite. Fddge and stove, wall to wall 
carpets, in town. No pets please. Call 
635-5464. 6p38 
ONE BEDROOM BASEMENT SUITE in town. In. 
cludes fridge and stove. Wail to wall carpet. 
First chance for non.smoker. Separate on. 
trance. No pets please. Phone 635-42182p40 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE ON large yard, 1Vz baths, 
natural gas heat. Parking for trucker, $475 
per me. plus damage deposit. Available Feb. 
1. References required. Call 635-9530. 3p39 
2 BEDROOM MO81LE HOME with addition, 
Kleanza Drive, available Feb. 1,635-2750. 
2p40 
TALLER PARK PAD. Good lonelier, close 1o 
schools. Call 637-5443. 6p41 
FOR RENT 2 bedroom obile home at Lakelse 
Avenue. References required. $375 per 
month. $185 secudly deposit. Available 
February 1, 1990. 798.2490. lp41 
BACHELOR SUITE completely furnished. 
Suitable for one person. Cablevision and 
utilities included in rent of $375.00 per 
month. Phone 635.7559 or 638.8084. lp41 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
CO~ OF KALUM & SCOTT 
CLOSE TO TOWN AND 8CHOOLS 
1, 2 & 3 bedroom apamnents, Frk~ge. 
stove, heat and hot water included. Carpet 
threuphouL ow rent starting at $360. 
per mouth. Laundry facilities, storage 
space. Reference required for 1, 2 & 3 
bedroom aparlments, PHONE: 
~c~ 635-5224 
4. Wanted to Rent 
CABIN AT LAKELSE LAKE. Apdi to October 
for one working male. Call 796-2265 
6p39 
LOOKING FCR HOUSE, apartment or bailer for 
responsible working young man. Call 
635.5076.. 6p39 
3 ADULTS LOOKING FOR 2 BEDROOM house 
or trailer, by March 1. Have 2 Small animals, 
• References available. Call 638.0965/ 2p40 
NEEDED• ON OR BEFORE March 1/90 2.3• 
bndroomplece. Responalble .,ahllly.' G'©,0o .i 
references, 2 srnall.chll~, dren, 638-0743~ 
anytime . . . .  % :.:!; 61)40~!; 
4. Wanted to Rent . . . .  
APP. 26' TRAVEL TRAILEIt. From March to 
June. Please leave phone number, 635-2753. 
• 3p. o 
HOUSE WANTED 
Must have 3 bedrooms. 
Call 
635-9121 
5. For Sale Misc. 
J.D. 350 LOADER. New engine, new tracks, 
etc. $1400.00 0.C.3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
bucket 80% new. $5500. 32 ft. house boat 
• lifetime aluminum .has everything & bailer 
• $19500. 82 lade 2-dour auto • good cond. 
$1500. 14 it. Td.hull spend boat. 50 horse • 
menk, bailer $2800. Clean Okanagan Camper 
• hyd. jacks, $2000. New Kuboda llte plant & 
battery change $550. Ken Allen Box 161 
Granisle. Ph. 697.2474, " 19tfn 
AMIGA COMPUTER WITH COLOUR monitor, 
colour printer, genlock, lots of software, 
books, etc. $2,500. Phone 638-1441 6p36 
MOVING SALE 17 CUBIC FT. FRIOGE; 3 yrs 
old. $850. Brown leather chesterfield suite 
with ottoman $950. Bed chesterfield $175, 
trundle bed $12F., single bed $75, Maytag 
washer $150, Maytag dryer $150, carpet 
cleaner $26. Phone 635-5580 4p38 
FOR SALE IBM SOFTWARE - Mlcoprosa F19 
Stealth $35; Talto Operation Wolf $25; Ac- 
colade Duel li Plus, Supercars, Muscle Cars, 
California Disk $60;. Direst access menu 
system (best DOS shell • PC Magazine) $40; 
and Flight Simulation disk, Japan $10. Phone 
798-2551 after 8 p.m. 6p40 
NORTHLINE FIREPLACE INSERT. Fits 
23"x31" fireplace. Free, you move. 
638.8092. 6p38 
YAMAHA FE.60 ELECTRONIC ORGAN. Ex- 
cellent condition. Many special aotomatic and 
solo instrument features. Must be heard to be 
appreciated. Asking $3,500. Terry Smith 
692-3181 (work) 692-3054 (home) 4p39 
20' CHESTNUT FREIGHT CANOE clw 20 hp 
mercury and trailer. $750. White wood 
enamel cookstove. Excellent condition. $350 
0130 694.3650 4p39 
FOR TRADE OR SALE several nintendo games 
to trade cr sell. Phone 635-3823 6p39 
FOR SALE FRESH SHRIMP. For ordedng call 
627-8719 in Prince Rupert. Will deliver out of 
town. : 6p39 
NEED A CAKE FOR THAT SPECIAL OCCA- 
SION? (Birthday, anniversary, ~ v~eddlng) Ca!l 
Emmy at 638.1052. Specializing in German 
homebaking. 6p39 
WHITE ALUMINUM STORM DOOR $25. Brown 
shutters (assorted sizes) $5 pair 635-6146 
(day) 635.6992 (evenings) 6p40 
COMPLETE QUEENSIZE WATERBED. Heater, 
frame with mirror, headboard and drawers. 
$300. Call 638-0484 evenings. 2p40 
LARGE PINK OVERLAP XRI RACING BOOT, 
1989 model, size 9V~, $350. Rossignof 
(Streto) 195 cm skit with Tyrolla 490 bin- 
dings, $290. 635.4529 2p41 
PARKER HALE 3006 w/4x40 Tasco scope ex. 
cond. $690. J.C. Hlggins semi.auto 12 ga. 
$220. Mosshorg bolt action 16 ga. $160. All 
three for $900 o.b.o. 638-1227. 6p41 
VIDEO'S VHS TITLES. Good selections, free 
list. 1-256-4860. Box 196 LUloset, B.C. VOK 
1VO. 4p41 
AMWAY 
QUALITY home carpet & personal care 
NUTRILITE 
' QUALITY nutrition & health care 
ARTISTRY 
QUALITY skin care & cosmetics 
638-0717 
:-.: 
5. For Sale Misc. 9. Trucks'fpr Sale 20. Pets & Livestock 
CROSS.COUNTRY HELISKIING ofledng cross 1987 GMC $15 JIMMY 4 x 4~ 58,OO0 kin. EX. ALASKA MALAMUTE PUPPIES. CKC rngistra, i 
counby hellskilng until March 31. $300 (two cellont coud. Fully loaded. $15,500 OBO. Call tim, excellent with children, powerful work 
days and one night); longer tripe available. 635.2393 after 5 p.m. ' 6p38 dngs, packing and sled pulling. Back wolf 
with white or wolf grey. Call 849.5811 Sun.. Iceflshlng,Great Grub,Sightseeinggood cablnsandandAIpinegrouptOUdng'rates. ~ ~ "250 pickup, 6 cy l~ ' day through Thursday anytime, r-dday until 
Phone H499962 (Houston channel). 41)41 Like new qondilion. Asking $15,300 OBO. 
Call 638.8039 evenings (aftsr 5 p.m.) 6p38 norm ouly, NOT Saturday, 5p41 
LIKE NEW: Dishwasher $350. Queen alze box 
spdng lend mattress $300. Rust colored ~IMMACULATE 1966 extended cab, 815 GMC | ' ' Ago '  i~B l~ l~ l r t  " | 
pick.up. Bucket seats, 4 speaker stereo, con. | ~'~L-I,, ~n l~, l~ , l~  
swivel rockers $250 each. 16.6x11.6 rust sq!e, new tire, 28,000 km originally. Carl | .  Dr ,  lid, ~ d '~ lDt~t l lU l lUd '~ 
I carpet $150. Washer and dryer'$3OO. 100 635.5004; ' 6p38 I v,,,,~ ,~uavv .wz-=~.~ square yards Odd caq)et $200. Dresser $20.. ~ Reasonable Rates 10 Years t:xpenenee Phone 645-3798. 4p41 F250 =hTON FORD RCKUP. 351cc motor, dual I .  • ' oas tanks, n.gas conversion, running boards, "i JANE TURNER 638"8018 Hitachi 19' color "IV with stand $275. Sofa under 12 BOO km, excellent condition, e Mornln a or Ev~ofnoe O.C. $110. 10 spend mountain bike $110. 4 638.2360 ~ 6p39 I E _ 
drawer dresser $30. Lawn mower, 1 year old, 
rear bag $310.635.5528. 2p41 
R.C.A. PORTABLE 18" COLOR TV with remote 
control. Good condition, $350. 635.3303 
after 6 p.m. lp4f 
6. Wanted Misc. 
WANTED MOTOR FOR 1978 VOLKSWAGEN. 
1-694.3387 4p39 
8. Cars for Sale 
1986 SUBARU~ FRONT WHEEL Drive, tilt, 
cruise, AM/FM cassette, int. wipers, hallogen 
hnedtights, rear window defrost. Cleanl 
75,000 kms. $9,000. Call 038.8054 even- 
Ings. tfn 
1968 HYUNDAI EXCEL, black, soamof, 2 
door, stereo, 4 speakers, Iouvres. Excellent 
condition inside and out. Work 638-7283, 
home 635-7341. 191in 
1969 PLYMOUTH SATELITE. 318 Auto. Good 
mechanical condition. Some body and 
upholstery work required. $725 firm. Call 
635-7720 anytime. 6p37 
1973 PONTIAC VETR 405 AM. Automatic 
bansmlsslen, 2269D3i121204. For sale. For 
more Info. call 635-4898. 6p38 
1981 RELIANT. Good running conditiou, no 
rust, low mileage, front wheel ddve. Asking 
$2,400 OSO. Call 638.8874 or view 4810 
OIson Ave. 6p38 
84 CORVETrE 327- 300 horse, 4 spd, com. 
pletely redone. $22,000. Also 1987 Buick 
Grand Rational, fully loaded. $25,000. Call 
635-9627 61)38 
1964 CORVETrE; 327-300 HP, 4 speed, com. 
pletely redone, Asking $22,000. 1987 Buick 
Grande National, fully loaded, asking 
$25,000. 1986 Doupker trailers, 26 lead, 30 
rear, lift axle, brakes and tires, 2 mouths old, 
asking $30,000. Phone Randy Kluss 635 
-9627 4p39 
1989 CAMARO IROC-Z 305 TP1, 5 slxI, 
T.roof, fully loaded. Red. Excellent condition 
1-692-3481 evenings. 4p40 
1978 CORVETTE 350 Automatic, T-tops, 
.am/fm stereo. Air conditioned, low mileage, 
.... el!. ~glnal $15,000.0B0.636-4785 6p40. 
1985 MERCURY TOPAZ 5 speed, fuel Injes. 
tien, 2 door. $5,500 080. Call 638-0484 
evenings. 2p40 
1988 FORD TAURUS, Immaculate cond. Low 
mileage, must selll Call 635-2826 between 
8:30 and 5:30. 2p40 
1983 CHEVETTE, 2 dour, standanJ, new 
winter tires, excellent condition. Asking 
$2,250. 635-3303 after 6 p.m. lp4f 
1977 HONDA CIVIC 63000 km, gold color, fair 
condition. Asking $1,200. Call 638-1577 
after 5 p.m. 6p41 
1980 CHEV. 350, automatic, great Urea. Only 
55,000 kin. $3300 obo. Call 635.9121.7p40 
BUYING A 
NEW CAR? 
Save Up to 30 % 
on all new North American 
cars & light truckB. 
For more information 
call David at: 
6354618 
9. Trucks for Sale 
1988 F350 crewcab 351 EFI automagc, box 
liner, 35,000 km. As new coudiUon $18,700. 
Call 635-9121. 7p40 
FOR SALE 
Unit No. 159 Ford Ranger (1983)  
6 cylinder 
Automatic 
c /w NGV 
122,598  km 
: ,  ' " =2,700 
; ': UnltNo, 160 Ford Ranger (1983) 
8 cylinder 
Automatic - :"  • 
154 ,193km : "~;  
52,300 
3/4 Ton GMC (19-  
350 V-8 engine 
c/w Morrison bod~ 
H 
. ,(604) 635-7291 
1984 FORD SUPER CAB 4 wd. aiectdc wlnclf, 
auto trans., powe~'steedng, 460, V8, $8,650, 
good condition. $8,650. John Hart 698.7379. 
4p39 
1985 TOYOTA 4 x 4 PICKUP. Extra cab. SR.5, 
6 speed, sunroof, canopy, new tires. EC. 
$10,500.638-OO23 or 635.2375 3p40 
1994 CHEV l/z TON CUSTOM OELUKE 305, 4 
speed, am/fro stereo. Excellent condition. 
$10,500 ODe. 635.4785 6p40 
1986 WESTERN STAR LOGGER 245 WB. 
Silver 475 Detroit w/Inframe OH. RT014615 
trans. SSHD rears with Rand. suap. cw 1987 
Columbia Jeep and 1986 Peedess pole bailer. 
An excellent unit $70,500. OBO. Good finance 
rates. OAC 8ytown Freightilner. 635-4938. 
Toll.free 1-800.663-7766. Nights, Nail at 
635.7049 6p40 
1974 JEEP CHEROKEE WAGON 4 x 4. No rust. 
Recent front end job. New paint. $2,200. OBO. 
Call 635-3488 after 5 p.m. • 6p40 
1979 FORD RANGER, XLT Super Cab, 351 
englne, 4 speed, canopy, running boards, 
AM/FM stereo, radial tires, excellent condi- 
tion. $3,600. Phone 845-3798. 4p41 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles 
LUXURY MOTOR HOME FOR RENT. Travel in 
comfort: shower, oven, furnace, HIC water, 
etc. Reserve NOW for your vacation. Daily, 
weekly, monthly. 638.1468 evenings. 6p39 
1980 14x74 
Crownpoint Trailer 
Set up in local trailer park. 3 
bedrooms, 2 full bathrooms. Comes 
with 5 appliances, partially built 
jony shack, has full pabo. $26,000 
o.b.e. 638-1238. 
23. Work Wanted 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds adver. 
tlsers that the human rights code in Bdtish 
Columbia forbids publlcatiou of any advertise. 
ment In connection with employment wN¢h 
dlscdminales against any person because of 
odgln, or requires an job applicant o furnish 
any information concerning race, rellglou, col- 
our, ancestry, place of orioIn or political belief. 
Readers: In ads where 'male' is rofened to,, 
please read also as female' and where 
'female' Is osed, read also as 'male'. 
REPLYING TO A BOX NUMBER? Please be 
sure you have the correct box number as 
given in the ad. Address to: Box , The Ter. 
race Standard, 4647 Lazelle, Ave., Terrace, 
B.C., V8G 1S8. Please do not include bulk 
goods or money to Box replies. 
WOULD LIKE TO BABYSIT IN YOUR HOME. 
' Also will do odd jobs such as ddveway clean. 
ing, etc. 635-6243. 6p38 
MOM WILL DO BABYSITrlNG in my hoqt.e. 
Close tu hnspital and park. FUll and part time. 
Drop ins welcome. 635.3804. 6p38 
EXPERIENCED SEAMSTRESS will do altsra. 
tlons and mending. Fast, professional service 
at reasonable pdces. Phone 635-9202. 9p38 
ARTIST 
AVAILABLE 




• Poster, Card & invitation 
Designs. 
• Reasonable rates. 
For more information please 
contact: 
K. Hicks 638-1782 
12; Motorcycles 
1986 HONDA ELITE 80. 1,300 km. Excellent 
running condition. $500 firm. Call after 5 p.m. 
635.4217 or between 8 a.m. • 6 p.m. 
638.8404, ask for Sadie. 6p39 
WANTED TO PURCHASE quality trail bike, up 
to 350 cc in excellent cond., street legal, 
please 638-1468. 6p40 
1989 PHASER FX, $6,OO0, firm. Call 
63ti.0373 evenings. 6p40 
13, Snowmobiles 
1981 EL TIGRE 6000. 14 hrs on new 
crankshaft, new clutches lind new bastings. 
2,500 total miles. Like new condition. Will 
take smaller machine in trade 1-698-7639 
4p39 
SNOWMOBILE TRAILER, double wide, 10 ft. 
long. Used 6 times. $1,000. 635-9276. 6p41 
1988 FORMULA PLUS, handlebar warmers, 
speed cleats, ski boots, $6,000 o.b.o. 
635.9276. 6p41 
14. Beats & Madne 
12' SPRINGBOK ALUM. BOAT & 9.8 hp Mar- 
cmy outboard, good condition, extras. $1,500 
o.b.o. 638.1227. 6p41 
15. Machine / 
1966 DOEPKER TRAILERS, 26 lead, 30 rear 
lift axle. Stakes and tires 2 months old. 
$3O,ODO. Call 635.9627 6p38 
1980 FORD 1 TON STEEL DECK and cablnets, 
1986 206 AMP lincoln welder, compressor, 
torches and leads. Work available, Asking 
$16,000. Phone 842-6059 after 5 4p39 
PRICED FOR QUICK SALE. 6678 Clark fine 
skkider. Two 550 TImderjack Line skldders. 
New tires. Nugget Equipment Ltd. 399 2nd 
Ave, Prince' George, B,C. 1.662-6956 days 
1.560-5413 evesinos 4p39 
45 FOOT FIFTH WHEEL •STORAGE VAN with 
wheels $2,500. 16 foot shop van with tow 
bar, 220 and 110 wiring $1,200. 1977 Brant. 
wood leg trailer with H.D. scales $3,500. 
1978 Columbia trailer with 1985 Knight dog 
logger, extendable reach, heavy duty scales 
$9,000. Call 845.3798. 2p41 
16, Farm Produce 
GOOD QUALITY HAY FOR SALE. $2 a bale. 
DeducUons for large quardltms; over 200 
hales $1.75 be e and over 500 hales $1.50 a 
hale. Call 845.7867 4p39 
19. Lost & Found 
IT C0STS YOU NOTHING to place a Lost and 
Fofind Classified. Phone 638.SAVE before 12 
Noon Saturdays. 
LOST 1 BLACK FEMALE CAT, white markings 
on face and feet. She is weadng a pink collar 
and answers to the name of "Bouts" Call 
635.3748 if found. Reward offered. 2p41 
LOST 
3 year ~ tabby nat (G~f~') with a 
brown collar. Loaf downtown, outakle 
Mohawk on Boxing day at 11:00 a.m, 
Any InfonmRies please phooe 
, Heather al 
i 
24. Hotices 
PRO.LIFE EDUCATION available to general 
public; videos, ~pamphlets, IoudJeg library, 
dealing with human life issues such as abor- 
tion and ~euthouasis. Student enquidoa 
welcome. Ca~11~35.5581 or 635-5427 5fine 
Terrace French Presci~ 
has openings for January 
REGISTRATION 
Children should be 32 mouths old as of 
January 1. 1990 for morning classes, 
aftemocn classes are for four year olds. 
The preschool is an intmducttou toFrench 
language, a French background is NOT re. 
qulrsd as English is spoken in the 
classroom. Contact: Pat Chapman 





If l~ou have a business 
idea but need help 
making it work, call the 
We can put you in touch 
with tl~ informmion 
sourc~youneed- 
In your community. 
Te/FFru 
1.800.663-0529 
Honourable Stanley B. Hagen 
Minister of Ret~lonal 
and Economic Development 
25. Business 
OpportunRies 
• FOR SALE ORLEASE- Two restaurants in Fort 
St. James, Dne with lake view, Ilceneed in. 
ing room and coffne shop; one located next to 
a motel. 906-7510. tin 
$25,000 A YEAR. Part time, your own 
business,-for appointment call Wayne 
038.0717, 22tfn 
LARGE REGISTEREO TRAPLINE no. 
0609T021, Sa~t~ of Houston, B,C, Maudce 
Nanlka. Kid Price Lakes. C/W traps, boat, 
motor, Reg, cabin on Maudce A,W, supplies. 
Excellent line. $20,000, Call 847.9461 41)39 
FOR SALE IN BtJi~S LAKE: care e~ip. and 
fum, Loug or short toun lease of space 
available. Phone 692-3681 for a steal of a 
deal. 41)39 
RESTAURANT FOR SALE. 17 mouths In 
oporagon. Great Morn and Pop operation. 
Owner moving, must sell. Aaldng $65,000 or 
best offer. Phone 638.1993 after 9 p,m, 61}39 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. Stuff envelopes at 
home. Earn $000 weekly, Free supplies, Rush 
sell dressed stamped envelope, Huohoa 
Enterprises, Dept A.11, Box 964, Petsrboro, 
Ont. K9J 7A5 2p40 
FOLEY SAW SHARI~ENING EQUIPMEh'T~f~I. 
fine with ~ axlms. For mm Info/~ to 
View oall I 692.3389 eves, "'* r¢'~4~4t i' 
. .  / • , . 
. ' '  " " " " " " " " . " i . " i , , 
: .  i 
: : :  L : - , ,  ' : . . '~  " ~: ~ '  
,",.  : 
.... . . ' .  . . . - .  ,., ' , :  - :- 
,,:. •'.:,.: i:" o :,"::,~:.",; ~ .';!. :', " " .  ' : ' " : " ": ' " 
• , .  , . ,  . - . FOR ADVERTIS!NG CALL 638-SAVE 
25. ,BusineSs - -  
• "0pportunitles 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. Stuff envelopes at 
home, Earn $600 weekly. Free suppll0s~ RUsh 
self addressed stamped envelope, H & H 
• Efitarpdses'. Dept AA.11,171 RInk.St~ A Suite 
NO. 263Peterboro, Ont. KPJ 2J6 2p40 
" ..26. Personals 
ADVERTISE personal messages In the Terrace 
Standard. COnfidentiality is assured. Phone 
638;7283Monday to Fdday 9 a,m to 5 p.m, 
WANTEO'~, PRETTY NiCE GIRL FOR A PRET- 
TY NICE OdY, in,his mid tSlrtis.~, non-smoker, 
sincere, conservative, .likes spending quiet 
nights at home, movies reading long walks 
i and ia[Jgldng. Take a chanpe wdte" lo Box 7 
~clo Terrace Standard, 464TLazelle Ave, Ter- 
race B.C, VaG 1S8.~ 2p41 
I10~/ed thy creation, hence I created 
the'e..Whei'ef~re do thou love Me 
that I msy...flll thy soul w th the spirit 
of life. ,- .,:. 
Selected .from tile Baha'i Holy 
Wdtin9a.. : 
~e Invffe you to explore these 
Writings further by phoning 
635-3219 or 636.9012' 
, . , . . .  **. - 
• 632 ",4333 I 
- 0pen ? daysa week 9PM - 9AM 
Am~ed~ machine 9AM - 9PM ' 
CONFIDENTIALITY GUARANTEED] 
. Tldl AD Ii p~ f~ w~ funds ra~ by: 
-' ~mP~  C~ S~W~ S~ 




• Safe • Effective 
• Painless 
DIET . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $125 
Oncludes 3 Imabnenta) 
STOP SMOKING. .  . . . . . . . . .  $95 
(~ ~ ~:o~tem if needed) . 
CALL  TERRACE OFF ICE  AT  
635-9435 
STE. N0. 4 -  4644 Lazelle Ave., 
(above Savam'). 
CORPORATE RATES AVAILABLE 
(have a SMOKE FREE off ice) 
28. Cards.0f Thanks. 
"THANK,YOU to everyone Who made our New 
, Year's Eve party a success. Special thanks 9o 
, out to 8order Line for supplying and setting up 
their equipment, Thank y~)u to all the talented 
musicians who shared their talents with us, 
Thank you to everyone who cooked or baked 
far the dinner. It was a feastl Thank you to 
• .Russel, Llsette, and Regean and Denise for 
.their help. THANK YOU ALLI 
Norman and Germalne 
- 21)40 
MR. AND MRS. MICHEAL BRADY SENIOR wish 
to'thank all family and friends who hell)ed 
~nake our golden wedding anniversary Such a 
delightful affair, Special thanks to the Terrace 
' Pipe Band and. the .Legion Ladies your 
wishes, .gifts end poems will be remembered 
: by.us, May God bless you all. Thank you so 
mushl Michael and Elsie Brad~,. lp41 
A Special, 
THANKS 
to  all friends and 
miatives who Supported 
us In our time of. grief. 
L.' Mart f is  Delphlne Warner  
and family 
• !30/Obituaries 
• LYLE: In, loving mefn~y of Beagles Milford 
" '.Lyis dorn In .Dardngton Nova: Scotia on 
: ".N0vember 8,, 1923 aF:l.paseed away on 
• ::d;uluaty. 19,"1990ifiNanelmo Regional 
" . :. GenMal Hospital'M 86 years of age, He is sur. 
his wlfe'rBasSlO, and children Wayne, 
' ; i'. i~V~e~ ,Judy, Donna, Sharon, Karen ,and 
:':,~e~y. HIs ~*gf~ndchlldren Byron, ~ Freddy, 
"!~ OOl)l~i Jam~e, Card#, D0nny and Miles: Great : 
• : :~ '~S l id  ~ler,-A fondral service was held 





LOnD time resident of Terrace, passed 
"away suddenly on Jmuary 8, 1990 at the 
• ago of 80 ~tears. He was hettm; known to 
some as "Squ#a~. 
Murray maybe (u ,=rrace in 1948 with 
his mother, Mdlly Warner, and step-father, 
AI Palmqulst. 
• Murray Is survived by his loving wife, 
Marltm Dolphins, eight children: Brenda 
Klukas Of Terrace B.C.; Ruth scads of 
Cmnbrook, B.C.; Murray Warner Jr. of Ter- 
raca~ D,C,; Mervln Warner of Terrace 
e,c,; Ray Wame~ ofeumaby, B.C.; Debra 
N0rmandosu of Terrace, B.C,; David 
Warner of Terrace, B,C.; and Delia Warner 
"of Vancouver, B.C., 12 grandchildren, one 
great.grandson, and his brother, William 
Warner ofSo0ke, O,C.~ 
Murray was pro-deceased by his 
mother, Molly, in 1982, his slap-father, 
AI, in 1954 and one grandson, Pablck 
scade, in 1987. 
3& Business 
,. Services 
RANDALL INSTALLATION, cabinets, 'win- 
dows, doors, garage doors, counter tops, etc. 
Phone 635.3422. 6p40 
.21. Help Wanted 
FULL TIME POSITION FORA FOREST techni- 
cian with mlnumum three years Interior logg- 
ing, layout experience. Mezladln area. Good 
wage,-accommodation provided. Reference 
required. Phone 845-3733 4p39 
'REMOTE SALMON RSHING LODGE REQUIRES 
FOR. 1990 season (May . Sept.) sktlled 
mec, hanlclmaintensnce man, familiar with 
outtioatds, dlessl generator,' electdcal mat. 
tere. Gourmet cook - food costs, organized, 
good interpersonal skills. Baker, maids, ex- 
perienced saltwater guides. On/camp policy. 
Send resume and reference letters with photo 
• to: NWAA Ltd., Suite 224.8155 Park Road, 
Richmond 8,C., V6Y 3C9 3p39 
VETERINARY ASSISTANT, ResponSibilities in- 
clude receptiOn and housekeeping also NIT or. 
similar experience preferred but will train, 
Please send resume by Fdbruary 2, 1990 to 
Bulkley Valley, Veterinary Clinics, Box 698, 
Smithers, B.C, VOJ 2NO (604) 847.4364. 
21)40 
WANTED SI(IDDER OWNER/OPERATORS to 
assist with the removal of 40,000 re=In Ter- 
race, B,C., Phone 635.2295 Monday to Friday 
8a,m..5 p,m, lc41 
TOLSEC CANADA INC. has an Immediate 
opening for a full time teller/receptionist, Ap. 
pllcants must have previous business, 
telephone xpeddnce, 35 wpm typing and a 
working knowledge of general office pro- 
cedures. Call 636-0241 or submit your 
resume to No. 16.3238 Kahim Street,.Ter. 
race, B,C. "1c41 
AN ATfRACTIVE OPPORTUNITY Is available 
for someone who Is Interested In a Job with 
vadety. Duhes includes; cash handling, 
customer account service, and varied clddcal 
,activities. We require someone with accurate 
typing, office experience, and a conjenlal per~ 
sooallty, Please apply to Darren M, Smith, 
Trdns Canada Credit Corporation Limited, 
2.4623 Park Ave,', Terrace, 6,C. V8G 1V5. 
• 2c41 
FULLTI'ME POSITION For a loans officer with 
opportunity for advancement tomanagement. 
We're looking for someone who enjoys 
• meeting and dealing with people, has or, 12 
education and looking for a chellenglng 
career. 'we will provides thorough on the job 
training program, ~nd a. good salary and 
benefita.,package. All applicants considered. 
App, ' to  Oarran M. Sm-'lth, Tens Canada 
Credit Corporation' Limited, 2.41;23 Park Ave." 
Terraee, B.C.V8G 1V5. . 2c41 
32. Lepl Notices 
( ~  ~y of 
Province of T~U~I  
British Col~nbla and Hlgl~/ays ' 
iilIHWAYI - nBIoEel 
Beetma101sbtet: Skeena 
INtway ~ld~ Skee~ t~s~t 
Pr~'t w Ja Nm~, X.S555 
Pa~q q~ ,1~ hlUl ld~ C0~stnct fe~,/dock atI~. 
TNdlef 0~mlq 0efe/llm: Fd~ay, r-ebony g. 1990 it 
2:00 p.m. 
Re: 52.0.23 
~e Te~Om SUM ~ T,,S mo~c~  m ~u~-  
APPLICABLE FEDERAL AN9 Pfi0Wi(~L SALES TAX. 
Tender documenls y~ith envli~ope, plans, speclficaHon~ 
Ird ¢mdn~o~$ d tende~ ire avldlaS~ frl~ of cha~ 0~ 
LY from MNShy of rransportaHon I~d Htghway$~ 300 
• 4549 Pad( AWl~e, re~acl, e.c, vos Iv4 between 
the Ixus of a:3o lUd 4:s0 p.nl. Merday to Friday, ix. 
1~ i~ Id ~ lilSm: 039..'1360 
Tilu am d ~ ~ 635.S616 . 
300. 4546 Pltfi Avor~l Tm,  D,C., WIG lV4 ': 
r - -eb~ 2,1090 It g:o0 p.m. 
T ~  wig be opened at M(Nsby el T ~  ml  
HI01~s, Skma Dlsblet 0mco~ 300 • "4540 Park 
Ayes, Terrace, S.C.; V~ tV4, .. . .  
J.n. ~ . .. , 
,~t ,~.y ,  ~w " . .: 
I" i 
 CTiON 
:AVenue, N~malmo, r O~;  .et. 1:00 p.m;' m ~ .: • '~ - '~ 
:~24, ' ,1900. , :  ,:-: . . . .  ' : , !P4! ' '  ":'..":'I':L~ 
AUXILIARY FINANCIAL CLERK 
Office Assistant 21 (2  vacancies) 
The Ministry of Transportation ~d Highways, Teflace Re0tonal Office, re. 
quires two Office Assistants on a short-term, auxllku'y basis to assist In the 
flnancisl asrvJcoa nton. Duties wgl Include ~ledng with procasalng 
vouehere,.Invotces and related cisricel auPpo/'t duties, Inofuding typing of 
correspondence, filing and related; 
QUAUFICATiONa~ Prefer secondery echocl grad. or equivalent, minimum 
one year's experience in flnancisl clerical work or equivalent cond)lnation of 
education anU experience; knowledge, of accounting pr~Ucap, and off~e 
procedura;'computer experience and accurate keybcardlngLof mthlmum 
40 wpm; ability, to work under pressure end deal with a large volume of 
document& 
Apply In writing t¢  . . 
R lg lone lPersonneIOf f ice  , . • . .  
400.4846 Park Avenue 
Terrace, B,C. VOG IV4  
IMMEDIATELY 
TRaNS CaNaDa CREDIT 
IF YOU 
-have at least grade 12 education. 
-enjoy meeting and dealing with people. 
-are determined to earn a management position. 
-wilting to relocate. 
-have a valid drivers finance. 
WE OFFER 
-a  thorough on the job training program. 
-advancement opportunities based on meflt: 
• ¢ommeo~,oe  t ,u , r ,o  • 
2-4623 Park Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia (604} 5~5-6310 
MANAGEMENT TRAINEE 
An attractive opportunity for a management trainee who wishes tobuild d secure future 
in the challenging environment ofconsumer finance, ' : 
-a  good salary and benefits package. 
Plan for a successful and rewarding future with use'of the largest and m~t diversified 
financial organizations InCanada. " ' -" " 
Damn M. SmlIH " 
TRANS CANADA CREDIT CORPORATION LIMITED 
No. 2 - 4623 Park Ave., Tans~, B.C. 
EMPLOYMEHT INVENTORY LIST " 
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORTATION & HIGHWAYS 
CLASSIFICATIO~I:  OFFICE ASSISTANT 1 
"' OFFICE ASSISTANT 2 
LOCATION:  TERRACE 
SALARY:  OFFICE ASSISTANT 1 ' "~ 
. . . .  .$669.47-  $771.03  (b i -week ly ) ,  ~'  " ii • ~ ~ i  
" -.: .. " / - : ' ,OFF ICE  ASSISTANT 2;,;, ..... ,,- :-,,;-': :~,,:.,::..~ • ~ ~; :":~'i~ ;~ ,~:~., 
. . . .  : ;  $71~i89 '  $823.34  (bi -weeldy)  : .  : - :  ',:~, "~ :''r~ ': 
The Ministry of'Transportation S Highways is building an Ventory o f  
• : qualified candidates for future entry loyalOffice Aasistant ! & 2 (aUxiliary) 
positions, 
DUTIES: 
Under general Supi~lston ~ le responsible for providing stenographic and 
clerical duties to Regional/District/Branch staff, - - - 
QUALIFICATIONS= 
Ability to type 40-50 Wpm; Gr. 12 or equiv.; mln. of 1 year's experience or 
an acceptable equivalent combination of education and experience; 
knowledge of routine office practices & procedures; basic knowledge of 
computers; familiarity with wordproceaslng (WANG preterred}. 
,Send eppllosliona to:. 
Ministry of Transportation & HlOhwaye 
400 - 4546 Park Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. veo  lY4 
Attentlou: Personnel 
All applications must be •received by: OPEN 
A DIVISION OF NELSON LUMBER COMPANY LTO. 
CONSTRUCTION 
SUPERVISOR 
I nd iv idua l  shou ld  possess  a thorough knowledge of al l  
aspects  of  new home c (~nst ruct lon  w i th  proven  com-  
mun icat ion  and  organ izat ion  sk i l l s .  Success fu l  can-  
d idates  must  l ive in the  Smi thers /Ter ' race  ,~rea or  be  
prepared  to re l .ocate.  Th is  pos i t ion  o f fe rs  acompet i t l ve  
s.alary and  a benef i t  package.  - " 
P lease  fo rward  resume to :  
Ne lson  Great  Western  Homes .  -! ...... 
Box  3340 : : . ,  ::.~1~ " " ' 1 
Smithers ,  B.C.,  i~"- i i l  : ~ i~ 
VOJ2NO : : -  ::-:::.i ::,,. 
Te lephone:  (604) 847-9303' . ':ii ~ 
At tent ion :  Ken Baker  . . . .  
CLERK-STENO 
Pacific Northern Gas Ltd. is accepting appllca- 
' lions for the position of Clerk-Steno in their Tar- 
, i'ace office. 
We are looking for a pleasant, cOoperative in- 
dividual, with above average typing skillS, ex- 
,,~ Parlance with word processors and computers,. 
and a good knowledge of office procedures, 
• This position Is Regular Part Time and offers 30 
' I:tours per week. : "' " 
:: Please forward applications and inquires to: 
Rich Green 
• : PACIFIC NORTHERN,GAS LTD; ,  
. . . .  " ' , :~900 Kerr Street ~ ' r ~ '~ ~ 
". ~ ,', '".i,~, 
~"  : :  Terrace, B.C. " 
'J ' ~:::'''' '/:~ '1~:';1"~" : " ' V 8 G 4L9 . . . . . . . . . .  
1 
t¢04 
LAW COURTS EDUCATION CO-ORDINATOR: 
NORTHERN REGION 
As part of a major expansion of services, the Law Courts Education 
Socaoty is seeking an education,co-ordinator for the northern region of the '  
province, Based In Prince,George and working with schools, community' 
orilanizatJons, court staff and the public, the co-ordinator will implement a L 
regional public education program covering the Cariboo. Skeena and 
Peace areas on the structure and operation of the B.C. court system. ;' ~. r ; 
(balifleailons: a highly motivated individual with good interpersonal skills,', 
,preferably with 3.=3 years of teaching experience in law-related educe~it, " 
or a law degree or courts experience with demonsl~ated educational oX- " 
patience. The successful candidate requires a car and must be willing to 
travel. 
Starling date: April 2, 1990, " . 
Salary: $37 565 perannum, . 
Send applications to the Director, Law Courts Education Sodely, 800 
Smithe St,, Vancouverl B.C., V6Z 2E 1 by 4 p,m,, Friday, February 16. . 
i i 
1991 NOrthern B.C Winter Games 
requires a 
GAMES COORDINATOR 
To  b(} respons ib le  for  the coordinat ion of the games  under  
the direct ion of the Board of Directors.  
Requi red job skil ls: Good typing, basic  bookkeep ing ,  o f f i ce  
coordinat ion exper ience,  effect ive te lephone manners ,  abi l i ty 
to work  f lexible hours, work  effect ively with volunteers,  work  
wi thout  supervis ion.  
Salary based  on exper ience.  
App ly  In wr i t ing  w i th  resume by  Feb.  12, 1990 to:  
Ter race  1991 Nor thern  B .C .  Winter  Games  
Host  Commit tee  Box  98 
Terrace,  B.C. Y60  4A2 
SCHOOL D ISTRICT  NO. ~7 
(Prince George) 
invites you to join in 
Working For Learning In 
British Columbia's 
Northern Capital 
Prince ..C~o~c is one of Brltish Columbia's largest and mo~t ][nogl~ive 
-ech.,ool .d~mc.ts...With a population of over 70,000, the ¢~ty of~ a 
q .~1. ~. llf.estylc ~m vay affordable housing, cxcellmt o.xltmld laddies .... 
.... _ .u~. Lmuted ~ o n  and isthe furore home of B.C.'s newest nnlvemity., 
We as¢ ast, c~patmg vacancies for teachers at all lcvcis fo~ the 1990-91 .... 
school year. - • 
In t~csted, ~ualL~¢d appHca~ arc asked to submit a letter ofappllcadon 
~ma supporting docum~ztadon (resume, tc.) by February 16th, 1990 
to.. 
Mr. Pldl Redmond, bhu~ger 
Personnel Admlnbtratlon 
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. ~/ 
1894 - 9th Avenue 
• Prince Geese,  B,C. 
V2M IL7 
Telephone: (604) S(~I-I$1I Local 232 
Fax:  (604) S64-4439 
Appllumts should quote Competition No. PR 900~-~7 oa sll 
corrcslX~donce. 
R.qncscntsdves of thc I)is~ct wm be intavlcwin~ inVon~ouv~ m~d 
rr~.. ceGeo~cduring Spring Break, March 19th-23rd. Applicants should 
indicate if racy would be able to ahead such interviews and give their 
preteronce for location. 
32, Legal Notices 
Regional District of Kitirnat-Stikine 
Suite 300, Terrace. Brutish Columbia Tel (604) 6:~5-7251 
4545 Lazell~ Avenue, VaG 4E1 FAX (604) 635-9222 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
Notice is hereby given that a Public Hearing will be held on Tuesday, 
February 13, 1990 at the office8 of the Regional District of Kitlmat-Stildne 
commencing at 7:30 p.m. to receive representation from all persons who 
deem their Interests to be affected by the proposed "ReoIooel District of 
KItlmat.Stildne Bylaw No. 37, 1976, BoctOral Area E and Specified Portion 
of Electoral Area C Zoning Bylaw, Amendment Bylaw No. 279, 1989." 
The purpose of this bylaw is to redeslgnate s portion of the pemel desedbed 
as Lot B, Plan 4516, District Lot 312, Range 5, Coast DIstricl, the location 
of which is Indlceted on the map below, from the Low Density Rural zone to 
the Restricted Industrial zone. 
In general terms, the rezonlng .would allow e gravel pit end processing plant, 
repair shop, offices and storage for a highways maintenance conbactor. On 
the posen subject to this rezoning, the applicant has purposed the develop- 
ment of offices, maintenance Shop and ancillary uses. 
IAI~ITI 
LL lel~ II 
Dr, $08 
I I Thlemlnendlngby~Wmaylbelnepectedsttha°fficee°fthaRegl°nalD4stdat 
m I L of Kltlmat-Sffklne, No. 300-4646 Laselle Avenue, Terrace, D.C. between 
B '  I ' the hours of 8:30 n.m. to 12:00 a,m, and 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. MondW 
• I I* . ouOh F ,y except stetutotyholidays, '" ' : : ; " 
• -~.,~ ,is • .,. q, 
• , : ,"  
I ": " ' : ; .  
I '5~ - ,L ' ,  
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Terrace SpecmP 
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Terrace Blueback Swim Club, 
Independent Order of Feresfers 
Terrace Curling Club 
• ~ FarwestBus Lines 
B.P.O. Elks 
Ladies Auxilllary of Legion B,C, Motor Dealers Assoc, • 
Branch 13 Terrace Rotary Club 
Nutd.System SKB M01son Wreckers 
We also thank our many friends for their encouragement 
and volunteer time. 
q 
t - . • . , - 6 • • t 
' : '  :: you. ,Anyone Interested in ~ABUA',r,,~ becoming a Big Brother or 
WWi- IP~I I  ~ Sister, or if you are willing just 
' ~n ,n - - ,U j  ~-~ ,: , tO helpplease f el freeto join 
• • ," " Us in this worthwhile proj~t;. ,
, Meetlnss are held every third . 
' B ' L " ' ' " ' ; Tuesday of :  , the : '  
')1['be .Temce Stndai'd orlre, i*,'i month* *,/~ ~r ~t" ';: 
What•!  ~t Up u =' public s~rvlee TERRACE PUBL IC  ART 
• to Its rre|ders and th0~e am-  , GALLERY will be closed for 
reunify orsanlzatl6ns In the the month of January. We Will 
area. be opening again Feb. 4 fcatu~'- 
Items for this ~ctloa arc for 
non.profit organizations and 
for those events In wh ich  Ihere 
h no  cost to  gain ndmlulon. 
To '  meet our produfllon 
• deadUnee, we ~k that nil Items 
be submitted by noon on the 
Fddny pr~edlng the following 
week';, issue. We ul~ ask thst 
items be typewdtten or be 
pflnted neatly. 
FEBRUARY 21, 1990 - -  
Beekeepers  Assoc iat ion  
meeting at the Terrace Library 
at 7 p.m. 2 hours of video tapes 
on bee culture new and old 
members welcome. Coffee and 
douglmuts• 
Ing works by Cindy Mated o f  
Quick, B.C. The show will rug" 
to Feb.24. Hours aret Tues.-  
Sat. 12 -'3 p.m;; Tues.. ThursJ 
7 .9  p.m.; Sunday I - 4 p.m. 
OSTOMY SUPPORT GROUP 
for any persons having an 
ostomy or needing one in the 
future. A chance to share pro- 
b!ems, cbncems, information 
and receive SUl~port from 
others in the same situation. 
, Call Terrace 635-5905 or 
Kitimat 632-5951. 
~r ~r ~r Cr'k 
INFORMATION CONCERN- 
ING THE TWIN RIVER 
ESTATE PROJECT is 
II I L r "I 
' PICTURE THES| 
' A  
m • 
, Yc .k .k .kB¢  
~,,.4~4~.,*,~¢~,~.4~.~t.~4.~.~,,e~~~ FEBRUARY 24, 1990 - -  The 
CARR|ERS ! -. 
~' " " " ' ; Multicultural Assoc iat ion  
• presents 6th annual Interns- 
. tional Potluck Dinner Saturday 
$ I~i,| ~,~ F~ ~.~ ,,-~ r4[ [ $ room.at 5 p.m.volunteersat th  arenaneededbanquet 
tact Lynda Bretfeld at 635-6298 
, n°u- i -an  ,* ,00 ,0u,,, I Tetrault & t 230 - (5200) Haugland, 
Skeena & Keith • 
~ block) ' 
2§1 - Dairy, Halliwell 
(4600 - 4TO0)N. Eby 
(4200-4300) 
260 - Desjardines, K0foed $ 
$ & Wren $ 
" .If In terested  p lease  cal l  I (aryn Kirk at the  Ter race 'Star t -  .$ 
dard 
' TERRACE STANDAR D 
32. Legal Notices 
MINISTRY OF  FORESTS 
Skeena 
Provincial Forest Review 
Please note that the Skeena Provincial Forest is currently 
under review and boundary changes are being considered. 
Interested individuals or groups'may obtain information from 
the Ministry of Forests Offices listed below. The proposals 
will be on display until March 2, 1990. Comments on the pro- 
posals are invited. Those received by March 19, 1990 will 
be Considered before proceeding further. 
The proposed additions to the Skeena Provincial Forest are 
located on the southwest side of the Kitsumkalum Lake (north 
of Terrace) and on the west side of the Kispiox River about 
six kilometres north of Kispiox. 
District Manager District Manager Regional Manager 
P.O, Box 215 200.5220 Keith Ave.Bag 5000 
Hazelton, B,C. Terrace, B.C. Smither, 8.C. 
VOJ 1YO V8G 1L1 VOJ 2NO 
842.6581 638-3290 847-7500 
Buffalo Head 
Forest Products Ltd. 
NOTICE OF PRE-HARVEST 
SILVICULTURE PRESCRIPTIONS OR 
SILVICULTURE PRESCRIPTION 
NOTICE 
The following areas have a proposed prescription that will ap- 
ply if approval is obtained from the Ministry of Forests, The 
proposed prescriptions will be available until March 7 at the 
location noted below during regular working hours. 
To ensure consideration, any written comments ,must be 
made to Buffalo Head Forest Products Ltd. at Box 70, 
Stewart, B.C. TOT lWO by the above date. 
Form of Licence Cutting Cutblock Location Area 
Agreement No. Permit No. No. (ha) 
Forest 
Ucence A16884 17 7 Oweegee 68.0 
or Erlinda Okano at 635-6526. 
***** ,  
THE KINETTE CLUB OF 
Terrace hold their meetings on 
the second and fourth Wed. of 
the month. Anyone interested 
in more information about he 
Kinettes or meetings please call 
Gall at 635-9253. 
~r "k 9¢ ,k ,k 
"KITIMAT" & TE]gRACE 
BL IND & VISUALLY• IM- 
PAIRED PERSONS. We have 
a white cane club in Terrace, 
When in town come and have 
coffee with us. We would be 
happy to welcome you. 
Located at Women's Resource 
Centre 4542 Park Ave'. Thurs- 
day, 1:30 p.m. lnfo contact 
Phyllis 638-0412 or Felix 
638-1285; 
,k, ~r 't" W ,k 
TERRACE AA MEETINGS, 
635-6533, Men's Sun. nite 7 
p.m. Hospital Psych Unit. 4720 
Hanshland. Sun. Women's 
8:30 p.m. Hospital Psych Unit. 
Monday nite 8:30 p.m. Bhle 
Gables Corr. Institution. Mon- 
day nite 8:30 p.m., Knox 
United Church, 4907 Lazelle 
Avenue. Tuesday nite 8:30 
p.m. Catholic Church, 4830 
Straume Avenue. Wed. nite 
Beginners 7:30 p.m. Hospital 
Psych Unit, 4720 Haugland. 
Thurs. nite 8:30 p.m. Hospital 
Psych Unit. Friday nite 8:30 
p.m. Kermode Centre 3313 
Kalum Street. 
TERRACE YOUTH CENTRE 
is searching for volunteers and 
donations for the new year• 
Please contact ceni/ 'e at 
635-2018, Pat at 638-0112 or 
Judith at 638-8120. 
ANYONE INTERESTED IN 
JO INING A SUPPORT 
GROUP for step and blended 
families, call Lee at 635-9055 
• k ,t, ~r ~ ,k 
OVEREATERS ANONY-  
MOUS "will meet every 
Wednesday evening at  7:30 
p.m. at Terrace Women's 
Resource Center at 4542 Park. 
Newcomers welcome. For more 
info. call 635-6510 or 638-0664• 
LOSSES. E ITHER 
THROUGH separat ion .  
divorce, or death can be a time 
you may need additional sup- 
port, If you wish to be in a sup- 
per, ire group, please join us 
the 1st and 3rd Wednesday of  
each month. 1:15 - 3 p.m. in 
the conference room at the 
Mental Health Centre. Call 
639-3325 for more info. 
SOCIALIZING SINGLES 
meeting. Every Friday night at 
7:30 p.m. 4542 Park Ave. 
Come on out the coffee is on. 
For more into. call 635-9551. 
BIG BROTHERS AND BIG 
SISTERS are now underway. 
The first A.G.M. proved to be 
a success with enough people 
present to fill all executive, and 
directors chairs. The next few 
months will be busy trying to 
get totally functional by spring• 
But, we still can't do it withgut 
I '~ :  r, '~ ! ,  " : I 
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available from the Skeena 
Senior Citizens Housing Socie- 
ty office oorner of Apsley St. 
and Lakelse Ave. each Thurs- 
day from 2 - 4 p,m. 
No. 2 - -4627Lake lseAvenue 638 8555 
Terrace, B.C. m 
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OPEN AT 5:00 PM 
O MOUNT LAYTON 
HOT SPRINGS ,~ 




A proven.challenge towrinkles 
PROGRF.S INTENSIF RIDES (40 mL) 
• Anti-Wrinkle cream for the face 
$29.00547.00.each.each ~ " PROGREscrOm~'. . lPROGRES YEUX (15 mL) • INTI'.'NSIF RIDES ~-N~.,ME-~4P 0".". • Specific anti-wrinkle eye cream ",,~. ~: , , , , . , ,~  $29.00547.00.each.each ~%-~'J" , • ,*i . . . . . .  
BONUS GIFT " "  
[] After the purchase of $18.00 or n 
products, the customer will receJ 
a fabulous gift coniainiqg the foil 
t TRANS HYDRIX(20mL) ' 
n ABLUTIA MOUSSE (20 mL) 
• ROUGE A LEVRES SATIN. 
Satin Lip Colour Rose Lanc6me 
' * 0 de Lan¢6me (vial 1.75 mL) 
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